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ABS1RACf 

This thesis consists of three essays on empirical household behaviour: in particular. 

on demand and female labour supply decisions. 1h: first essay examines empirical1) 

\vhether the condition 10r aggregation across goods and the condition l{)r aggregation 

across individuals are accepted using Canadian family expenditure surye) s. J\ ne\\ 

demand system is developed to test both conditions. Both conditions are rejeckd by the 

data. This places some doubt on the use of single good. representative agent models in 

macroeconomIcs. 

"n1e second essay is concemed with the impact of children on labour supply 

decisions of malTied women using the 1975 labor supply data from Panel Stud) or 

Income Dynamics. Some previous research treated the number of children as a continuous 

variable and has tl1lmd that the number or children is exogenous in the hours of \\or\\. 

equation of malTied \yomen. suggesting that the number of children is detennined 

independently of hours \vorked. This essay tinds that treating the number of children ~L" 

a discrete integer may be impOliant when testing for their individual exogeneity in the 

hours equation. It also finds that children and labour tt1rce participation are a joint 

decision for malTied \yomen. The findings in this essay emphasize the importance of 
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considering both the potential endogeneity and the discrete count data nature of the 

number of children when estimating the policy-related parameters in labour supply 

equations. especially in the participation equation. 

11K third essay investigates the cost of children through equivalence scales using 

Canadian bmily expenditure surveys. It generalises Blackorby and Donaldson's (BD) 

condition concerning the structure of preferences. Both the BD condition and its 

generalization detennine the equivalence scale lmiquely ii'om the demand data. It is tlmmi 

that the restriction implied by the BD condition regarding the budget share t<J1' the 

'children only' good is rejected. \\herea~ that of its generalization is not. A ne\\ rank thrce 

demand system is developed to examine the testable implications of the generalized HD 

condition. which are then rt:iected. Neveltheless. equivalence scales are estimated under 

the generalized BD condition. It is found that the cost of a child increases with both the 

age of a child and the labour torce involvement of the female adult and decre<'Lqcs with 

the income level of the household. 
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CHAPIERONE 

INTRODUCTION 

ll1e structural modelling of individual choices using survey clata and the analysis 

of mlcroeconomic policy issues have interested many economists. For public policy 

makers. the consideration of both the positive and normative implications of government 

policies is an important part of policy analysis. If one ,Yants to C~lD"y out a proper public 

policy analysis. one needs to kl1lm the structural pm'ameters of the model employed. 

'H1erdl1re. it is important to be dear about assumptions of the model and investigate their 

validity. It is importm1t to take into consideration the endogeneity of variables. It is 

important to compute empirical estimates of policy-related parameters irom a model 

which has a sound theoretical basis. 

From a strict microeconomic perspective. the only true hehavioral constants are 

ta"te and tcchnologJ parameters. The structural equations in a model are the tirst order 

conditions that t4JllO\y from a constrained maximization prohlem invohing tastes. 

technology. and market constraints. Structural parameters are estimated lrom the utilit~y 
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function \\hich represents the ta"tes of individuals and b'om the production function \\'hlCh 

represents the technology of firms. Structural parameters are indepenuent ot' policy 

changes. Public policy works by changing the market constraints 1acing indiviuuals. The 

impact of altemative policies can then be investigated by changing the values or polic) 

parameters. 

Many public policies involve issues conceming household behaviour such as 

labour supply. In the recent discussion paper released by the Ministry of Human 

Resources Development proposed reitm11S on the unemployment insurance system and 

the Child Tax Bendit program t<xus on removing the disincentive to \york and prmiding 

better income support for loyv-income tamilies \\ith children. The Child Tax Benctit 

program recognizes the additional costs bome by lamilies that raise children. especially 

by poor t~unilies. A study of the impact of these rci()rms (if implemented) can be best 

catTied out through microeconnmetric analysis of the data at the individual level because 

these ret()nns intend to aHect households' decisions on labour supply and tertilitv. 

This thesis is composeu of three essays. Each is contained separately in the three 

chapters that tl)llmY. All are concemed with empirical household behaviour. in particular. 

demand and 1emale labour supply decisions. All the empirical results arc obtained through 

the programs \\Titten in Gauss programming language (n:rsion 2.1) by the author. The 

connecting thread of this thesis is the interest in structural modelling or household 
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behavior. In the iollmving paragraphs. a brief introduction to each essay is pnAided. 

Ihc first essay examines empirically \vhether the condition t()r aggregation across 

goods and the condition tl)f aggregation across individuals are accepted using data tl:om 

the Canadian family expenditure surveys. TI1ere are t\vo kinds of aggregation prohkms 

in the study of systems of consumer demand equations: aggregation across commodities 

and aggregation across individuals. Conditions are kno\\11 under which both types of 

aggregation are possible in the economic literature (Gom1an (1959). Muellbauer. (lY75)). 

TI1e problem of aggregation across indi\iduals concems the connection bet\\een 

the microeconomics of consumer behaviour and the analysis of aggregate market dl'mand. 

There is no obvious reason \vhy macroeconomic relations should replicate thl'ir 

microeconomic t()undations. ~lhc conditions under \\hich aggregation across commodities 

is possible are interesting because of the need to reduce the number of parameters 

necessary to characterize a system of demand equations. 

The primary goal of consumer demand modelling is to detennine empirically the 

price and income elasticities of dem,md f()r specific commodities. Ih.:se elasticities pla) 

a critical role in prqjecting demand and evaluating the impact of economic policy on 

consumer weliare. To test both aggrl'gation conditions. a ne\v demand system is 

developed. which nests both a demand system \vhere the condition t(Jr aggregation across 



individuals is satisfied and a demand system \\here the condition for aggregation acruss 

commodities is satisfied. Evidence is found that both conditions are rejected by the data. 

This places some doubt on the use of single good representative agent models in 

macroecononucs. 

The second essay is concemed \\ith the impact of children on kmale labour 

supply decisions. cl11C labour supply beha\'iour of women is interesting because it has 

tmportant implications for many policy related topics. including the distribution nf income: 

and poverty problems. wage dillerentials. \veltare payments and social securitcy. It is 

realized that many aspects of household decisions arc interconnected. For example. the: 

presence of children in the household is closely associated with female labour supply 

decisions. Inclusion of possibly endogenous children variables in the labour supply 

equations \villlikely kad to biased estimates or labour supply parameters. Hence. in order 

to estimate labour supply parameters more precisely. caretltl modelling of children 

variables is essential. Some studies on kmale labour supply decisions (e. g.. Minccr 

(1962). Heckman (197-+). Heckman and MaCurdy (1980)) treat children as exogenously 

imposed constraints on the hOlL')ehold decision-making process. Other studies (e. g .. 

Schultz (1978. 1980). Mroz (1987)) hme argued that there moe mutual dependencies 

bet\veen the labour supply ofmmTied \\omen and krtility (usually proxied by the number 

of children in specified age groups in the household) and have allowed it)!' this 

endogeneity of tertility in models of temale labour supply. None of these studies have 



explicitly taken into consideration the count nature of the children variables when testing 

the exogeneity of the children variables in equations for temale labour supply decisions 

(i.e.. the labour 11)rCe patticipation decision and the hours of \york decision if 

participating). Hence. in lhe second essay. the count nature of the children \'anables is 

modeled explicitly when the exogeneity assumption of the children variables in equation 

t(X the labor supply decisions of man'ied \\omen is investigated using the 1975 labour 

supply data fi'om the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. 111is essay tinds that treating 

children variables as count data may be imp011at1t when testing for their individual 

exogeneity in the hours equation. FUlthem10rc. there is evidence that children and labour 

tl)rce participation are a joint decision for married \\omen. 1be findings emphasize the 

importance of considering both the potential endogeneit:, and the discrete count data 

nature of the children variables when estimating the policy-related parameters in labour 

supply equations. especially in the participation equation. 

The third essay imestigates the cost of children through equivalence scales. 

Households difter in their characteristics. and the needs of their individual members vary 

\yith their ages. \york status and other characteristics. 'n1erefore expenditure behm iour 

across households is expected to be diHerent. In terms of designing or implementing 

govemment \\\,Mare policies. it is essential to kno\\ how \yell off the members of one 

how;ehold are relative to those of another. In the literature, the notion of equivalence 

scales is developed to bridge demand behaviour and welfare comparisons across 
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households ofdil1ering composition. Equivalence scales can be defined as the ratio of the 

cost of a household obtaining a given level of utility to the cost of a di ft"i:rent household 

""ith a different set of characteristics obtaining the same level of utility. 'n1tTe are se\ eral 

\vays or estimating equivalence scales. most of them are based on empirical analyses of 

household demand behaviour. Hmvever. it is argued in the literature that \vithout an) 

restrictions on consumers' preferences. not all the infonnation required to make \\dtarc 

comparisons is idemifiable from demand analysis alone. Blackorby and Donaldson (BD. 

1988) propose a condition under which the equivalence scale can be uniquely detel1nined 

from demand behaviour alone. Blundell and Lewbel (1991). and Dickens. Fry and 

Pa..')hardes (1992) empirically il1Yestigated the BO condition. 'Iheir empirical results 

rejected the BD condition. These empirical r~iections put some doubt on the validity of 

the identified equivalence scales. cn1ere1<.xe. in the third essay. the BD condition is 

generalized. It is tcmnd on a sample of Canadian data that the restriction implied by the 

BD condition regarding the budget share for the 'children only' good is rejected. \yhcreas 

that of its generalization is not. A nc\\ rank three demand system IS dcycloped to examine 

the testable implications of the generalized HD condition. \\hich are then rc:iected. 

Nevertheless. equivalence scales are estimated under the generalized BD condition. It is 

found that the cost of a child increa,<;es \\ith hoth the age of a child and the lahour i(xce 

involvement of the female adult. and decrea..')es \yith the income level of the househuld. 
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I. Introduction 

111ere are two kinds of aggregation problem in the study of systems of consumer 

demand equations: aggregation across conm10dities and aggregation across indi\ iduals. 

Conditions are kno\\11 under \vhich both t: pes of aggregation are possible (see. f(x 

example. Deaton and Mudlbauer. 1980b). 

The conditions under \\hich aggregation across commodities is possible are 

interesting because of the need to reduce the number of parameters necessary to 

characterize a system of demand equations. cI11e prImary goal of consumer demand 

modelling is to detem1ine empirically the price and income elasticities of demand JlX 

specific commodities. These elasticities play a critical role in projecting demand and 

eyaluating the impact of economic policy on consumer \\dtare. Howeyer. because the 

number of commodities consumed by hOlL'~eholds is typically large. and the number of 

o\\11-price and cross-price elasticities of demand increases with the square of thl:' number 

of commodities. the estimation of a complete demand system is economl:'tncall: 

intractable. One approach used to overcome this problem is to impose restrictions on the 

stlUcture of the utility function. \vhich lead to Strotz's ( 1957) t\VO stage budgeting!. Using 

See ~edlon 3.3 for the e",planation of t\\O stage budgeting. 



this approach. the computational problems of estimating a system of demand equations 

t'Jr a large number of commodities can be circumvented by estimating group demand 

systems separately. Gorman (1959) examined the relationship between t\\O stage 

budgeting behaviour and the torm of a consumer's utility function. In particular. he 

showed that if the utility function is additi\dy separable over groups of commodities ~md 

each group utility function is ofthe generalized G0I111£111 polar tC)fJn (GGPF) then goods 

can be aggregated. 

lh;:: problem of aggregation across individuals concems the connection bet\\een 

the microeconomics of consumer behaviour and the analysis of aggregate market demand. 

There is no obvious rea.";on \vhy macroeconomic relations should replicate their 

microeconomic t()undations. The demand theory of an individual household cannot be 

directly applied to aggregate market data though otten data are available only t()l" 

aggregates of households. 11111S it is important to find conditions under \vhich macro 

relations are consistent \\ith micro relations. i.e .. \\hcn aggregation across individuals is 

possible. Muellbauer (1975) derived one such necessm'y [111d suflicient condition /tX 

aggregation across individuals. \vhich he calls "Generalized Linearity" (GL). GL is the 

same as Freixas [ll1d Mas-Colell's ( 1987) notion of no torsion. 

Lau ( J 98:2) explored the restrictions of aggregation across individuals under \\hich 

an aggregate demand function relies only on prices of individual commodities. symmetric 
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tunctions of household income and demographic characteristics. lhe restrictions require 

that individual demand hmctions be linear in 1imctions of income and demographic 

characteristics, with the addition of a tlmction dependent only upon prices of 

commodities. An aggregation market demand timction satisf}ring Lau's l19R2) conditions 

of exact aggregation is not necessarilv consistent \\ith a utilitv-maximizilw, or 
~...... ...... .. '" '-

cost-rrunimizing process, \vhereas an aggregation market demand ilU1ction satisj~'ing 

Muellbauer's (1975) GL has a conesponding cost iunction. 

Households ditler in t\\'o respects: their demographic characteristics and their 

incomes. Some previous researchers have used aggregate time series data either tn 

estimate price and income elasticities or to test the propositions of consumer theory 

(Stone, ISIS .. .\.; Theil, 1965. Deaton and Muellhauer. 1980a). 111is kind of research treats 

aggregate data as if they come from a single consumer ~md imposes the restrictions liJr 

aggregation across individuals. Other empirical \Vol"k. for example the paper h) Nicol 

(1989), t()Cuses on the effects of heterogeneity in households' demographic characteristics 

on aggregate market demand hy testing Lau's theory of exact aggregation tL<;ll1g 

cross-section Canadian micro-data. cIl1e empirical model of aggregate consumer hehaviour 

developed by Jorgenson et al (1982). \\'hich allows the simultaneous estimation of price 

and demographic efiects in a demand system using pooled aggregate time series data ami 

cross-sectional micro-data is hased on Lau's conditions of exact aggregation. 
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Dlis paper focuses on the ellccts of household income and tests the conditinns for 

aggregation across individuals and aggregation across commodities implied by 1hl: 

functional forms derived by GOl1nan ( 1959) and Muellbauer (1975): it uses cross-sl:ctioJ1 

micro data 11'om tlJur Canadian tamily expenditure surveys (F AMEX) 1:i-om 1978. 1118:2. 

l1l84 and 1986. Tn test the restrictions implied by the aggregation conditions. a ne\\ 

demand system is developed. This system nests both a demand system in \\hich the 

condition rcx aggregation across individuals is satisfied (Muellhauer. 1975) and a demand 

system in which the condition t(Jr aggregation across commodities is satis1ied (Gonmm. 

1959). 

Muellhaucr's (1975) GL condition 1(x aggregation across individuals is described 
'- '- '-

in section :2 and G0n11an'S (1959) condition tor aggregation ovcr commodities in section 

3. In addition. it is argued that one linearly homogeneous price index may not he sensitive 

enough to capture changes in consumers' behaviour due to exogenous price ch~U1ges of 

commodities. and hence may not he able to descrihe the first stage allocation accurately 

in the t\\O stagc hudgeting tfume\vork. Therdore. 1:\\0 diHerent linearly homogeneous 

price indices l1:om each period may he needed to allocate totn} expenditure in the first 

stage. 

A more general utility function. cnlled a generalized GGPF (GGGPF) is proposed 

in section 4. It employs two linearly homogeneous price indices in the first stage 
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allocation of the two stage budgeting framevv'ork. l11c demand system con'esponding to 

the proposed C'JGGPF is presented in section 4. which allmvs the aggregation conditions 

to he tested. -I11e restrictions implied bv Gt and GGPf are also described. 

Section 5 describes the empirical results usmg f AMEX data. -Ine systems 

(unrestricted and restricted) derived in section ...J. are estimated tor the several data sets l'i)r 

two-adult households. strati tied on the hasis of the employment status of the female adult 

and presence of children. We strati1)' the data because the lahour fixce status of \\itC and 

the presence of children in a household at1ect household demands (see Browning and 

Meghir. 1991). Section 6 presents a sunm1ary of the main conclusions. 

2. A Brief Review of the Gmdition for Aggregation across Individuals 

In the individual utility maximization fi-amework. an individual demand l()r each 

commodity is a function of the total expenditure and a vector of prices. Consumers hme 

difterent levels of total expenditure; thus in order lor aggregation across individuals to bc 

valid (i.e .. fi)r income responses of aggregate demand at the macro le\ el to consistently 

retlect the income responses of individual demand at the micro level). the income 

responses at ditlerent levels of individual income at the nucro level must take a particular 

form. 
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The aogreoate budoet share takes the tl)rm: b ...... b b 

where \V,11 (ql1) is the consumer h's budget share (demand) for commodity i. In general. \\ 

is a iunction of a \ ector of commodity prices p and the expenditure distribution vector 

(Yl' Y2- .... YII)' If the aggregate budget share \\', can be \\Tittcn as a function of prices and 

the representative budget share level Yl)' \\hich itself is a function of prices and the 

expenditure distribution vector. that is. 

(2.1.1) 

then aggregation across individuals is possible. 

Muellbauer (1975) showed that [(X (2.1.1) to hold. the individual budget share 

equation must satis!) "Generalized Linearity" (GL). which specifies the t(mn of income 

responses at the micro level. There are four equivalent ways to express GL in the context 

of identical preferences: 

(1 ) Difterential restrictions on budget sharcs: 

a aWl lay 
-(---) = 0 
ay awJ lay 

tor all i and j. where \\] is the budget share tl)r commodity i of a consumer and y is the 

consumer's expenditure levcl. 
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(2) Budg~t shares: 

tl)f all i with LA = 0, I:B, = 1. 

(3) Cost function: 

Ou. p) = G(u. I-I(p))B(p) 

\,here u is the level of utility, B(p) is linearly homogeneous. and H(p) is homogeneous 

of degree zero. 

( 4) Relationship between budget shares: 

There are t\\O important special cas~s of GL. One is called pnce independent 

generalized linearity (PIGl)~, \yhose cost timction is defined by 

where E is a scalar, and both a(p) and b(p) are linearly homogeneous. The other is price 

independent generalized I inearity log~u'ithmic furm (PI GUX1). \\hose cost tlmction is 

expressed by 

:: Under GL. the representati\'e e~penditurc Ie\ cI depends on both prices and the distribution of 
expenditures. whereas under PIGL the representatl\ e e~pel1dlture level is independent of prices and 
dependent only 011 the distribution of expenditures. rlGL satIsfies the conditions of no torsion (NT) and 
unillll"m cunaturc (lie). The NT condition indicates that 111 the rcleHlI1t range of lI1come. the Engel (un e 
is contained 111 a plane through the origin The lie condition requires that in addition. the Engel cune bc 
either conve~ or concave to the origin. See Frelxas and Mas-Colell (1987) tlX more detaib. 
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C(u. p) = H(ptB(p) 

Ibc utility 11mction corresponding to the almost ideal demand system (AIDS) (Deaton and 

Muellbauer. 1980a) belongs to the PIGUXl class. 

3. Two Stage Budgeting and Aggregation across Commodities 

3.1. Introduction 

Since the \\lork of Gommn (1959) and Strotz (1957. 1959). the assumption of 

separability of preferences has become a popular practice in applications or consumer 

theory The ability to group commodities by type or time period stands as one ofthe most 

valuable fom1S of restrictions on consumer prekrences. 111t.~ basic idea of separability 

originates 1iom the ordinary properties of goods. It is assumed that commodities may he 

broadly grouped such that goods \\hich interact closely in the yielding of utilit) an: 

grouped together while goods \\hich are in different groups interact only in a general \\:1). 

For example. service and recreation are usually classitied <L';; h\o different groups. I r a 

relationship between one type of service and one type of recreation exists. then that 

relationship \\ ill be much the same 1<,)1" all pairs of commodities chosen ti-om these t\\0 

groups. 

The separability concept in terms of 1lmctional structures was tirst introduced by 
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Sono (1961 )3, and Leontief (1947a. 1947b). A group of variables is said to be separabk 

trom the remaining variables in a utility function if the marginal rates uf substitution 

between variables in that hJt·ouP are independent of the values of \'ariables outside that 

group. About a decade later. Strotz (1957, 1959) and Gonmm (1959) made use of the 

concept of separability in the context of demand analysis. 

In this section. the concept of separability of preferences and the colTespomling 

specifications of utility functions. two stage budgeting and the implications of assuming 

the separability of preferences tor the empirical analysis of consumer expenditure data are 

presented. 

3.2. Concepts of Separnbility and Comsponding FtillCtiOnal Stnlctures 

Leontief and Sono realized that separability is equivalent to the functional structure 

of utility functions. Assume that U is twice ditlerentiable. and let q be the partial 

derivative of U with respect to the ith variable. Following Leontief and Sono, the 

variables i and j are scparable trom the variable k if and only if 

-' Sano's paper. original\:- published tn Japanese in \9--k\ \\clS later translated intu English in \9nL 
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11mt is, the pair (i, j) is separable li0111 k if the marginal rate of substitution between 

commodities i and j is independent of the quantity of commodity k. Several types of 

separability are defined according to the respective groups to \vhich commodities i, j and 

k belong. 

(a) Weak Separnbility 

A utility 1unction U is said to be weakly separable with respect to a partition (n! . 

... , nRr-l if the marginal rate of substitution bet\\een two commodities i and j belonging 

to the same subset is not affected by the quantity of commodity k consumed in an~ other 

subsets. 

or equiyalently. if and only if the utility function U is of the form: 

where t(.) is increasing in all of its arguments. and for each r. "r(xr ) is a function of 

sub-vector XI' 

--I (n l •...• 1111.) i" a partition ufthe -;et ofn cUl1lmodities. 111 un: U .. Ul1p = n.;\ small letter denote~ 
a single variable. a bold Ol1e rcpre-;ents a \ector. 
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(b) Strong Sepambility 

A utility function lJ is said to be strongly separable to a partition (n1 ..... n,,) ifthl' 

marginal rate of suhstitution between goods i and j trom ditterent suhsets n, and n
l 

is not 

related to the quantity consumed of good k from subset nk \'v'bieh does not contain goods 

i and j. that is. 

or equiyalently. if and only if the functional form of lJ is 

where t(. ) is a monotonic increasing function. For each 1". v,(xj ) is a function of sub-\ ector 

~. In the case where there is only on commodity in each group. preferences me said to 

be additively separable. Additi\Oe separability is a special case of strong separability. 

which in tum is a special case of weak separahility. 

3.3. Two Stage Budgeting 

Following Leontief (19-1-7a 19-1-7b). interest in junctional structure (md separability 

was rdl'eshed by Strotz (1957. 1959) in the area of consumer budgeting and price 

aggregation. T\yo stage hudgeting \\as first proposed by Strotz (1057). In the jirst stagc. 

group expenditures are obtained by allocating the total expenditure among commodity 
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groups with rderence only to price indices irom individual groups. c111is process imohe~ 

aggregation across goods, and all commodities consumed in the same group are treated 

as a single unit. In the second stage. group expenditures are allocated to individual 

commodities hased on commodity prices within that group. 

Commodities can be grouped either by type or by time period. c111e time period 

IS used to classih commodities here. It is assumed that there are T periods. n 

commodities in each period. 

In the fIrst stage. if the expenditure in period 1. Yr. can be expressed as: 

(3.3.1 ) 

where y is the total expenditure over T periods. Pt is the commodity price \\xtor (Ptl' .. " 

Ptn) in period t and n is a linearly homogeneous tlll1ction of Pt. then aggregation across 

commodities is possible. As long as price indices are knO\\ll 11'0111 all periods. one can 

calTY out the allocation or total expenditure across each period \\ ithout needing to kllO\\ 

individual commodity prices. Nevertheless. this is only true when the representation of 

prcierences takes particular forms. Anderson (1979) calls n the pert~ct price indices 

5 Fri~ch (1936) classified inde:-- numbers into t\\O categories: 'statistical' mde:-- numbers and 
'functional' inde:-- numbers. l1le tlJlmer are purely descripti\ e :-.tatlstics. measuring the vanations in a set of 
comparable phcllomena (prices. quantities. etc.) along: an <L"is of observation (eg .. time. space, etc.). \\ ithoul 
any direct theon:tical underpinning. The latter are based on a tl)l-mal theory, and hm e a preci'.e theurelil:al 
interpretation. PPI belong,,> to the latter. 
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Gom1an (1959) shm,ed that ior (3.3.1) to hold. the utility function nm"t take 

particular t(XlllS: either (i) the utility function is "eakly separahle across each period and 

each period utility function (hereaiter called a sub-utility 1unction) is homothetic. or (ii) 

the utility tt-mction is additively separable over time periods and each sub-utility function 

takes the generalized Gorman polar tonn (GGPF). or (iii) a mixture of both (G0l111an. 

1959 or Deaton and Muellbauer. 1980b). 111at is. the utility function U owr T periods 

takes the tlmn: 

T22.1~t:ST (3.3.2) 

,vhere g(.) is increasing in all of its arguments. 

(i) v, = G,(Y/f\(Pr)) (r = t+1. .... T). "here GJ.) is an increasing illl1ction. and ll.(') 

is linearly homogeneom;. Vr represents homothetic preferences and 

(ii) v, = rUY/ Q(pJ] + crJpJ (s = L .... t). is called the generalized Gonmm polar tcmn 

(GGPF). "here I-U') is monotonically increasing. CP;(·) is homogeneous of degree Lero. 

and ll,(.} is linearly homogeneous. If I-t is the identity flmction. V,. which represents 

quasi-homothetic preferences. is called the Gorman polar fom1. If cp, equals zero. GGPr 

reduces to a representation of homothetic preferences. 

If the c\:penditure in a period is divided b) a price index. a single aggregate is 

obtained. This aggregate is called 'consumption' in conventional macroeconomics. In the 

literature. concems about what kind of price index should be used in order to define a 

consumption good ,,-ere first discussed by Gom1at1 (1959) and explicitly ,vas raised t"o 
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decades later hy Anderson (1979). He suggested that the pedect pnce index is the 

appropriate price index that should be used to construct a 'consumption' good. He utilized 

one PPJ from each commodity group to allocate broad group expenditures in the tIrst 

stage. and shom~d that the application of the PPI leads to more accurate estimates of 

group expenditure tlmctions than those obtained using some ordinal) price indices \\'hich 

leave the aggregation across commodities implicit. 

Both quasi-homothetic (i.e .. GOl111an polar [(xm) and homothetic preferences are 

generally considered too restrictive 1l1r demand analysis since both imply linear Engel 

curves. Hom;~\'er. Engel curves 1i"om a GGPF utility function are nonlinear. Thus. a 

GGPF utility function is considered empirically much more interesting and flexihle. and 

it is chosen in studies hy Bro\\ning (1989). Yen and Roe (1989). Heien and Wessells 

( 1990) and Bro\\11ing and Meghir ( 1991 ) aq an indirect utility limction. 

In gcneral. 1\\'0 stage budgeting takes the follO\\ing structure: in stage one. the 

total expenditure y is allocated ovcr T periods in a \yay such as 

T 
Ma....: U in (3.3.2) with respect to Yt subject to ;;1 Yt = y 

The first order condition gives us the optimal period expenditure Yt (1 ::::; t ::::; T). \\hich 

is a tlmction of T period PPIs (one 1r0111 each period) and the total expenditure. Each 

\ 



period PPI is a 1lU1ction of individual prices of that period 

In stage t\\o. demand for each commodity in a period is obtained from 

where Xl = (~l' ...• xtn ) and ~, is the demand l<Jr the ith commodity in period t. "lh.~ 

solution 1(x this problem is 

Xtl = 'HI( Yt· Ptl ..... PIn) 1()r t = 1. .... T and i = 1. .... n ( .., .., ..,) 
J.J.J 

"rhat is. in the second stage. the consumer only needs to knm\ the individual prices in 

period t \\ith 110 need to take into account the allocation of any other group. Indi\idual 

commodity demands are a 1'unction of the pcriod expenditure and the individual 

commodity prices of the same period. 

As a result. demand changes in one period due to detailed price changes in any 

other period are taken into account merely through the corresponding period expenditure. 

\\hich acts as the only medium for all intertemporal substitutions. Perf txt price indices 

capture the changes in individual prices in an) periods. HO\\ever. it is possible lor price 

changes in difterent commodities \\'ithin the same period to balance out. leading to no 

change in the perfect price index of that period. in tum causing no change in each period 

expenditure in the two stage budgeting tl"ame\\'ork. This would imply that even if some 

prices change. consumers \\'ill not alter their intertemporal a1location decision unless a 



period PPI changes. Relaxing this assumption leads to the introduction of a second PPI 

fix each period. It is expected that the utilization oft\Yo PPls Irom each period in the iirst 

stage may allO\\' the modelling of changes in consumers' behaviour which cannot he 

picked up by using only one PPI fi'om each period. Therei(xe. instead of employing one 

PPL 1\vo difTcrent PPls tor each period are used to describe consumers' behaviour in the 

first stage. 111at is. the expenditure for each period is 

where [\= n(Pt). 1\ = 1\(Pt). n ::;i: 1\ for all t. hath ofthem are linearly homogeneoLis. In 

section 4. a more general utility Jlmction \\'ill he specified. which allmvs the validity or 

the aQ:Q:reQ:ation conditions to he investiQ:ated. 
'-'- ....... '-

4. Model Specification 

4.1. The Relationships between GL and GGPF 

The general representations of PIGL. GGPF and GL are as f\)l1ows: 

C(u. p) = (a(pY:( l-u) + b(p),=tl )1'" 

v(Y. p) = F(Y/D(p)) + A(p) 

C(u. p) = G(u. H(p))B(p) 

(PIGL) 

(GGPF) 

(GL) 

'where F(') and G(.) are a monotonically increll';;ing 1unction. E::;i: O. a(p). b(p). B(p). and 

D(p) are linearly homogeneous hmctions of prices. and A(p) and H(p) arc homogeneous 



of degree zero functions of prices. When E approaches O. PIGL becomes PIGUXJ. 

Inverting the PIGL cost function yields the PIGL indirect utility iLU1ction 

v(Y. p) == yE / [b(p)E - a(p)-=] + a(p)E I [b(p)E - a(p)EJ. To prove that a canonical tlmn 

of PIGL utility is a GGPF subutility. i.e., PIGL c GGPF. let D(p) = [b(p)" - a( p)-= I; "'-. 

A(p) = a(p)E/ (a(p)-=- b(p)E). -Iben. in terms ofv(.). O(p) and A(p). PIGL utility is 

v(.) = (Yi O(p»E + A(p). \\hich is the fonn of GGPF having F(Y/O(p)) = (Y' D(p»)E. 

Similarly. rearranging the general tom1 ofGGPF with u = v(Y. p) and Y = C(u. p)) ields 

the GGPF cost tlU1ction C(u. p) = FI(U - A(p))[)(p). To prove GGPF c GL let 

B(p) = I)(p). and H(p) = A(p). Then. in terms orC(.). H(p) and B(p). GGPF cost 111l1ction 

is C(.) == FI(U - H(p))B(p). which is the form of GL having G(u. H(p)) = F-1(u - II(p)). 

In summary. PIGL cGGPF cGL. Since the oi:iectivc of the paper is to test \"hether the 

aggregation conditions are satisfied. a utility tlU1ction. \\'hich nests Gt as a special case. 

is needed. Section -1-.2 will deal with this problem. 

4.2. A Genernlized GGPF Utility Function and Demand System 

To test the aggregation conditions and to have a consistent micro llmndation hJr 

the use of t\\'o different PPls in the first stage. a cOlTesponding utilit} function must be 

specified. 11 is known that the GGPF utility iunction used in a number of studies results 

in employing one PPI in the i1rst stage. It is natural to think that if a GGPF utility 



1'lmction can be generalised, then 1\\'0 different PPls may be introduced in the iirst stage. 

It is also required that the generalization of this particular GGPF includes GL as a special 

case. 

A patticuiar GGPF utility function is chosen such as 

(-+.2.1) 

This function represents the preferences <1.ssociated with the almost ideal demand S\'stem 

(Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980a). We generalize (..J..2.1 ) into the 101111 

(..J..2.2) 

which \\e name as "a generalized GGPF" (GGCiPF). It is a linear combination (11' the 

utility iunction con'esponding to the AIDS and the utility tunction representing homo[hetic 

preferences. It provides a i1exibJe iunctionallorm \\'hich a11o\vs the hudget shares ttl vary 

with the expenditure level morc ii'eel)' than (-+.2.1) does. If b = 0, (-+.2.2) represents the 

same preferences as (..J..2. I). b is called a lunctional i1exibility pat'amcter. It is assumed 

that preferences arc additively separahle across T periods. The utility illl1ction for each 

. d . 't- i' t '") '") peno IS specl HX 111 ('-t._._). 

The demand system in period t can he obtained from \Ot for all t. 1100\e\er. single 

cross section data set does not typically re\"eal much price vat'iation in a single period. 

In order to identif)" thc etl'ects of price changes, \\c use tour cross section dat:l and 

assume that budget share systems at'e the same in all periods, and hencc subscript t 
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(representing time) is dropped. 

Vv'c speci1}' tunctional t<')l111S tor qXp). IIp) and i\(p) as tallows: 

n 1 n n 
Ln(I1/p)) = ') ex Ln(p) + - L L y ~I Ln(Pk) Ln(PI) 

i = 1 I I 2 k= 1 1=1 

n n 
Ln( <.p(P) = L 0 Ln(p.) with the restnctwn L 0 0 

i=l I I i=l I 

\yith the constraints: 

n n n 
L exk 1, L Y;I = L Y~I 0 and 
k=l k=l /= 1 

II 11 
Ln(I\(p» Ln(I1(p» + ~l Pk Ln(Pk)' with L Pk 0 

k=l 

Since demographic variables aftect consumers' preferences. we let the ~ 

parameters be linear functions of household demographic characteristicsh
• 

ex k = ex kO + j~ 1 ex k; dJ ' k 1, 2, ... , n 

\yith the constrains: 

h This method of accomll1odating demographic \ ariables is "'nO\\n as demographic translation. It 
preser\'es the linearit) of the COITe5[1\.lllliing parts ofthc S) stelll. See Pollak and Wales ( 1981 ) and Bro\\ning 
( I qq 1 ) tor a full discussiun of the wa) s of incorporating the cffects of demographic \ ariables in uelll,md 
analysis. 
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L akO k=l 
1,2, ... , m. 

\vhere (k, are parameters to be estimated and d
l 

are the demographic yariabks. 
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Using a logarithmic t(mn of the Roy's identity. the budget share t(1r good 

associated with these specifications fi'om (-1..2.2) is derived as: 

. £ 0ln(Yl) + b(ol + P)Y2 
Wi = a: + k = 1 y lkLn (P k) + 1 + bY"2 

(-1..2.3) 

where Yl = Y/f1p) and )2 = YI i\(p). Ylk= O.5(')~k· + Yk,') for all i. 

We regard the demand system ii'om the GGGPr as a maintained structure which 

ch,rracterizes the application of the nn1 difterent PPls in the first stage. 111e altemati, e 

structures are laid out below. As mentioned above. GL is equivalent to 

o (4.2.4) 

tor all i. j. It can he shO\\11 that this. in our case. is equivalent to ~~ - ~~ = n. so \\C 

can set ~/~ = ~ or ~ = sb: t()f all i. When estimating ,vc only \vork \\ ith n - 1 

conm10dities to allmy for adding-up (though we haye n goods in our system) and 

S is a ne\\ parameter to be estimated. Therefore. the number of restrictions imposed b) 

GL on the proposed functional form GGGPF is 11-2: 



(GL) ~ = q~ tor all i 

The restrictions fi'om GGPF and AIDS on the GCiGPF are: 

(GGPF) (GL) and ~ = 0 for all i 

and 

b=O 

To estimate (4.2.3). a random component. e1• is added to each equation in the system. 

lbis captures any random difterences in indiyidual decision-making. -n1e unrestricted 

system (4.2.3) becomes: 

1 + bv 
- 2 

-f e 
I 

(4.2.5) 

We estimate this system using the method of non-linear three stage leLL"t squares. Since 

total expenditure is often considered endogenous, \ye use the instrumental yariablc method 

(see Gallant 1987) to estimate (4.2.5f. The instrument variables for the total expenditure 

are net income. log net income and reciprocal of net income so that the SJ stem is 

overidentitled. 

By substituting the restrictions from GL GGPF and AIDS. \\e can get the 

corresponding restricted systems. lhe restricted systems are estimated in a similar \\ay. 

7 \Ne also make corrections tlX heteroscedasticit\ in the error term. 



For each set of estimates. we calculate a Sargan statistics. cJlle difterence in Sargan 

statistics between the restricted and unrestricted systems is the "likelihood ratio" test 

statistic. \vhich is distributed ao;; i~( q). where q is the number of the restrictions. 

5. Empirical Evidence 

5.1. likelihood Ratio Test Results 

To test the restrictions presented in the last section. we used the Canadian tamily 

expenditure (F AMEX) survey data of 1978. 198~. 198...J. and 1986. A brief description of 

data and the grouping of certain variables are pro\"ided in Appendix 1. The whole data 

set used in this paper consists of 55...J.~ households of married couples \vith and \\ithout 

children. with hlL';band in filiI time employment and no other adult li\ lI1g in the 

household. Households \\ith zero expenditures on any goodsLJ and households in \vhich 

the gross income of the hcad of the household is zero are dropped. cDlis deletion leuws 

5268 households \,"hich are stratified into 1ive sub-data sets based upon the employment 

status of wiie and presence of children in the household. We stratify the data because the 

s Sargan statistic c:-..all1ines the cm ariances bet\\een the e-;tilllated rcsiduab ti-ol1l the in-;trul11cnt 
\'ariables method and a set or instrumcnts that need not have been used in the estimatIon of the mudel 
under the null hypothesis (sec Godfi-e)_ 1988). 

l) 
TIle FAMEX gi\'es annual c:-..penditure-;. ~o there arc 'vel") fe\\ zeros. 
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labour fl)rCe status of wite and the presence of children in a homehold aftect household 

demands (see Brovvning and Meghie 1991). By doing so. demand behaviour is modelled 

conditional on data stratification. TIle first stratum (NC-WFT) consists ofhOlLseholds \\1th 

no children and \vife \vorking full time. the second (NC-WNFT) includes households \\"lrh 

no children and "iie \vorking part time or not working; the third (C-WFTl represents 

households with children and wile \\urking full time: the tOUlih (C-WPT) contains 
'-

households with children and wife \vorking part time; and the fifth (C-WNW) selects 

households with children and wife not working. The numher of obsenations in each 

stratum is 995. 1153. 815. 1068 and 1237. respectively. DesCliptive statistics tl)r the 

yariables in each data set are given in Table B 1 through Table B5 in Appendix 2. We 

choose to work with live non-durable commodities: food. clothing. selyiccs. recreation ll 

:md vices based on the implicit assumption that these fIve conU1lodities arc weakh 

separable from any other non-durable goods and durable goods. 

We estimate (4.2.5) with and "ithout restrictions tl)r each stratum using the 

instrumental yariable estimation method. CTlle test results for a varietv of restrictions llx 

the fIve strata are summarized in Table 1. as are the estimation results in Tahle C I to 

lable C5 in Appendix 3. 

\() Note that recreatIon also includes some durable goods. for example. recreation \ ehicles. 
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TIle test results in Table I indicate that GL GGPf and AIDS are r~iected 1ix the 

data sets NC-WFT and C-WNW. hmyever. are accepted 10r the data sets NC-WNF r. 

c-WFT and C -WPT. These results suggest that the demand structure from GGGPf tits 

the data sets NC-WFT and C-WNW better than alternative restricted structures. \\hereas 

AIDS fits the rest of data sets relativc\y better than any other structures under 

consideration. We find that once the condition 10r aggregation across indi\ iduals is 
'-'-' '-' 

accepted. the condition for aggregation over commodities is also accepted. The test results 

tell us that we can aggregate across individuals and commodities for some data sets. but 

not for others. Nevertheless. ihye started with Gt <L'S a maintained hypothesis. then the 

restrictions 1rom GGPF and AIDS are accepted 1l1r the data sets under investigation. This 

is consistent \yith the 1inding of Lewbel (1991) that most household demands can be 

reasonably modelled as PIGL()(J. In generaL if we started with a more general structure 

than that implied hy GL the conditions 10r aggregation across individuals and 

commodities are rCJected. 

5.2. Further Analysis on Test Results 

The test results reported in Table 1 indicate that the data set C-\VNW exhibits the 

strongest rejection to the restricted structure irom CiL \\hereas the data set C -WFT shO\ys 

the strongest acceptance to the restrictions it-om GL. To investigate further. some 
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graphical ,malyses are conducted (or the data sets C-WFT and C -WNW. 

As mentioned in section 2, GL implies that the relationship betwecn any t\\O 

budget shares is linear: \\/y. p) = k
1J
(p)\\/y, p) + IIJ{p). Note that the total expenditure 

variable does not appear in either k" and Ill" In order to eliminate the etTects of 

commodity prices and demographic attributes. each budget shm'e is regressed on 

commodity prices and household demographic characteristics. Ba<;ed on this feature of 

GL the residuals ti'om regressions are graphed against each other. In pmiicular, the 

graphs trom plotting recreation hudget share residual against ilxxl budget share residual 

lor the data sets C-WFT and C-WNW are presented in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 1 looks approximately linear. \\l1ich is consistent with the implication of 

GL and the statistical test results ahout the data set C-WFT. Neveliheless, Figure 2 looks 

nonlinear. \\Ohich is also consistent \\"ith the test results about the data set C-WNW. 

Notahly. in Figure 2. the curve is stretched by two points. \\'hich conespond to 1\\0 

households spending more thm1 70% of their expenditure on recreation (expenditure on 

\\hich contains spending on recreation vehicles. a durahle good). In order to check the 

innuences of these particular points. they are dropped. 111e restrictions 1i'om (iL me re

testcd, and budget shm'e residl1'1ls re-graphed. 1h~ X2 test statistic is equal to 15.75. and 

the cOlTesponding prohabilit) value is 0.13° o. D1e restrictions 11-om GL are still rejected 

for the data set C-WNW when these two points are dropped. The graph tor the data set 



C-WNW with the t\\'o observations removed is Sho\\l1 in Figure 3 and the curve still 

appears nonlinear. Hence statistical and graphical analyses are consistent \vith each other. 

Dropping the two observations does not change the nature of the test result from the 

statistical analysis, it only reduces the X2 test statistic tl)[ the restricted structure 6"om GL 

by 0..+4. TIlerdore, the strong rejection 11"om the data set C-WNW to the restrictions t1"0111 

GL is not due to those seemingly peculiar observations. 

6. Sunnllmy and Conclusions 

From Muellbaucr ( 1(75) it is leamed that aggregation across consumers is possibk 

if and only if 'Generalized Linearity' (GL) is satisfied and from Gonmm (1959) that 

aggregation across commodities is possible if the utility function is additive across the 

sub-utility functions, and if and only if the sub-utility functions are or the 'generalized 

GOl11lan polar tonTI' (GGPF). TIle demand system developed in this paper nests a demand 

system which satisfies GL and a demand system \\ hich satisfies GGPF. c111e aggregation 

conditions are investigated empirically using this system as a maintained hypothesis. Test 

results indicate that the aggregation conditions across individuals and commodities are 

accepted l'Or some data sets. hut not for others. This has implications 1l)r the 

macroeconomic treatment of 'consumption' as obtained by di\iding nominal expenditure 

by one plice index. It also has implications for 'representative agent' models. Given the 
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result that the aggregation conditions are rejected. the concepts of a single 'consumption' 

good and 'representative agent' cannot be fully supported by the empirical investigations 

here. Further research will he needed: perhaps an altemative unrestricted demand s) stem 

which includes a demand system trom the GGPF ;md GL utility tlmctions as special cases 

should be investigated. 
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Table 1. Tests of Restrictions 

DATA SET 

NC-\Wf NC-WNFf C-WFf C-WPT C-WN\V 

Restriction DF LR Statistics 

GL J 15.21 1.22 0.80 6.993 16.19 
(0.16%) (74.8%) (85.2°'0) (721~o) \ 0.1 (J°o) 

GGPF J 18.36 1.23 2.04 6.994 1621 
(0.11%) (87'-+°'0) (72.9%) ( 13.6~'0) !o.27° u ) 

AIDS 5 20.65 1.59 4.26 7.93 

I 
Ib.26 

(0.09%) (90.2%) (51.2%) ( 16.0%) (0.61° 0 ) 

Note: TI1e percentage values in parentheses arc probability levels. 
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Figure 1 

Recreation Budget Share Residual \'s. Food Budget Share 

Residual for Data Set C -WFT 
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Figure 2 

Recreation Budget Share Residual vs. Food Budget Share 

Residual t()f Data Set C -WNW 
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Figure 3 

Recreation Budget Share Residual vs. Food Budget Share 
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Appendix 1. Data 

CI11e data used in this paper is irom Canadian Ii:unily expenditure suneys of I Y78, 

1982. 198.+ '.lJ1d 1986. which were conducted by the Family Expenditure Surw;. Section. 

Household Surveys Division or Statistics Canada. For details. see its publications on 

Survey of Fillnily Expenditure ---- Public l Tse Micro Data File. 

CI11e sample extracted contains 30 variables. The definition of each variable is: 

vear: 

prov1l1ce: 

Tenure: 

adult: 

1978. 1 Y82. 198'+. 1986 

1 = Atlantic province. 2 = Quebec. 3 = Ontario. 4 = Prairie. 5 =. BC 

1 = O\mer \vithout m0l1gage. 2 = o\\ller with mortgage. 3 = renter 

the number of adults in a household 

Mardum (dummy variable lor millTied): 1 tor married couple. 0 for single 

vch: the number or children aged under 5 (6 fl1r 1978) 

och: the number of children aged bet\\een:5 and 18 (6 and 18 t<x 1(78) 

net)': a1kr tax household income 

hgy: gTOss income of head of household 

sgy: gross income of spouse 

hage: age or head of household 



hsex: sex of head of household. 1 f(x male. 2 lor female 

heduc: education of head of household = 1 tor less than 9 years. 2 tor some 

secondary. 3 for some post-secondary. -l- for post-secondary certificate. :; 

1'(x university degree • t:' 

hoccup: occupation = 1 for managerial. 2 tor professionaL 3 lor clerical. -l- for sales. 

:) for services. 6 for fatl11ing. 7 for other. 8 for not \vorking 
~ ~ 

hempl: employment status of head of household = 1 for tlIli time. 2 il)r part-time. 

3 for not in the labor i()rce 

sage: age of spouse 

ssex: sex of spouse. 1 for male. 2 fi.x female 

seduc: education of spouse. the classification same as in heduc 

soccup: occupation of spouse. the classification same as in hoccp 

sempl: employment status of spouse. same as in hempl 

recr: expenditure on recreation. reading and education 

food: expenditure on ilX)('i at home. in restaurants and on tips 

cloth: expenditure on clothing fi.Jr all members of household 

VIces: expenditure on alcohol and tobacco 

serVIces: expenuiture on hou.sehold operations. personal care and medical care 

pInod: price of toou 

precr: price of recreation 



pel: 

pVlces: 

pserve: 

price of clothing 

price of "ices 

price of services 

The followings are the dummy and age variahles used in the estimation: 

dprov = J. if province = quebec. 0 othel\vise: 

dmvll = L if tenure < 3. () othcl\vise: 

dheduc (dseduc) = L if heduc (seduc) > 3. 0 othel\vise: 

dhoccup (dsoccup) = L if hoccp (soccp) < 6. year = 1978 or if < 7. year = 1978. 

o nthenvise: 

Hage (Sage) = O.l*Hage (Sage) 
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Appendix 2. Descriptive Statistics of the Data 
(Note: In Tables B l-B5, all the expenditure and income \ anables are di\ ided b~ 1000, and all the price 
variables are di\ided by 100) 

Table 31 
Data set NC ~JFT 
N =- 99:' 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
---------+--------------------------------------------

year 82.384 2.907 78.000 86.000 
province 3.000 1.165 1.000 5.000 

tenure 2.219 0.716 1.000 3.000 
adult 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

mardum 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
hage 37.412 12.602 20.000 76.000 
hsex 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 

heduc 2.999 1.243 1.000 5.000 
hoccl..rp :;.927 :=.235 1.000 7.000 

hemp] 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
sage 34.887 12.363 18.000 69.000 
ssex 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

seduc 2.917 1.189 1. 000 5.000 
soc cup 3.230 1.489 1.000 7.000 

sempl 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 
yet: 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
och 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

netv 36.699 14.697 10.711 124.230 
hg}' 27.354 14.749 0.600 161.000 
sgy' 19.224 9.172 1. 300 101.100 

cloth 2.610 1.934 0.131 15.938 
recr 2.227 2.213 0.009 24.982 
food 4.704 1.912 0.704 17.460 

services 2.591 1.692 0.388 28.039 
vices 1.214 1.173 0.002 8.372 

pel 1.372 0.231 0.968 1. 666 
pfoo6. 1.468 0.275 0.980 1. 821 
pserv 1.484 0.293 0.925 1.881 
precr 1.412 0.268 0.938 1. 775 

pvices 1. 683 0.485 0.939 2.862 
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Table B2 
Data set: NC WNFT 
N = 1153 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
---------+--------------------------------------------

year 82.458 2.913 78.000 86.000 
prov 3.056 1.239 1.000 5.000 

tenure 2.062 0.835 1.000 3.000 
adult 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

mardum 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
hage 47.075 14.892 19.000 80.000 
hsex 1.000 0.000 1.000 1. 000 

heduc 2.654 1.289 1.000 5.000 
hoccup 4.177 2.236 1. 000 7.000 

hempl 1 .000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
sage 44.820 15.149 18.000 77.000 
ssex 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

seduc 2.520 1.155 1.000 5.000 
soccup 5.962 2.430 1.000 8.000 

sempl 2.526 0.500 2.000 3.000 
ych 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
och 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

nety 27.515 13.546 6.089 126.678 
hgy 27.253 17.559 0.112 162.000 
sgy 7.082 8.714 0.000 67.100 

cloth 1. 782 1.512 0.008 12.030 
recr 1.634 2.115 0.010 25.793 
food 4.226 1.733 0.795 13.705 

services 2.194 1.112 0.262 8.397 
vices 1. 060 1.030 0.002 6.320 

pel 1. 378 0.229 0.968 1.666 
pfood 1.476 0.271 0.980 1. 821 
pserv 1. 500 0.295 0.921 1. 885 
precr 1.417 0.269 0.938 1. 775 

pvices 1.707 0.514 0.912 2.936 



Table B3 
Data set: CWFT 
N = S15 

Variable ! Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
---------+-------------------------------------------

year 82.746 2.879 78.000 86.000 
prov 2.874 1.135 1. 000 5.000 

t:enure 2.070 0.583 1.000 3.000 
adult 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

mardum 1. 000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
hage 37.384 7.280 21.000 68.000 
hsex 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 

hed~c 2.942 1.269 1. DOC 5.000 
hocc~p 3.989 ::::.295 1. 000 7.000 

hemp 1 1. 000 0.000 1.000 2..00C 
sage 34.787 6.733 20.000 63.000 
SSf?X 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

seduc 2.795 1.185 1. 000 5.000 
soc cup 3.256 1.650 1. 000 7.000 

sernpl 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 
yeh 0.339 0.532 0.000 2.000 
och 1.231 0.729 0.000 2.000 

nety 39.120 15.4 78 9.564 128.008 
hgy 29.351 15.130 3.000 151. 687 
sgy 20.050 10.148 0.000 7:.534 

clot.b 3.112 2.179 0.167 18.357 
reer 2.636 3.486 0.080 75.691 
food 5.995 2.270 1.104 18.013 

services 4.288 2.469 0.507 17.972 
vices 1.148 1.116 0.002 13.2.30 

pel :'.390 ~1.220 0.968 2..666 
pfood :'...502 0.267 0.98C 1. 821 
pserv 1.540 0.294 0.929 1. 887 
precr 1.446 0.261 0.938 1. 775 

pvices 1.766 0.518 0.972 2.936 



Table B4 
Data set: C WPT 
N = 1068 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
---------+-------- ~---------------------------------

year 82.732 2.916 78.000 86.000 
prov 2.964 1.220 1. 000 5.000 

tenure 2.067 0.593 1.000 3.000 
adult 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

mardum 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
hage 36.1~8 7.244 20.000 66.000 
hsex 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 

heduc 3.D78 1.32~ 1.000 5.000 
hoc cur; 3.871 ::.305 ~.OOO 7.000 

hempl 1.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
sage 33.713 6.693 18.000 60.000 
ssex 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

seduC' 2.890 1.173 1.000 5.000 
soc cup 3.382 1.517 1.000 7.000 

semp:L 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 
yd: 0.487 0.619 0.000 2.000 
ocr 1.213 0.802 0.000 2.000 

nety 32.137 12.009 8.480 91. 373 
hgy 30.840 14.457 1. 638 118.958 
sg1" 9.173 7.476 0.030 87.920 

clot:h 2.472 1.652 0.190 16.706 
recr 2.241 2.097 0.071 27.545 
food 5.412 1. 916 1.542 18.120 

services 3.308 1. 848 0.565 18.864 
vices 0.961 0.898 0.005 9.064 

pcl 1.392 0.224 0.968 1.666 
pfood 1.497 0.266 0.980 1. 821 
pserv 1.521 0.293 0.933 1.882 
p~ecr 1.439 0.267 0.938 1. 775 

pVlceE: 1.753 0.516 0.912 2.936 
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Table B5 
Data set: C WNW 
N == 1237 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
-------- -------------------------------------------

year 81. 675 3.082 78.000 86.000 
prov 2.749 1. 209 1.000 5.000 

tenure 2.074 0.620 1.000 3.000 
adult 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

mardum 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
haqe 36.948 7.898 20.000 64.000 
hsex l. 000 0.000 1.000 1.000 

heduc =:.968 ~.310 1.000 5.000 
hoc cup 4.146 2.381 1. 000 7.000 

hemp 1 1.000 0.000 l. 000 1. 000 
sage 34.205 7.648 18.000 65.000 
ssex 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 

seduc 2.520 1. 062 1.000 5.000 
soccup 8.000 0.000 8.000 8.000 

sempl 3.000 0.000 3.000 3.000 
ych J.605 0.687 :::J. 000 2.000 
cch 1.216 0.783 lJ.OOO 2.000 

netv 25.664 11.208 6.443 95.036 
hgy 31. 359 16.208 0.193 157.300 
sgy 1. 010 3.478 0.000 51.001 

cloth 1. 882 1.401 0.005 14.180 
re::r 1.7U7 2.212 0.039 56.582 
food 4.826 l. 794 1.280 13 .410 

services 2.312 1.348 0.333 20.781 
vices 0.724 0.723 0.001 5.900 

pel 1. 304 0.247 0.968 1.666 
pfood l. 398 0.301 0.980 1.821 
pserv 1.416 0.324 0.932 1. 881 
precr 1. 348 0.286 0.938 1.775 

pvices ~.590 0.522 0.932 2.936 
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1. Introduction 

TIle labor f<.xce participation rate of \\omen. particularly married \\omen. ha...; 

increased substantially in most advanced economies since the 1960s. The labor supply 

behavior of \vomen is interesting because it has important implications tor many polic.' 

related topics, including the distribution of income and poverty problems. \vagc 

dil1erentials. \velrare payments and social security. [t is realized that many aspects u1 

household decisions are interconnected. Especially the presence of children in the 

household is closely associated \vith temale labor supply decisions. Inclusion of possibl.' 

endogenous children variables in the lahor supply equations will likely lead to hiased 

estimates of lahor supply parameters. In order to estimate labor supply parameters more 

precisely, careful modelling of children variahles is essential. 

Many prevIous studies of female labor supply decisions treat children <'L'i 

exogenously imposed constraints on the household decision-making process (see. for 

example. Mincer (1962). Heckman (197-1-). Heckman and MaCurdy (1980)). HO\\ e\ C1'. 

some studies hm'e argued that there are mutual dependencies bemecn the labor supply 

of married \vomen and 1eltility. and have allowed fix this endogeneity of fertility. either 

in a life cycle model or in a static model of female labor supply. Mortit ( 198-1-) builds 

a life cycle model of lahor supply. 1ettility and wages and estimates his model \\ith a full-
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information maXlmum likelihood tedmique. Hotz and Miller (1988) embod) a 

contraceptive choice index tLlI1ction into a life cycle model of temale labor suppl). None 

of these test the endogeneit), of tertility variables in the lite cycle models. 

Using static models. studies by Cain and Dooley (1976). Fleisher and Rhodes 

(1979). Schultz (1978. 1980). Link and Settle (1981). and Dooley (1982) acknowledge the 

interrelationship bdween fertility and female lahar supply. They all employ some \'ariant 

of a simultaneous equation model of temale labor supply. fertility and wages and/or 

eamings. using indi\'idual data or grouped data aggregated across geographical locations. 

With the exception of the papers by Schultz (1978. 1980). the lahor torce participatiun 

rate of married \\'omen is used as the only measure of labor supply behavior. Fertilit) is 

directly introduced to the set of explanatory vm'iables in the lahor force participation 

equation except in Dooley ( 1982). where fertilityl and labor torce participation equations 

are specified as "seemingly unrelated". rn1at is. fertility does not appcm Q') an explanatory 

variable in the lahor torce particlpation equation. neither does labor tl1rCC pm1icipation 

rate in the tertility equation. yet the t\\'o equations are estimated jointly to allo\\ t()r 

possible correlation between disturbances I,'om these t\\'o equations. 

Feltilit) is measured by the number of children ever born if indiyidual data are used. or the m erage 
number of children e\er born per 1.000 married \\l)l11en if grouped data are used. 



Schultz~ (1978. 1980) analyzes female labor supply decisions through hoth an 

hours of "York equation and a lahor force participation equation, which are estimated 

separately. He estimates both equations with and without the inclusion of tertility 

variables. This allows him to examine the quantitative importance of alternative plausible 

assumptions regarding the determination of tCrtility for labor supply pr(~jections. In order 

to avoid biased and inconsistent estimates of the underlying stmctural parameters due to 

the possible endogeneity of leliility variables. he replaces them in the labor supp!) 

relationships with an imputed linear combination of exogenous instmments. 

An approach to dealing \vith the endogeneity of fertility used by Nakamura and 

Nakan1ura (1985a 1992) and Lehrer ( 1992) is to introduce measures of past labor supply 

to the analysis. Consequently, they emphasize the role of unobservable variables such as 

individual preferences"' regarding children and work. \vhich affect both fertility and female 

labor supply decisions. 

In all studies mentioned abm e except lor Lehrer'! (1992), fertility is proxied by 

There are i()ur \ ariables used to l1lea<;ure tertility in his paper. three of v"hich are defined as the 
number of children in three age bands. The loLltth one is the number of additional chIldren the \\ ifc c",peets 
to have. which is only defined for \\i\es bet\\een the ages of 18 and 29. 

[1 is believed that the measure of past labor supply contains mfonnation about indi,iduals' 

preferences tor \\ork and children. 

She uses dumll1y variables defined accordmg to age ranges. 
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the number of children in specified age groups in the household. None of the studies 

mentioned above have explicitly tested the exogeneity assumption of tCrtility in female 

labor supply equations in the static frame\\'ork. The exception is a recent paper by Mroz 

(1987). which examines the sensitivity of estimates in an empirical model of married 

\,omen's hours of work to economic and statistical assumptions. Using 1975 labor supply 

data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Mroz does not reject the 

exogeneity of fertility in a married women's hours of work equation. Mroz measures 

1'ertility with two children variahles. defined as (1) the number of children under age 6 

and (2) the number of children aged from 6 to 18. in the household. Both Mroz and 

Schultz (1978. 1(80) instrument the children variables via a simple OLS method. without 

considering the count nature) of these variables. 

The o~jectives of this paper can be perceived from the above brief revie\\h. First 

taking into consideration the count nature of the children variables and using the same 

framework as Mroz. we re-investigate the exogeneity assumption of children in a tCmalc 

hours of work equation. Second. the case "here the children variahles do not directly 

appear in an hours of\mrk equation is considered. By doing so, the question of\rhether 

See Cameron and TrivedI (1986). Hausman and Griliches (1984). King (1988. 1989). Maddala 
( 1983). Mullahy ( 1986). Winkelmann and Zimmermann ( 1991 a. 1991 b) for analysis and example" of the 
treatment of count data 

For a much more comprehensive surveys uf literature on female labor supply. see for example 
Killings\\olih and Heckman (1986). and pal1icularly the effects of children on female labor supply. see 
Browning (l992) and Nakamura and Nakamura (1992). 
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the children equations and hours of \vork equation could be "seemingly unrelated" is 

investigated. This allmvs us to study whether children could be endogenoLls to the 

decision on hours of work of married \vomen due to omitted factors (Llsually 

unobservable) or due to their direct correlation \vith the eITor tenns in the labor supply 

relations. 1bird. \\e examine the exogeneity assumption of children in the participation 

equation. an issue not addressed by Mroz. 'nle data used in this paper are essentially the 

same a" in Mroz's study1 (and the comparable results are ve1)' similar). rIlle hours of work 

and participation equations are estimated separately to account for the tixed cost l)f 

employment (see for example COgllil, 1981). 

'l1le paper is organized as follows. Since only Mroz explicitly tested the null 

hypothesis of exogeneity of the children variables in an hours of \vark equation of 

married women, we want to see \\"hether the results of testing for exogeneity an.: robust 

to the \vay the children vlli"iahles arc treated. Hence. section :2 describes the specification 

of the hours of work equation used by Mroz and the main conclusions in Mroz's paper. 

Section 3 describes 1\\'0 methods to perform a limited infoD113tion test of exogeneity. 

Section .f reports the empirical results. Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions, 

The dat;) set used is tl"om the dlsl-.ette in Berndt's ( 1991) book. It contains the data lIseo h\ Mroz. 
except tl1l' two variables: observations on the number of years of schooling of the husband's mother and 
father. I 3m grateful to Professor Mroz 1l1r discussion of this point. HO\\ever, III Mroz these \ anables \\ere 
used only as instruments and the comparable result, using a slightly smaller instrument set are \ery similar 
to those of Mroz. For details of the data, see Appendix L Berndt (1991) and Mroz ( 1987). 



2. Brief SUl11Il1aty of Mroz's Study 

In Mroz (1987), the married \vomen's hours of work equation is given by 

(2.1 ) 

\\here h, is the wite's <mnual hours of work (the product of the numbcr of\veeks the wite 

\vorked for money and the average number of hours oh,vork per week during the \\eeks 

she w'orked), and In(ww,) is the natural logarithm of wife's average hourly earnings (the 

\vife's total labor income divided by her annual hours of\V'Ork). nW1111 is non-wife income 

(the household's total income minus the wile's labor income). ZI is a set of variables. 

vvhich includes k161 (the number of children under agc 6). k6181 (the number of children 

from age 6 to 18). wa. (the wite's age). and \ve l (the wife's education measured in number 

of years). e, is a stochastic en'or tenn and CJ,.). a l • a],. and thc vector a 1 arc the parameters 

in the hours of \vork equation. 

The data used by Mroz are from the University of Michigan Pand Study of 

Income Dynamics (PSID) lor the year 1975. It contains 753 married white women 

betvveen the ages of 30 and 60 in 1975. of \",hom 428 worked some time during the) ear 

1975. lbe definition of variables and some descriptive statistics are provided in Appendix 

l. 



Mroz tested the exogeneity assumption of "vite's wage rate, non-\\ifc income, 

children in thc household, and the wife's labor market experience a<; wcll as the 

importance of statistical control for self-selection into the labor forcc. He concluded that 

in the hours of\\ork equation: (1) \\'ite's wagc rate is endogenous, (2) \vife's lahor market 

experience is endogenous. (3) non-wife income is exogenous. (4) when lahor market 

experience is treated a<; endogenolls. control tlX self-selection into the labor illrce is not 

imponanl. and (5) children are exogenous. 

Let us state the hypotheses ahout the cxogencity of children in Mrois framework. 

The joint null hypothesis H" is: k 16 and k618 both are exogenous in thc labor supply 

equations. 111e altcmativc hypothesis l-~l is: k16 or k618 is not exogenous in the labor 

supply equations. The variables in the instrument sct w1der the null hypothesis arc thosc 

involving location. family background. education. age. non-wife income and the children 

variables (i.e .. B. F3. BY. 11\vm, k16 and k618). and the variahles in the instrument set 

under the altemative hypothesis are the same except f(x the children vmiablcs (namely. 

B. F3, H3 ,md 11\\m). 

Based on Mroz's conclusions (2) and (4). \ve can tocus on the sample lor those 

\vorking \\ithout considering the sample sclection hias (a<; the \viie's lahor market 

experience is not included in the set of instrument \'ariahles). For f1ll1her simplicity. \\e 

9 See Appendi:\ 1 for the definitions of B. Fl 1-13. 
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shall also accept conclusions (1) and (3) and hence concentrate on conclusion (5), the 

exogeneitv of children. In studying this issue. Mroz did not take into accOlmt the integer 
I.-- .. '" "-- '-' 

nature of the children variables. In section .f, their count nature will he considered. in 

sunm1ary, we accept Mroz's conclusions ( 1) to (4-). We use the sample of \vorking "omen 

to test the hypothesis mentioned in this section. 

3. Test of Exogeneity with limited Infonnation Methods 

Consider the folhming regression equation 

(3.1 ) 

\vhere n is the sample size, X, is a 1xkJ exogenous vector. YI IS a lxk2 endogenous 

vector. WI is Ixr vector, and e = t cl, ~. y:, which is a (k,+k2+r)xl vector of structural 

parameters. W, is a set of variables suspected to he correlated "ith the en'or term v,. The 

null hypothesis is that WI is not correlated \vith the error term v" or equivalently. the \A/, 

variables are exogenous. The altemative hypothesis is that the WI variables are 

endogenous. Define [, as the set of exogenously determined variahles having no (werlap 

\vith the set of x,. Under the null hypothesis of cxogeneity, the auxiliary equations tiJr 

Yare specitled as functions of a set of exogenous variables (T, X W). Under the 

altemativc hypothesis. the auxiliary equations for both Y and Ware specified as tlmctions 

of a set of exogenous \'ariahles :Z*. Xl. T\vo diilerent methods can he used to test for 
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the exogeneity of W depending on hm" one makes llse of the aLL,\iliary equations. 

Methods for testing the null hypothesis are presented in the following sub-sections. 

3.1. Dmbin-Wu-Hausman-White Test 
(DWHW Test or Substitution Method) 

For the test of exogeneity of explanatory variables WI in the linear regression 

model (3.l), we first substitute the predicted values of YI and WI from the auxiliary 

equations j() tor the actual values of Y
I 

and WI in equation (3.1), and obtain one set of 

estimates of the parameter \'ector 8 by estimating (3.1) under the altemative hypothesis. 

Since YI is knov·m to be endogenous, the predicted values of YI from the auxiliary 

equations are used to replace the actual \'alues of YI in equation (3.1) under the null 

hypothesis as well, but the actual values of WI are retained. We then obtain the second 

set of estimates of the parameter vector 8. 1l1en" e construct the coyariance matrix ot 

these two sets of estimates. and test "hether the difference between the estimates of the 

coefficients in front of WI are significantly different irom zero using a i test statistic 

with degrees of freedom equal to r (For more detail. see the specification tests proposed 

by Durbin, 1954; Wu, 1973: Hausman, 1978; White. 1982: Spencer and Berk. 1981 and 

1982: and Ruud, 1984). 

III See Appendi:-.. 3 for the description of the au:-..ilIary equations and the "teps needed 1\x ubtail1ll1g 
the estimates of the parameters fJ 
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Two 'vays of constmcting the covariance matrix for the tvvo sets of estimates of 

the parameter vector 8 are used: one is the simple fOTI11Ula as given in Ca-;e 1 of Mroz's 

Appendix 2. the other is derived irom Duncan (1987). The iOTI11Ula of the covariance 

matrix 11"om Duncan is described in Appendix 2 of this paper. ]11e simple t'Jnnula can be 

used only in the case of the wmal linear tvvo-stage least squares estimator. ,vhere the 

asymptotic distribution of the second-stage estimator is independent or the distribution of 

the first-stage estimator. The fonnula from Dunc:.m is more general and can be used when 

the as.ymptotic distrihution of the lirst-stage estimator aftects the distrihution of the 

second-stage estimator i 
i. These two iOTI11Ulae are asymptotically equivalent ifthe variables 

that an: being tested lor exogeneity have linear auxiliary equations. To help shmv this. 

a simulation experiment is conducted. TIle simulation model and results are described in 

Tahles 4a and 4h in Appendix 4. 

3.2. Genernlized Residuals Method 

For the test of exogeneity' of explanatory variables W! in the linear regression 

model (3.1). we add the generalized residuals i2 obtained from the auxiliary equations ttx 

II Note that both the simple formula and Duncan formula of computing the covariance matri~ an: 
hcteroscedast i cit \-corrected. 

12 Thc ith generaliLeu residual is defined as the tirst deri\ati\e \\ith respect to the constant term \)1' 

the natural logarithm of the portion or the li"-elihood function corresponding to the uhsenatlon i (-;ee. 
GOllrierollx. C. ct aL 1987). For e~ample. if \\c hm e a linear regression. and the elTllr term is assumed 10 
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Wi and Yi under the alternative hypothesis to the right hand side of equation (3.1 ) [lo;; extra 

variables. and estimate the parameter vector 8 and the coeffIcients of the appended 

generalized residual ternlS. Second. \ve calculate the covariance matrix for all the 

estimates. Tbird. the t-value on the coefficient of the generalized residual term of a 

specific 'WI is used to deternline whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis of the 

exogeneity of this variable. Alternatively, a i'- statistic on the coefficients of a set of 

these terms is employed to judge whether to accept or rt::iect the null hypothesis of the 

joint exogeneity of a set of the corresponding variables. Unlike the first method described 

in section 3. L we need to estimate the model under the alternative hypothesis unly. 

T\\o different approaches can be utilized to compute the covariance matrix of 

estimates of the parameter vector 8 and the estimated coetllcients of the added 

generalized residual terms. cfbe simple approach treats the generalized residuals as ifthe) 

"vere ordinary variahles like X in equation (3.1). This is valid only if the null hypothesis 

is true and if the tirst-stage estimators are Irom linear regressions. lhe other method 

hased on Duncml takes into consideration the dlCcts of the asymptotic distrihution of the 

estimator used to compUle the generalized residuals I3 on the subsequent stage estimation. 

ha\ e the standard normal distribution. then the generalized residuals arc the ordinary residuab. The 
generalized residuals arc lI~eflll lor \ arious types ofh:- pothesis testing (see GOllrierou\.. et aL 1987: Blundell 
and Smith. 1989). 

13 See pagan (198-1-) tt,r the econometric Issues 111 the analysis of regressions \\ ith generated 
regressors. 
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DLIDcan's method is always valid \-vhen using the generalized residuals method lor 

exogeneity testing. If the null hypothesis is not true and/or the tIrst-stage regressions are 

not linear, the results from these two methods can be substantially diHerent. TIle 

simulation results in Tables 4c and 4d of Appendix 4 to demonstrate this. 

4. Empirical Resldts 

4.1. Introduction 

There are t\\O aspects to labor supplyl+: participation and the hours of \\ork if 

participating. The choice betvYeen \\orking and not working is referred to CL'; the 

participation decision. 'Ine number of hours supplied in the labor market conditional 

upon patticipation is called the hours of \\ork decision. Some researchers belie\'e that 

thesc t\\O aspects of female labor supply are go\'cmed by the same underlying sources 

and suggest that they should be estimated jointly. For example. Heckman and MaCurdy 

(1980) present a lite cycle female labor supply model. which integrates annual hours of 

\'York and annual patiicipation. Others (for example, Cogan, 1981) argue that there may 

be a discontinuity in labor supply decisions due to tixed cost of employ ment.1l1c 

econometric issues of discontinuity in labor supply are discussed by Killings\\orth (1 (83). 

I,) For more details on the measurement of labor supply and the estimation oflabor suppl) equatlon:--. 
see Boskin ( 1973). Cain and Watts ( 1973). Heckman ( 1976. 1981 ). Nelson and Olson ( 1978). Hanoch ( 1981 ) 
and Lee( 1(82). 



In this paper. hours of pmticipation equations are estimated separately to account for the 

possible discontinuity in labor supply. 

The participation and hours of work decisions for married \\omen may be 

cOlTelated with the presence and ages of children in the household. l\vo possible reasons 

fllr endogeneity of children variables in female labor supply relationships may be: (Case 

1) households treat the choices on female labor supply mld children as sll11Ultaneous 

aspects of a joint decision. mld (Case :2) there are unobservable factors that affect both 

decisions on hm\' many children to have and female labor supply. 

Case 1 suggests a simultaneous system lor labor supply decisions and children 

variables. where children variables are directly introduced along with other explanatory 

variables in equations or labor supply decisions mld similarly a labor supply variable also 

appears as an explanatory variable in the children equations. Case:2 implie~ a "seemingl) 

unrelated" equation system for labor supply variables and children variables. \\'here 

children variables do not appear in the equations of labor supply decisions and neither 

does a labor supply variable appear in the children equations. Hmve\'er. the en"or tenns 

from each children equation and the labor supply equations are con'elated due to 

unobservables 1
:;. Section ·L2 reports the test results for the exogeneity of children 

1< Each indi\'idual has her O\\n prderences for chIldren and \\ork. \\hich are unobsenabk and call 
be regarded as 1hed effects. I f panel data \\ere a\ ailable. the tl\.ed effects could be dealt \\ ith b) the 
approach implemented in Brlm ning et al ( 1(85). If using a ~ingk cross section. they can only be len in the 
regression residuals. For example. the regression residuals fi'oll1 both a labor supply equation. sa). an hOllrs 
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variables in the labor supply equations in Ca"e 1. Section 4.3 presents the test results for 

exogeneity of children variables in the labor supply equations in Case 2. 

4.2. Testing for Exogeneity of Fertility in Ca~e 1 

In this section. the exogeneity ofthe children variables is re-examined in the hours 

of \vork equation and is also investigated in the participation equation using Mroz's data 

set!h. Unlike Mroz. in each situation \\e take into consideration the count nature of the 

children variables by assuming that they have Poisson distributions!7 conditional on 

exogenous variables. ]be Poisson distribution imposes the equality of mean and \ ariance 

of the variate. However, if this restriction is violated. consistency of estimates is still 

obtained as long as the relationship bet\\een the conditional expectation of the number 

of children and the explanatory variables is correct (since violation of equidispersion has 

dtccts similar to those of heterosccdasticity in the linear regression modeL llx example. 

of \\ork equation. and the children variable equations contains some of the same inlormatlon about 
individuals' preferences to\\ards children and \\011. This may induce correlation bet\\een the regressiun 
residuals. Including residual terms in the labor suppl) equations ma) therefore help alle)\\ Il1l" the 
heterogeneous tastes of in(liYiduals. 

The anal) sis of thIS paper has to be confined to a ~tatic frame\\ork. 'ill1ce a sll1gle cross section data 
is used. 

I" In the sample. some \\omen older than. say. 40 have finished childbearing. but some younger than 
40 have not. Thus. the analysis here does not model the \\hole process of leltillty. The Poisson distnbution 
is used to model the children \ariables in order to improve the quality of instrumentation of the children 
variables. 
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see Winkelmann and Zimmermann. 1991 a and 1991 b). Theret(xe. violation of 

equidispersion does not violate the a<;sumptions required for the tests for exogeneity. 

In Case L the female labor supply and children are chosen simultaneously. and 

the children variables are introduced along with the other explanatory variables in both 

an hours of \vork equation and a participation equation. and a labor supply measure 

appears in the children equations. We are interested in testing the exogeneity of thc 

children variables in the labor supply equations. and the model is estimated by the limited 

infonnation method. 'lnus. in the fc)lIowing specification. labor supply equations arc 

\witten in stmctural {cmu. and the children equations are in reduced fl1m1: 

h = X*0 -+ k16*~ -+ k618*0" -+ eh 

k 16 = f (Zy *y. e\ ) 

k618 = f (Z,,*8. eJ 

Itp = Z*A -+ k16*\ -+ k6U-{*\, -+ er 

(-+.2.1) 

(4.2.2 ) 

(4.2.3 ) 

( 4.2.4\ 

\\here f is a linear function if the count nature of k 16 and k618 is not considered. i.c .. 

young children kl6 = Z, *y -+ t\ and old children k618 = Z,,*b -+ e,,: otherwise, kl6 = 

expeL, *y) -+ e\ and k618 = exp(Zn*8) -+ en if k16 and k618 are modelled using the 

Poisson distribution. X is a matrix containing all the variables in (2.1) except the children 

variables. and Z, and Z) contain variables conceming location. family background. 

education, age, non-\vifc income (8. F3. H3. nwm) and a column vector of ones. i. Z is 

a matrix including all the right hand side variables in (2.1) except for the \vik's log wage 
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rate and the children variahles, ell' e\, eo and ep are disturbance terms I 8, uncom:lated across 

cmd co\'( ep• c,,) *' O. Hence, k.l6 and k61 8 may be correlated "yith the en'or terms in the 

lahor suppl~' equations. 

The results of the tests of exogeneity of the children variahles in the hours ohmrk 

equation in Case 1 are reported in Tahles L 2 and 3. In Tahle L \ve first compare 

Mroz's estimates (listed in columns (5), (6) and (5)-(6)) with our 0\"'11 (listed in columns 

(1), (2) and (1)-(2)) obtained \vith slightl.Y difterent data (see footnote 7). For example, 

the coefficient of young (old) child variahle kl6 (k618) irom Mroz in column (5) is -3..J...J. 

( -116) and the corresponding standard elTor is 130 (30). \\hereas our estimate of the 

coefticient of young (old) child variable k 16 (k618) in column (l) is -3..J. 3 (-1 15) and the . ~ 

cOITesponding standard en'or is 131 (30). In particular, the results of the tests regarding 

exogeneity of the children \ariablcs reported in columns ( 1 H 2) and (5 H 6) are more or 

less the same. Thereit1l"e. \ye conclude that the minor difterence in the data set used in 

this paper and the one in Mroz's paper is not a prohlem for further testine ttlr the 

exogeneity of the children yariahles. 

---_._------

18 Assume co\'(e" eJ = O. In the linear reduced forms tor kl6 and k618. this is nut neces~ar: if the 
right hand side \'ariables t()r them are the same, Ho\\c\ er, if their reduced forms are nunlinear. tIm 
assumption is necessat'), The additional complications entailed in testing \\hen rela.'ing this assumptIon are 
topics fix future research, We use the limited intormation method tu estimate the hand 111) equatiun:-
separately if CO\' ((\. e,,):f:- O. then \\c lo~e ~ome efticiene). 
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Tables 1 and 2 show that both the joint and the individual exogeneity null 

hypotheses of the children variables are not rejected in the hours of \york equation no 

matter \vhich method is used to calculate the standard errors, when no attention is paid 

to the count nature of the childrcn variables. Individually, the exogcneity of the young 

child variable is not rejectcd, and that of the old child variable is r~jected only "hen both 

children variables are included in the hours of \\ork equation and each of them is 

modelled using the Poisson'!) distribution. Evcn though the X2 values become larger when 

the COWlt nature of the children variables are considered, the joint exogencit: of the 

children variables is still not r~jected. In Table 1. f()f example, when \\e usc the i<.mmila 

from Duncan (1987) to calculate the covariance matrix.. the X2 value Ii'om using the 

estimation method SM_(PSN+DLS) (or SM_PSN) is 5.5 (or 5.43), whereas it is -1-.41 from 

using SM._ OLS (see Appendix 3 for explanations of each method), 

Tables 1 and :2 also indicate that \\hen the children variables are treated as 

exogenous, their coefficients are significantl: difterent from zero individually and jointly: 

however, \yhen they are treated as endogenous, their coefticients are not significantly 

ditTerent from zero either individually or jointly regardless of "hether their count nature 

is taken into consideration. Hence. we summarize that for thc hours of work equation. 

'li A goodness of fit test i~ used to e:-"<lmine the predictlun perfcmnance of Poi~son regression model 
j(X the) oung and old child \ anahle~. 'Ih: result~ Il1dicate that the simple POisson di"trihution i" rejected 
ttJr the old child \ anahle: it can not be rejected jt)r the young child \'anahle tlX the -;ample \\ ith \\orkll1~ 
women. whereas it IS rejected tl)r the) oung child \ <lnahle in the \\hole sample. The re~ults are summarized 
in Appendi:\. 5. A diilerent count model could be considered tor fUlther research. 



\ve cannot r~iect hoth the null hypothesis of joint exogeneity of the children variables, 

and the null hypothesis that their coe11icients are zero. 111is fInding leads us to examine 

the alternative structure where the children variahles do not enter the hours of \york 

equation in section 4.3. 

Table 3 provides evidence that the exogeneity of the children variables is rejected 

jointly in the lahor f(xce participation equation. 111e presence of children, especially 

young children, ha<; a pronounced negative influence on female lahor force panicipation. 

This is consistent \\ ith Endings reported in pre\'ious studies (for example, Schultz, 1l)7~'L 

1980). The codlicients of the children variables are jointly signifIcantly different from 

zero, no matter hmv they are treated. HO\veveL \\hen they are treated (1.<'; endogenoLis. their 

codlicients are mLich larger than \vhen the) are treated as exogenous. For example. the 

coeftlcient of k16 (k618) is about 6.6 (20)211 times larger with no consideration of their 

integer nature, and is ahout 5.5 (15.3 )21 times larger \\hen each is modelled llsing the 

Poisson distribution. This suggests that the children \'ariablcs should he in the lahor fCll'ce 

participation equation and arc endogenous, and thus it is important to take into 

consideration both their endogeneit:) and count nature \\,hen estimating the participation 

equatIon. 

20 Compare the coefticients in column (2) \\ith those in column (I) in Table 3 

21 Compare the coefficients in column (-+) \\ith those 111 column (I) in Table 3. 
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4.3. Testing for Exogeneity of Fertility in Case 2 

There may be unobservable tactors that aftect decisions both on hmy many 

children to have and on female labor supply. This implies children variahles might not 

appear directly in the hours or \york and paliicipation equations. and labor supply 

measures might not appeal' directly in the children equations. "111e specification of Ca'.;c 

2 Call be expressed as 

h = X*R --j- U fJ h 

k J 6 = r (Z\ *y. l" 
k618 = f (Z,,*8. ue,) 

Up = Z* A. +up 

(4.3.1 ) 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

H.3.4) 

where CO\,(141' l" ) =f::- O. COV(l~1' un) =f::- O. COV(l~). u! ) =f::- O. cov(~. uJ =f::- O. "1l1e elTor 

terms in the lahor supply relatIOnships are related to the error terms in thc children 

equations and therefore the children variables are related to the errors terms in the labor 

supply relationships. 

Tables 4 and 5 present the results for testing the null hypothesis of exogeneity of 

the children variables in the labor supply equations in Case 2. Table 4 provides cvidence 

that the exogeneity of both children variables in the hours of \york equation me rejected 

individually and jointly no matter what method is lLsed to compute the standard CITorS of 
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estimates and whether or not their count nature are taken care. 111is finding suggests that 

when the children variables do not appear directly as the explanatory variables in the 

hours of work equation, they are endogenous to the hours of work decision of married 

\"omen. Table 5 shows that the null hypothesis that children are exogenous cannot be 

r~iected if these variables are not included in the set of the expl[matory variables in the 

labor 1(xce participation equation.111is result holds fl1r all approaches used. 

Column (2) to (4) of Table 2 indicates a general structure \yhere the children 

variables arc treated as endogenous and they are included in the hours of\york equation. 

111is general structure allows LIS to test 1\yO hypotheses in the hours equation: (A) 

Children are exogenous when they are included in the hours equation: (B) Children are 

excluded from the hours equation when thcy are treated as endogenOlL'I. 111C land p 

values for the hypotheses (A) ,md (B) are shO\\TI in the interaction cells of columns (2) 

to (4) and rows 12 to 13 in Table 2. They indicate the acceptance of the hypotheses (A) 

and (B). cTbe acceptances of (A) and (B) lead us to t\yO sub-structures: one i~ implied in 

colunm (1) of Table 2 where the children variables are treated as exoeenous and they 
~ -

should be in the hams of \york equation: the other is suggested in columns (2) tn (-J.) of 

Table -J. \\Ohere the children yariables are excluded fi'om the hours equation and they arc 

endogenous. 1he acceptances of these two non-nested sub-structures indicate that the data 

set used does not allow llS to distinguish between them. 



Columns (2) to (4) of Table 3 indicate a general structure \"here children are 

treated as endogenous and they are included in the participation equation. This general 

structure allmvs us to test two hypotheses in the participation equation: (C) Children are 

exogenous \"hen they are included in the patiicipation equation; (D) Children are excluded 

11-om the participation equation when they are treated as endogenous. The X:' atld P values 

for the hypotheses (C) and (D) are sho\\TI in the interaction cells of colunms (2) to (-+) 

and rows 11 to 12 of Table 3. They indicate the r~jcction of the hypotheses (C) and (D). 

Therefore. \"e conclude that the speciJication of the labor force participation suggested 

by Case 1 IS more suitable to the data set under investigation. ]11is suggests that the 

children variables are endogenous to the labor force participation decision of married 

\NOmen as a result of a joint decision on how many children to have and \\'hether to \\ork 

in the joh mm"ket. 

5. Summwy and Conclusion 

Some previous studies at"gued that there is an interrelationship between fe11ilit~· 

and the labor supply decisions of married women. In pat1icular. Mroz (ll)R7) explicitl) 

tested the exogeneity assumption of fertility in Lill hours of work equation of man"ied 

women using the 1975 labor supply data fi"om the Panel Study of Income Dynatl1ics. and 

he did not rejected the exogeneity of fertility as a result of a joint decision on ferti I ity and 
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hours of work. Two children variables are used to measure fertility in Mroz: (1) the 

number of the children under age 6 and (2) the number of the children from age 6 to 18. 

He instrumented them via a simple OLS method \\ ithout considering the integer nature 

of these variahles. Using essentially the same data set as in Mroz. this paper takes into 

consideration the COWlt nature of the children variables lLsing the Poisson distrihution and 

re-examines the exogeneity of the children variahles in a female hours of work equation 

employed by Mroz. It also considers a ca"e \\here krtility and labor supply decisions are 

both affected by omitted factors. which renect individuals' heterogenous tastes t()l' 

children and work. The exogeneity assumption of the children variables in the labor tiJrcc 

paJ1icipation equation. \vhich is not addressed by Mroz. is also examined in this paper. 

The empirical results suggest that for the data set analyzed in this paper. t\\'O 

interpretations can be made on the relationship between children and hours of \vork of 

married female: (1) the children \'ariables are exogenow; and appear in the hours of \\ ork 

equation. which is in accord with Mrois conclusion about children variables: (2) the 

children variables are endogenous to the hours of work decision and do not appear in the 

hours of \\ark equation. Hmvever. \\hen testing il1f individual exogeneity of children 

variables in the hours equation <U1d each is treated as count data \\e reject the individual 

cxogeneity of the old child variable and do not reject that of the yOlmg child variable. 

We find evidence that the children variables appeaJ' on the right hand side of the labor 

force participation equation and they are endogenolls to the participation decision no 



matter how the children variables are treated, the effect of accounting for their 

endogeneity and integer nature on the estimates of parameters in the participation equation 

is substantial. For example. \\hen each child variahle is treated as endogenow; and 

modelled using the Poisson distribution, the coeHicient of the young (old) child variable 

is about 5.5 (15.3) times larger than those ,,,hen children are treated as exogenous. 1 he 

evidence suggests that fertility and participation are a joint decision of married women. 

cI11Us, it is important to model children variables properly in the labor supply equations 

of mWTied women. For future resew·ch. more complicated count models and altemati,"c 

data set may be used. 
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Table 4. Endogeneity of Otildren in the Horns of Work Equation 
Genernlized Residuals Metho(l OUldren Variables Excluded 

(Standard Enms in Pdrentheses) 
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Table 5. Endogeneity of Otildren in the Labor Fon:e Participation Equation 
Probit and Generalized Residuals Metho<L Children Vmiable Excluded 

(StandanJ Ermrs in P.uentiteses) 

Vmiable I (1) I (2) I (3) I ( .. ., 
.. 0.81593:.2 .. 0.818167 .. (J.8] 8080 

! 
.. 0.817857 int I 

I 

(0.384053 ) (0381391)b (0.381422)b (0.381-122 )b 

nwrn'l()-l .. 0.020888 .. 0.020978 .. 0.020978 .. 0.020970 
(0.0044:.27) (0.004570)b (0.004571 )b (0.004570)b 

wa .. 0.006614 .. 0.006620 I .. 0.006621 

I 
.. 0.006618 

(0.005887) (0.005892)b (0.005893 )b (O.0(J5893 )b 

we 0.138326 0.138720 0.138716 
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0.138672 
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.. 0.006248 
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( 0.043027)b (0.0322 J 2)b (OO43079)b 
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P value (.IE) 41.6°'ob I 19.5%b 
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R2 0.40(y). 0.3 1 (0) O.40(y). 
O.31(y) 

Adjffited R: 0.36(y).O.29(o) 0.38(:).0.29(0) I 
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l'\ote: Sec note, 111 I clhk ~ ,md 3 h -- the :-,Lmdanl error, calculated h: the I )UllC,lll method \'i\!'U' -- \ aille of ncgatl\ e log IikdIlllllld 
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klh Jnd "61X rC'I1CctJ\el: IE. denote, thl' IOlllt te,t of't'\ogenell: 01 kl6 and k61X 



Appendix 1. Definition of Variables and Summaty Statistics 

(A) 111e Definition of the Variables: 

lip: 

w(h)hrs: 

k16: 

k618: 

\\(h)a: 

\\'(h)e: 

w(h)w: 

taminc: 

\vmed: 

"fed: 

un: 

cit: 

B: 

F3: 

H3: 

Labor force participation itp = 1. if participating, itp = 0, otherwise 

Wife's (Husband's) annual hours of \vork 

Number of children under age six 

Numher of children aged hom six to eighteen 

Wite's (Husband's) age 

Wite's (Husband's) education. in number of years 

Wite's (Hushand's) hourly wage 

Family income (in US$lOOO dollars) 

Number of years of schooling of the \Yife's mother 

Number of years of schooling of the \\ ife's father 

County unemployment rate 

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) dummy. 

SMSA = I. if SMAS area SMSA = 0, otherwise 

1Ul, SMSA dummy, \\l11Cd, \\ ied 

\\'a, \Va~. \\e, ,,'e2
• wa*\Ye, \\a'. we3

• wa2*we. \ye2*wa 

the husband's analogous terms to the \'ariables in F3. 
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(B) Means of the Data (Standard Deviation in Parentheses) 

Variable Whole Sample Working Sample 

\vhrs 740.6 (873.1) 1302.9 (776.3 ) 

k16 0.24 (0.52) 0.14 (0.39) 

k618 1.35 ( 1.32) 1.35 ( 1.32) 

\\3 42.5 (8.1 ) i 42 (7.72) 

\ve 12.3 (2.3 ) 12.7 (2.29) 

W'IV --- 4.18 (3.31) 

hhrs 2267 (595.6) 2234 (582.9) 

h\y 7.48 (4.23) 7.23 (3.57) 

ha 45.2 (8.06 ) 44.6 (7.95) 

he 12.5 ~3.(2) 12.6 (3.04 ) 

famine 23081 (12190) 24130 (11671 ) 

\vmed 9.25 (3.37) 9.52 (3.31 ) 

",ted 8.81 (3.57) 8.99 (3.52) 

un 8.6 % (3.1%) 8.55% ( 3.03%) 

cit 0.64 (0.48) 0.64 (0.48) 

Number of 753 428 
observation 
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Appendix 2. Duncan Method of Computing Standan:l Emns 

(I) Definition of IVl-estimator 

IfLI! \I~zl: b)/11 = 0 is a system oreljuations depending upon an w1kl10\\TI parameter \'ector 

b and data vector z, and if b solves the system uniquely, then b will be called an M

estimator. Let YI' XI' WI and ZI be a sequence of independent, identically distributed [0\\' 

vectors and consider the following examples of M-estimators: 

(i) the normal equations tor the least squares estimate of b in 1'1 = xjb + ~. where the 

errors E; may he conditionally heterosceda'ltic. define \I~YI' x,: b) = x'(YI - x,b). and Iel b 

solve L\I \I~YI' XI : b)/n = LIII X'(:YI - xlb) = O. \\'hich is the ordinary least squares estimator. 

so the OLS estimator may be considered an M-estimator. 

(ii) the equations tllr an instnllnental variable estimator of b in 1', = x,b + E,. define 

\I~YI' x,. W,: b) = w'(y, - x,b) where \\, is instrumental variable vector. and let h sol\'(' 

LIII \I~YI' XI' \VI: b )in = L7 \V/(YI - xjb) = O. So simple instrumantal \'ariabIcs estimators are 

M-estimators. 
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(2) Definition of Two Stage M-estimator (TSME) 

Let bl he an M-estimator satisfYing 

f W': Z i; b1 ) / n 0 
~2~ 

and let h2 he an M-estimator for b I , satist}'ing 

Then h = (b I T. h21) r \viII he said to be TSME. 

(3) The fommla for calculating the covariance matrix 

(1987. page 377). then the TSME b is a strongly consistent estimator for bll = (hi. h~)1 



l EY'L*~ 0 rl r E(*~*~T E(*~*~7) 11 E~\*~T EV'J*~"1-1 
V= . 

EV'1 *~ EV'?*~ 1 l E (*~*~T) E (*~*~T ) j l 0 E'\":; *;~~J 

"here ~ represents the gradient of qJ with respect to parameter vector I. and the 

expectations are taken over z. 
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Appendix 3. Estimation Methods 

(A) Substitution Methods 

SM_ OLS (used by tv1roz): The auxiliary equations of the variables under testing for 

endogeneity are specified in the ll")ual way. as linear in the chosen instrumental \'ariables. 

In the first stage. the predicted values for the \ariahles under testing are estimated trnl11 

the au'\.il iar), equations. In the second stage. their predicted values are substituted into the 

labor supply relationships. "TIle covariance matrix can be obtained through using the 

formula given in case 1 of Mroz's (1987) Appendix 2 and the fOll1lUla of Duncan ( 19X7) 

described in Appendix 1 of this paper. 

SM _PSN: The auxiliary equations are estimated under the assumption of the Poisson 

distribution for k16 and k618 (k16 = exp(7",*y) + e, and k618 = exp(Z/8) -+- e,. ). 

Second. the predicted values of the mean of the Poisson distribution22 (i.e .. exp( Z, *y) and 

exp(Z/b)) replace the original variables in the labor supply equations. In this case. the 

auxiliary equations are no longer linear. The f()Jl1lUla used by Mroz (1987) caJmot be 

employed to compute the variance matrix. since it requires the linearity in the first stage. 

'lhe fonnula derived by Duncan (1987) can he utilized to calculate the covariance matrix 

22 FC'r the e~pression tlJr the Poissoll distributillil. see e.g. 1\ laddala ( 1983). pSI. 
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of the parameters. 

SM_(PSN+OLS): First. the alLxiliary equations are estimated under the assumption of the 

Poisson distribution for kl6 and k618. Second. the predicted values hom the auxiliary 

equation ba~ed on the Poisson distribution arc added into the set of the existing 

instrumental variables in the first step and the similar steps as in SM_ OLS are conducted. 

(8) Genernlized Residuals Method 

GR _ OLS: The same auxiliary equations are used as in SM _ OLS. and the generalized 

residuals are the OLS residuals under the nonnal distribution of the dependent variahle 

of the auxiliary equations. 

GR_(PSN+OLS): TI1e same auxiliary equations are specified as in SMjPSN+OLS). The 

generalized residuals in this case arc still normal residuals. 

GR _PSN: The auxiliary equations arc specified hased on the Poisson distrihution. The 

generalized residual hom the Poisson distribution is the difterence bet\veen the dependent 

variable and estimated mean. 

For all the methods in (B). the generalised residual terms are appended to the set 

of explanatory variables and the model is estimated under the alternative hypothesis. 
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Appendix 4. Simulation: Comparison of Covariance :&timation Method 

'The simulation experiment demonstrates that the simple covariance fOffi1Ula and 

the formula tt'om Duncan (] 987) (see Appendix 2) tend to give the same results 

asymptotically tC1f the substitution method (in the linear case). but not alm,lys for the 

generalised residuals methods. Consider the simple model (1) and (2) used in the 

simulatIon 

(1) 

v, = ze -I- V 

where u and v are nonnally distributed random variables. e is a parameter vector of ones. 

and f31 = ~ = 1. There are two ways of computing variances of f31 and ~. Simulations 

are perfoffi1ed tc)r 1wo ca';;cs: 

(a) Cov(y.:>. u) (the population con'elation bet\veen )'2 and u) = 0.98: (b) ('m'(:I.:>. U) == O. 

For COV(V1. u) = 0.98 and the substitution method. Table -la shmvs that the . -
proportional difference bet\\'een the mean results of the h\o methods (MXX/MXO) 

approaches zero as the number of obsen'ations grows larger. Table -lb gives a very similar 

result \\'hen Cov().:>. u) = O. For CO\'(y~. u) = 0.98 and the generalised residuals method. 

Table 4c shmvs that results of the methods do not converge a.;;ymptotically (namely. 

1'v1XXlIv1XO does not approach zero). Table -ld shows that the results do converge when 

Cov(\'o. u) = o. 
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TIle results of Table 4c suggest that the simple lonnula (namely. the one used in 

linear two stage least squares stmetures, \vhieh ignores the eflects of the a.'IymplOtic 

distribution of the Jirst stage estimator on the distribution of the second stage estimator) 

cannot he used to compute the variances of parameters in the model "hen some right 

hand side variahles are highly eon'elated to the en'or tenn. Instead. Duncan's formula can 

be employed. 1ne simple lonnula for the generalised method is valid only if the null 

hypothesis of exogeneity of the variahles is statistically accepted and the model is of 

linear t\vo stage slmcture. 

Let XO = stardard elTor of 0 calculated from the simple formula 

XD = standard error of r3 calculated from the /onnula by Duncan ( ] 987). 

XX= XD - XO .. 

l\1XX = Mean of XX 

MXO = Mean of XO, 

Std. XX = Standard EtTOr of XX 
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Table 4a 

Simulation Results of the Variances in the Sumtitution l\1ethod, Cov{Yz, u) = 0.98 

No. of No. of MXO rv1XX MXXIMXO Std. XX 
Observation Replication 

SOO 600 6.3E-02 -2.7E-17 -4.4E-16 4.7E-16 
4.4E-02 -S.SE-20 -l.3E-IS 4.3E-17 

1000 600 4.4E-02 -4.9E-17 -l.IE-lS 7.0E-16 
3.lE-02 2.lE-19 6.9E-lS 3.9E-17 

10000 600 1.4E-02 -2.SE-IS -l.SE-16 l.7E-lS 
9.SE-03 -l.2E-lS -l.2E-16 3.7E-17 

Note: In columns 3 - 6, the first row in each cell is the calculated stard error or standard error related 
measures of ~l' the second that of ~. 

Table 4b 

Simulation Results of the Variances in the Sumtitution l\1ethod, Cov{Yz, u) = 0 

No. of No. of MXO rv1XX MXXIMXO Std. XX 
Observation Replication 

SOO 600 6.3E-02 S.4E-19 S.6E-lS 4.0E-17 
4.SE-02 4.6E-19 l.OE-17 1.9E-17 

1000 600 4.SE-02 2.7E-lS 6.lE-17 3.9E-17 
3.2E-02 l.SE-lS S.SE-17 l.7E-17 

10000 600 1.4E-02 -4.2E-19 -3.0E-17 2.SE-17 
1.0E-02 -l.3E-19 -1.32E-17 1.1E-17 

Note: See the note of Table 4a for the meaning of numbers in each cell in columns 3 - 6. 
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Table 4c 

Simulation Results of the Variances in the Generalised Residual Method, CbV(Y2' u) = 0.98 

No. of No. of MXO MXX MXXIMXO Std. XX 
Observation Replication 

500 600 6.21E-02 6.2E-02 1.00 5.5E-03 
4.4E-02 4.4E-02 1.00 4.7E-03 
8.8E-02 2.9E-02 0.32 4.4E-03 

1000 600 4.4E-02 4.4E-02 1.00 2.7E-03 
3.1E-02 3.1E-02 1.00 2.3E-03 
6.2E-02 2.0E-02 0.32 2.2E-03 

10000 600 1.4E-02 1.4E-02 1.00 2.9E-04 
9.8E-03 9.8E-03 1.00 2.3E-04 
2.0E-02 6.3E-03 0.32 2.2E-04 

Note: 111e ftrst row in each cell in columns 3 - 6 is the computed standard error or standard error related 
measures of ~l' the second is that of ~, and the third is that of estimated residual from Y2 equation. 

Table 4d 

Simulation Results of the Variances in the Generalised Residual Method, CbV(Y2' u) = 0 

No. of No. of MXO MXX MXXIMXO Std. XX 
Observation Replication 

500 600 6.3E-02 3.9E-04 6.lE-03 5.7E-04 
4.4E-02 2.7E-04 6.1E-03 3.9E-04 
6.3E-02 1.9E-04 3.1E-03 3.0E-04 

1000 600 4.5E-02 1. 3 E-04 2.8E-03 2.0E-04 
3.2E-02 8.9E-05 2.8E-03 1.4E-04 
4.5E-02 5.8E-05 1.3E-03 1.0E-04 

10000 600 1.4E-02 4.3E-06 3.0E-04 7.2E-06 
1.0E-02 3.0E-06 3.0E-04 5.2E-06 
1.4E-02 2.lE-06 1.5E-04 4.lE-06 

Note: See the note under Table 4c for the explanation of each number in columns 3 - 6. 
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Appendix 5. Examination of Prediction Perfonnance of Poisson Regression 
Models for k16 and k618 

This Appendix examines the prediction perfonnance of Poisson regression models 

for k16 and k61823 . We compare the actual frequencies, the predictions of the Poisson 

regression model. The x2test rejects Poisson for k618. The x2test does not reject Poisson 

for k16 in the sample for working women, whereas it accepts Poisson for k16 in the 

whole sample. 

Poisson Distribution 

). .Yi e-Ai 
f (y .) =---=~---

~ Yi ! 

Goodness of the Fit Test: 

where m is the number of the category, m-2 is the degree of freedom of X2, OJ is the 

observed frequency and E j is the predicted frequency, which is obtained by summing over 

23 See Winkelmann and Zimmennann (1992) 
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the individual predicted probabilities for each categoty. For X2 test categories are grouped 

together to obtained expected frequencies of 5 or greater. 

Frequency distribution of the \oung child variable (k16) in the sample lor working 
\vomen 

"-16 0, 

0 375 

1 .+6 
,...--

') 

I 7 -

l-t the distribution of k 16 is Poisson 

kl6 0, E, 

0 375 378..+7 

I -1-6 41.07 

~ "7 , 8..+6 - , 

X2
( 1) = 0.935. p( 1) = 33.62°'0. 1-\, is not r~iected by k16. 
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Frequency distribution of the old child variable (k6 J 8) in the sample for \\orking \H1men 

k618 0 

0 1.+9 

I 99 

.::: 97 

3 58 

.+ 17 _. 
:) 7 

6 I 

H,,: the distrihution of k618 is Poisson 

1-..618 0, E, 

0 1.+9 1.+4.86 

! 99 122..+9 

'"\ 97 8U2 -
3 58 .+.+.83 

.+ 17 20.99 

>'i 8 13 . .+ I 

l(4) = I.+A1. pH) = 0.61%, H) is rejected hy k618. 
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Frequency distribution of the yOW1g child variable (k 16) in the whole sample 

1-;]6 q 
-. 

0 606 

I l18 

'"' 26 -

"' , 
-' 

1-1,,: the distribution of k16 is POisson 

kl6 0. E 

(J 606 621.90 

I 118 96.09 

>'"' 29 35.01 

x~(1) = 6.435. pO) = 1.12%. H" is not r~jected by kl6. 
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Frequency distribution of the old child variable (k618) in the whole sample 

1-.618 q 

0 258 

I 185 

2 162 

~ 103 j 

j 30 

.:; 12 

6 I 

7 1 

8 I 

I-I..: the distribution of k618 is Poisson 

k618 0 1 E 
1 

0 258 256 . ..J.9 

1 185 ~13.23 

-, 162 1..J.2.32 -

.' 103 79.31 

4 30 37.59 

>.:; 15 2..J..06 

X:'(4) = 18.488. p(4) = ().099~o. H.) is rt::iected by k618. 



CHAPlER FOUR 

FlXED COSTS AND EQUIV ALENCE SCALES 

III 
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1. Introduction 

Households differ in their characteristics. and the need,> of their individual 

members vary with their ages. \mrk status ,md other attributes. l11erdore expenditure 

behaviour across households is expected to be different. Household expenditure pattems 

are observed in household expenditure surveys. but not the weWlre levels of members in 

households. In terms of designing or implementing govemment welfare policies. it is 

essential to know how well oil the members of one household are relative to those uf 

another. In the literature. the notion of equivalence scales is developed to bridge demand 

behaviour ~md \vcltare comparisons across households of differing composition. 

Equivalence scales can be defined as the ratio of the cost of a household obtaining a 

given level of utility to the cost of a different hOll,>ehold with a difterent set of 

characteristics obtaining the same level of utility. There are several ways of estimating 
'-- .,., ......... 

equivalence scales. most of them are based on empirical analyses of household demand 

behaviour. 111e estimation of equivalence scales from analysis of a system of demand 

equation.'·; was started many years ago. In recent years. many constraints on the \vay that 

demographic variables aitect household demand behaviours have been proposed so that 

equivalence scales can be estimated ii'om demand systems (see Ray (1986). Blackorb) 

and Donaldson (1988). lewbel (1989). BrO\\11ing (1988). Deaton. Ruiz-Ca"tillo and 

Thomas (1989». HO\\ever. not all the infonnation required to make \velfare comparisons 
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is identifiable from demand analysis alone (see Pollak and Wales (1979), Blundell ~nd 

LewbcI (1991)). To completely identif)' equivalence scales from demand data alone i(x 

welfare comparisons, Blackorby and Donaldson ( 1988) assumed that an equivalence scale 

is independent of the uti lity level (or income), which they tenned equivalence scale 

exactness (ESE). Its imposition on household prderences enables us to detemline the 

equivalence scale £l'om demand behaviour alone unless preferences are homothetic. l11e 

restrictions implied by ESE are tested by Blundell and Lewbel (1991). and Dickens. Fry 

and Pa"hardes (1992). 'Their empirical results r~jected ESE. ernese empirical r~jections of 

restrictions implied by ESE put some doubt on the validity of the identified equivalence 

scales. 111erefore, instead of restricting equivalence scales to be independent of income 

(or equivalently, utility). we generalize the ESE assumption by allowing equivalence 

scales to be a function of income in addition to prices and demographic variables. 'We 

call such an extension of ESE as Generalised ESE (GESE). 

In order to examine the validity of GESE empincally. we need a demand system 

on \vhich the testable restrictions implied by GESE can he imposed. A.., far a.., \ve are 

a\vare, the existing demand systems cannot he used to carry out the test for GESE. Many 

studies indicate that the widely used rank two demand system. such as AIDS. is not 

f1cxible enough to capture the complicated curvatures existing in household expenditure 

behavioill' (see Lewbel (1991). Xie (1992). Fry and Pashardes (1992). Banks. Blundell and 

Lc\vhel (1993)). Hence in this paper. a new demand system \vith rank equal three is 
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developed (which nests AIDS as a special case) so that consumer hehaviour can he 

modelled more accurately and GESE can be tested. TIlis demand system is termed tixed 

cost AIDS. 

Briefly. our objective in this paper is first to generalize ESE and derive the 

implications of ESE and GESE conceming the hudget share for 'children only' goods. The 

second aim is to propose a new rank three demand system to allow for modelling of both 

tixed expenditure and flexihle curvatW'e in hudget share equations. The third goal is to 

examine empirically the testable implications of GESE and compute the equivalence 

scales. The data used in this paper is extracted from five Canadian tamily expenditW'c 

slrrVeys tor 1978. 1982. 1984. 1986 and 1990. 

]11e structure of this paper is as follows. In addition to generaIising ESE, \\'e 

descrihe Blackorhy and Donaldson's ESE mld provide an altemative \vay of proving the 

uniqueness of equivalence scales \vhen preferences are not homothetic and equi\ alence 

scales moe ESE, and present the implications of ESE and GESE conceming 'children only' 

goods (i.e .. children's clothing) in section 2. cl11C data used is hrief1y descrihed and the 

non-parametric and semi-parametric tests for the implications of ESE and GESE regarding 

'children only' good moe cmTied out in section 3. A new demand system called fixed cost 

AIDS is developed in section 4. TIle method of econometrics involved in estimating the 

tixed cost AIDS mld testing the GESE restrictions is discussed. and the empirical results 
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are reported in section 5 and conclu";ions are summarized in section 6. 

2. Identitying Equivalence Scales 

In demand ~malysis, \ve investigate the ellixts of household characteristics on 

demand patterns of household" by using household expenditure survey data. Interpersonal 

comparison is not needed. However, in \velfare analysis, comparison of the \vell-being of 

members of households \vith difterent demographics is Lmavoidable. Equivalence scales 

enable us to compare the weWrre of diflerent households, because they claim 10 answer 

the iso-\velfare question such as "what is the minimum expenditure level that would make 

a family with children as \vell oft' as a comparable tamily without children"? (see 

Bro\ming, 1992). The fact that different family types are treated difterently in government 

\velfare policies can be justified by such comparison. Hmvevec it must be recognized that 

it is individual members and not households that experience \\'CIfare (see Blackorhy and 

Donaldson (1988)). In order for the welfare comparison to be possible. \\e adopt the 

assumption! that the intra-household allocation is optimal in the way that everyone in a 

given household enjoys the same level of utility. Hence. the welfare level of a gi\en 

household is equal to the level of utility el~ioyed by each member in a given household. 

Consideration of more realistic intra-household allocation is beyond the scope of this paper. 



Equivalence scales can be defined as the cost required to achieve a certain level 

of utility by a household relative to that of a reJerence household enjoying the same level 

of utility. Let the cost function c(p, u, z) represent the preferences of a household where 

u is the level of utility. p is a vector of commodity prices. and z is a vector or 

demographic characteristics. For a reference household. \ve let z = 0 for convenience. ;\n 

equivalence scale ror a household with characteristics z is defined by 

d == c(p. u. z) / d(p. u) (2.1 ) 

where ct(u, p) is the cost function for a reference hou'.;ehold. In addition to demographics 

z and the price vector p. equivalence scale d is a function of utility level u. namely 

d =, d(p, lL. z). Letting cr(p. u) = ~x (income for a reference household). then dyf is defIned 

as an equivalent income (denoted by y ) ft)r a how;ehold with characteristics z. That is. 

y == dy'. Altematively. the equivalence scale in (2.1) can be defined in terms of the 

indirect utility function: 

v(p, y. z) = v'(p. y/d) (2.2) 

where Y(.) is the indirect utility function of households. Both (2.1) and (2.2) suggest that 

a household \vith (equivalent) income y and characteristics z is equally a" well ofT as a 

ref\;~rence household with income y/d. 

It is \vell knO\\ll that the demand data only provide infonnation on preJerenccs 

conditional on dcmographic characteristics. It is lmconditional preferences that are 

required to recover the impact of demographic characteristics on \veliare (see Pollak and 
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Wales (1979), Blundell and LewbcI (1991 )). Without making further assumptions on the 

structure of household preferences, equivalence scales cannot he completely identifiahle 

through demand hehaviour alone and therefore cannot be meaningtul. Among others. 

Pollak and Wales (1979) and Blackorby and Donaldson (1988) argue that the 

normalization of the utility 1lillction which includes hOLLsehold characteristics as a separate 

argument does not alter demand behaviour. However. its implication to\vards equivalence 

scales may be meaningless if the nomlalization of the utility tlillction reverses ordinal 

orders made by using the pre-nommlized utility function. Inevitahly. meaningful 

interpersonal comparisons of \velfare need more inlomlation than analysis of systems of 

demand behaVIOur. 

111e idea that demand pattems can he used as an indirect indication of \velfare was 

pioneered hy Engel. He observed that poorer households spend a large share of their 

income on toad than richer ones: and larger j~unilies spend higher share ortheir income 

on it)od than the smaller ones. It seems plausihle to infer that households \\'ho hehm e 

identically in terms of spending an equal share of their income on food (or some other 

bundle of goods) enjoy the same level of\\'e1fare. This approach is tenned the Engel or 

iso-prop method. An altemative version of this method is the Rothbarth method \\'hich 

suggests that households \\'ho spend the same amount of money on adult-only goods 

experience the same level of weWu·e. Deaton and Muellhauer (1986) estimated the cost 

of children using both the Engclmethod and Rothharth mdhod. rn1t~y found that the true 
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costs of children are generally overestimated by the Engel approach and underestimated 

bv the Rothbarth method using Sri Lankan and Indonesian data. Manv researchers have . ~ . 

estimated equivalence scales fi'om their demand analysis by proposing restrictions on the 

way that demographic variables atlect the demand behaviour of households. 1l1ese include 

Generalised Cost Scaling (GCS) (Ray. 1986), Partial Engel for individual commodity and 

Rothbarth. and Full Engel (Bnml1ing. 1988). Brmvning (1990) used a PIGLCX:J utility 
..... '- "-' '" 

fimction to test the conditions implied by all the structures except the Rothbarth method 

mentioned above. He ilmnd that all of the restrictions are rejected ft)r some strata fI'om 

the Canadian family expenditure surveys. Deaton. Ruiz-Castillo and Thomas (1989) 

proposed a concept of demographic separability2 to estimate equivalent scales in a demand 

system using Spanish data. None of these constraints mentioned above \\arrant the lillique 

identification of equivalence scales from demand analysis alone. Hm\ever. the restriction 

in B1ackorby and Donaldson (1988) does so. They propose such a restriction (namely. 

ESE3
) tha1 equivalence scales are independent of utility level (or income). and show that 

ESE holds if and only if the cost flll1ction has the following f(xm: 

c(p. u. z) = dip. Z)C'(p. u) (::2.3) 

where d(p. 0) = I. A direct implication of ESE is that the equivalent income y or a 

household z is a linear 11illction of reference household income i without an intercept. 

It means that there are group~ of goods \\ Ith little or no relationship to a specific set l)f 

demographic vanables. 

Lc\\bel (i989) calls thi" restnction independence of base bel of utilit) (/B). but he does not 
pro\ide an e\:plicit proof of the uniqueness result. 
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Namely, y = d(p, Z)yl. Due to the duality between the cost fimction and indirect utility 

function, (2.3) is equivalent to 

vip. y. z) = Vl(p. y/d(p. z )) (2"+) 

Blackorby and Donaldson proved that if a household utility function is not homothetic 

and ESE holds, then the equivalence scale is determined uniquely from demand analysis. 

We regard this result Rq being the most important proposition in all of the equivalence 

scale literature. i\ simple, altemati\'e proof of their result is proVided below 

Lemma 1. I f ESE holds and there exist 1\\'0 different scales. d( p. z) and d( p. 

z). that are consistent with the same household behaviour, and there exists a 

translonnation G(y. z). increasing in its first argument. such that 

Vl(p. y/d(p, z)) = G(vr(p, y/d"(p. z)), z) 

for all p, y and z, then preferences are homothetic. 

Proof See Appendix 3. 

(2.5) 

1beorem 1. If preierences are not homothetic and ESE holds. then the 

equivalence scale is uniquely detem1ined 11"Om demand behaviour. 

Proof. The result follows directly 1rom Lemma 1. 

The ESE assumption Imposes testahle restrictions on the wa\' household 

characteristics enter a system of demand equations. Blundell and Le\\'bel (1991). and 
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Dickens. Fry and Pashardes (1992) tested the restrictions implied by ESE using demand 

system';, and their empirical results rt:iected ESE. These empirical rt:iections of the 

restrictions implied by ESE put the validity of the identified equivalence scales in doubt. 

TIiere is a need to be able to relax the ESE restrictions. Before gencralising ESE. \ve 
'-' '-

present ESE's implication regarding the 'children only' good. To our kl1lmledge. this ha<; 

not been examined bet(xe. 

Suppose there exists one such good. children's clothing ( = good 1 lor presentation 

convenience). that a reference household never purchases. then C(P_I' u) is the cost 

function for a retercnce household vvhere P_I is the vector of price \vithout the price or 

good 1. ESE implies that the cost function for any household c(p. u, z) can be expressed 

by d(p. Z)C(P_I' u). As a result. we have the iollmving: 

Corollary 1. If ESE holds and there exists a 'children only' good 1 (that is. 

c(lP. u. z) = d(p. Z)C(P_I' u)). then the budget share of the 'children only' good i(x all 

households is independent of income. 

Proof: Since c(p. u. z) = d(p. Z)C(P_I' u). In(c(p. u. z)) = In(d(p. z)) + In(c(p_l' u)). 

\v. = an(c)/Cln{Pl) = on(d(p. z))/On(Pl). 

Since reference households do not consume the 'children only' good. the budget 

share on it is naturally zero \vhich is certainly independent of income. ESE suggests that 

the Engel curve or the 'children only' good lor hOlL<;eholds \vith children has unitary 
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income elasticity. 111is implication seems unlikely. In section 3. we tlnd that it is rejected. 

It seems to us that the basic premise of ESE is questionable since all the testable 

implications of ESE are rejected by the data. Therefore. instead of restricting equivalence 

scales to be independent of income (or equivalently. uti lity). we generalize the ESE 

assumption by incorporating a fixed cost into the cost function where ESE holds. We call 

this extension generalised ESE (GESE). It is expressed by 

c(p. u. z) = D(p. z)cr(p. u) + F(p. z). (2.6) 

\vhere F(.) represents a fixed cost and is a linear homogenous tunction in p. D(.) is zero 

homogenous in p. In tenns of equivalent income. (2.6) can be \witten as y = D(p. z)y' + 

F(p. z). 111at is. equivalent income lor a household ,vith characteristics z is an aHine 

fUnction of a reierence household income. Thus. when GESE holds the equivalence scale 

is a nonlinear 1unction or income as described belm\: 

d(p. y. z) = y/yr = D(p. z) + F(p. z)/y'. 

In tenns of the indirect utility function. (2.6) can be \witten as 

vip. y . z) = v'(p. (y - F(p. z)/D(p. z»). (2.8) 

We show belm\" that GESE also leads to a unique detem1ination of the equivalence scale 

1rom demand analysis. 

Lemma 2. If GESE holds and there exist n\"o ditIerent D(p. z) and IY(p. z). 

and two dif1erent F(p. z) and f'(p. z). namely. D(p. z) "* D*(p. z). or F(p. z) "* F'(p. z) 
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or both and there exists a transformation G(v, z), increasing in the fIrst argument, such 

that 

vr(p, (y - P(p, z)) /D(p, z)) = G(v\p, (y - P*(p, z)) /D*(p, z)), z) (2.9) 

for all p, y, and z, then preferences are quasi-homothetic. 

Proof See Appendix 3. 

\ 

1beorem 2. If preferences are not quasi-homothetic and GESE holds, then the 

equivalence scale is uniquely determined from demand behaviour. 

~ Proof The result follows directly from Lemma 2. 

Clearly, this weakening of the ESE assumption is introduced at the price of 

widening the class of preferences that is ruled out. SpecifIcally, the ESE result states that 

either the equivalence scale is unique or preferences are homothetic while the GESE 

\ 

I J result suggests that either the equivalence scale is unique or preferences are quasi-

homothetic. 

Like ESE, GESE also has an implication concerning the 'children only' good. 

Corollary 2 indicates that this implication is weaker than the corresponding one implied 

by ESE. 

Corollary 2. If GESE holds and there exists a 'children only' good, i.e. , cost 
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function c(p, U, z) = D(p, Z)C(P_l , u) + F(p, z) where P and P-l are defmed as before, then 

the Engel curve for the 'children only' good is a straight line with an intercept for all 

households except for reference households. 

Proof: 

From the cost function, we have Cr(P_I ' u) = (y - F(p, z))/ D(p, z) (2.11) 

Substituting (2.11) in (2.10), we have 

DI (P, z) DI (P, z) ( ) 
q I = D (P, z) y + F I (P, z) - D (P, z) F P, z 

where 

DI (P, z) 
aD (P, z) a , F I 

'PI 

In summary, when GESE holds, the unique determination ofthe equivalence scale 

rules out the possibility of preferences of households being quasi-homothetic; and GESE 

implies that the Engel curve for the children only good is affme in income. Similarly, 

when ESE holds, the unique determination of the equivalence scale rules out the 

possibility of preferences of households being homothetic; and ESE implies that the 

budget share for the 'children only' good is constant. The implications in Corollaries 1 and 

2 are necessary conditions for ESE and GESE, respectively. The acceptance of these 
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implications does not necessarily lead to the acceptance of ESE and GESE. However, 

their rejection does lead to the rejection of ESE and GESE. In the next section, we are 

going to investigate the validity of Corollaries 1 and 2. 

3. Nonpanunetric Test of ESE and GESE 

In this section, we fIrst examine the implications of ESE and GESE regarding the 

'children only' good presented in the previous section using a non-parametric graphical 

method. We then semi-parametrically test the implications of GESE for the budget share 

of the 'children only' good given in Corollary 2. 

To investigate the implications of ESE and GESE concerning the 'children only' 

good, specifIcally, children's clothing, we use Canadian family expenditure (F AMEX) 

survey data of 1982, 1984, 1986 and 1990. In each survey, fIve regions (i.e., Atlantic, 

Quebec, Ontario, Prairie and British Columbia) are covered. The distinction between the 

clothing bought for adults and for older children becomes unclear, hence we use only the 

households with children under age 13 to test the implications of ESE and GESE on the 

budget share for children's clothing. The expenditure on children's clothing is constructed 

by summing expenditures on clothing for infants (children < 4 years), and girls and boys 

(aged from 4 to 13). The 1978 data is not used in this section since there is no way to 
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separate the households with children tmder age 13 from those with older children due 

to the design of the 1978 FAMEX survey4. In addition, our sample is restricted to 

households of married couples with and without children, with husband in full time 

employment, and no other adult living in the household. F AMEX records annual 

purchases of goods, so only a very small percentage of our sample records zero purchases 

for any good. We leave these households in the sample and treat zero purchase as one 

element in the choice set. More detailed descriptions of data selection are provided in Part 

a of Appendix 1. 

Based on the Corollaries 1 and 2 in the last section, for given prices and 

demographic variables, ESE indicates that the budget share of the children's clothing for 

families with children is constant, whereas GESE implies that the budget share of 

children's clothing for them is an affme function of the inverse of real expenditure. Total 

expenditure is obtained by summing spending on the non-durable goods, and is used to 

compute the budget share for children's clothing. Since total expenditure variable is 

considered endogenous for demands, net income is used to construct real expenditure 

(Ry), which is obtained as the ratio of net income to the Stone price index5
. 

4 The data from 1978 Famex will be used to increase price variation when we estimate our demand 
system in section 5. 

The log of the Stone price index is defmed as sum of products of budget shares and corresponding 
logged commodity prices. 
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In order to concentrate on the analysis of the relationship between budget share 

for children's clothing and the inverse ofRY, the influences of demographic attributes and 

prices of commodities need to be removed from the budget share for children's clothing 

and the inverse of RY. This is accomplished by regressing the budget share for children's 

clothing and the inverse of RY respectively on a set of non-children demographic 

variables6 (i.e. , dw, dct, dca, dhf, dho, dhe, dhp, ha, ha2, dsf, dso, dse, dsp, dslfpl , dslfp2, 

sa, sa2), and children variables and their dummies (i.e., ych7, och, dych doch) and year-

region dummies; and the residuals from each regression are used in the graphical analysis. 

Since there are 5 regions and 4 years of data being used, 20 region-year dummy variables 

can be generated, which capture all the possible price differences across regions and 

years. One year-region dummy is excluded from the regressions to avoid the perfect 

multicollinearity problem. 

The residual from the regression of the budget share for children's clothing is 

graphed against the residual from the regression of the inverse RY in Figure 1. The cubic 

spline fitting in Figure 1 seems to have a downward slope; this leads us to reject ESE. 

The fitted line looks approximately linear, which is consistent with the implication of 

GESE on the budget share of children's clothing. Hence, the fmding from the graphical 

6 For details of defmitions of these variables, see the part b of Appendix 1. 

ych denotes the number of young children aged from 0 to 3, och represents the number of old 
children aged from 4 to 12 in this section. dych is the young children dummy, doch is the old children 
dummy. 
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analysis is that the implication of GESE in Corollary 2 is not rejected and the implication 

of ESE in Corollary 1 is rejected. 

Corollary 2 implies that in addition to some terms involving pnces and 

demographics, the inverse real expenditure should be on the right hand side (RHS) of the 

budget share equation for children's clothing. To examine the validity of Corollary 2 

alternatively, we run the regression of the budget share for children's clothing on regional 

dummies, the logged price ratios, the same set of non-children demographic variables, and 

children variables and their dummies as used in the graphical analysis, and the inverse 

of real total expenditure (denoted as RX = total expenditure/Stone price index) as well 

as other functions of real total expenditure, specifically, In(RX) and (In(RX)f An F~test 

is used to examine the joint significance of In(RX) and (In(RX)f Since total expenditure 

is often considered endogenous, net income is used as an instrument for the total 

expenditure in the regression analysis, and the two stage least square method is used. The 

coefficients and t-ratios of the inverse of real total expenditure (i.e., llRX), log real total 

expenditure (i.e., In(RX)) and the square of log real total expenditure (i.e., (In(RX))2 ), 

and F statistic for the joint significance of In(RX) and In(RX)f are reported in column 

2 of Table lA. 

We also run the above regression by imposing the implication of GESE, namely, 

excluding In(RX) and (In(RX))2 on the RHS of the regression. The coefficient and t-ratio 
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of the inverse of real total expenditure are shown in column 3 of Table 1A. 

Column 2 of Table 1A tells us that t-ratios for the three expenditure variables are 

not significant. And the F---statistic on the joint significance of In(RX) and (In(RX))2 is not 

significant, either. However, the t-ratio of inverse real total expenditure is "significant" 

when imposing the implication of GESE concerning the budget share for children's 

clothing as shown in column 3 of Table 1A. This result suggests that the hypothesis 

implied by GESE that the budget share of children's clothing is affme in inverse income 

is not rejected, and the implication of ESE is rejected. All of these regression results are 

consistent with the fmding of the graphical analysis. Therefore, we conclude that ESE is 

rejected by the data. Even though the implication of GESE as in Corollary 2 is not 

rejected by the data, other implications of GESE need to be investigated. To carry out the 

investigation, a suitable demand system is required. In the next section, we will develop 

a flexible new demand system which allows us to test other implications of GESE and 

estimate equivalence scales. 

4. The FIXed Cost Almost Ideal Demand System 

4.1. A New Demand System 

In order to examine GESE empirically, we need a demand system on which the 
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testable restrictions implied by GESE can be imposed. Many studies indicate that the 

widely used rank8 two demand system, such as the Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) 

of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980), is not flexible enough to capture the complicated non-

linear curvatures in household expenditure behaviour (for example, Lewbel (1991), Xie 

(1992), Fry and Pashardes (1992), Banks, Blundell and Lewbel (1993)). Lewbel (1991) 

and Banks, Blundell and Lewbel (1993) investigated the rank of demand systems using 

non-parametric methods. Both indicated rank two models including PIGLOG are not 

adequate for use in the analysis of demand behaviour of all households. Xie (1992) 

developed a rank three demand system which nests AIDS as a special case to test the 

conditions for aggregation across individuals and aggregation across commodities. She 

found that both conditions are rejected and a rank three demand system is required to 

model consumer behaviour. Banks, Blundell and Lewbel (1993), and Fry and Pashardes 

(1992P proposed a rank three demand system (called quadratic AIDS), which includes 

AIDS as a special case. Both studies analyzed the UK. micro-data using this quadratic 

AIDS and found significant quadratic log expenditure effects. It seems that a rank three lO 

The rank of a demand system is defined as the maximum dimension of the function space spanned 
by the Engel curves of the demand system. For rank one and rank two demand system, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions are : (I) A demand system has rank equal to one if and only of the demands are 
homothetic; (2) a demand system has rank equal to two if and only demands are generalised linear. For rank 
three demand system, the sufficient conditions are provided on page 219-220 by Lewbel (1990, Intemational 
Economic Review). 

9 The parameterisation of the quadratic AIDS in these two papers is a bit different. Nevertheless, 
their demand systems are of rank three. 

\0 Gonnan (1981) showed that the matrix of coefficients of Engel curves for demands that are I mear 
in functions of nominal income is at most rank three. 
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demand system fits micro-data better than a rank two system. As far as we are aware, the 

existing rank three demand systems cannot be used to test the restriction implied by 

GESE. Therefore, we develop a new rank three demand system on which the GESE 

restriction can be tested and imposed, and equivalence scales can be computed. 

To develop this model, we generalize the almost ideal (AI) cost function by 

incOlporating fixed expenditure. We term this cost function the fixed cost almost ideal 

function (FCAI). There are several reasons for choosing the AI cost function as a base 

for expansion: (1) the AIDS is a popular demand system, which is used quite frequently 

in literature of the budget share analysis; (2) most of the rank three demand systems 

developed in previous studies nest the AIDS as a special case; (3) GESE cannot be tested 

through a system with rank less than three; and (4) GESE is a extension of ESE whose 

testable restrictions are examined through the AIDS by Blundell and Lewbel (1991), so 

it seems natural to use an extension of the AIDS to test the GESE. Even though our 

system, quadratic AIDS and the demand system used by Xie (1992) all are generated 

from the AIDS, they are non-nested structures. 

The parameterisation for the FCAI cost function is specified as follows : 

c(p, U, z) = <j(p, z)G(p, U, z) + C/\p, z) (4.l ) 

where p, U, and z are defmed as before. A childless couple is chosen as a reference 

household, for whom, z = O. G(p, u, z) and C/\p, z) are linear homogenous function of p, 



and ~p, z) is zero homogenous in p. Their specifications are given as follows: 

with restriction 

~ a im = 0 
~ 

(4.2) 
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In(G(p, U, z» = In( a(p» + U~p, z), where a(p) is linear homogenous in p, and ~p, z) 

is zero homogenous in p: 

In(a (p)) a o + ~a i ln(pi ) + (1 / 2)~ ~Y :jln(pJ In(Pj ) (4.3) 
~ ~ ] 

with restrictions: 

La . I, . ~ 
LY * . . = LY * . . 0 . ~] . ~] 

~ ~ ] 

(4.4) 

with restrictions: 

LA . = L A'k = 0 . I-'l . I-'l 
l l 

The fixed expenditure is specified to allow for substitutions among different goods II , 

II If fixed expenditure is specified as a linear function of prices of individual commodities, then the 
system allows for no substitutions among goods. 



with restrictions: 

~8i = L 80 > 0,801 > 0 for all 1. 
~ 
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(4.5) 

Note that if there is no fixed expenditure term, i.e., </\p, z) = 0, then the FeAI cost 

function (4.1) is reduced to $:p, z)G(p, u, z) which represents the almost ideal cost 

function. So we can interpret the cost function (4.1) as a linear extension of the AI cost 

function. 

The budget share for good i associated with the preferences expressed by the cost 

function (4.l) is given by: 

+ (p. +LP'kZk)(1 -~)[ln(x-q»-(<p+a)] +8.~ 
~ k ~ x ~x 

(4.6) 

We term this demand system the fixed cost AIDS. Note that the budget share equations 

in the demand system (4.6), unlike those in the AIDS, do not possess the monotone 

relation with total expenditure x. When estimating, homogeneity (i.e. , L j Yu = ° for all i, 

where Yu = 0.5(yjj*+ ljj*)) is imposed since it is not usually rejected by household 

expenditure data (see Browning and Meghir (1991), and Fry and Pashardes (1992)) . 

When there exists a 'children only' good (i.e., children's clothing), the number of 
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commodities consumed by families with children and families without children is 

different. To childless couples, the consumption of children's clothing is zero. If we 

conduct our empirical investigation of testable GESE restrictions using a sample 

containing both households with children and households without children, we run into 

a technical problem because of the difference in the number of budget share equations for 

these two types of households. To avoid this problem, we stratifY the data on the basis 

of the presence of children in a given household. Further stratification of the data will be 

described in the next section. 

For a reference household (i.e. , a childless couple), the cost function is expressed 

by 

Cf(P_I' u) = <jf(P_1 )G(P_I' u) + q:f(P_I) (4.lr) 

where P_I denotes the price vector P without element PI (which denotes the price for 

children's clothing). In(G(P_b u» = In( a(p_I» +ufj(P_I), the functional forms for <!f(P-I), 

In(a(p_I)), fj(P_I), and q:f(P_I) are defmed similarly as those in (4.2) - (4.5) except that the 

vector z is replaced by 0 and the price vector P by P_I ' Given the specification for each 

component of the cost function (4.lr), the expression for the budget share equation for 

good i (i > 1) derived from (4.1r) is in (4.6r), which is very similar to the one in (4.6). 

[ a .z:- + Ly .z:-. ln (p .) ] ( 1 - <p r) 
~ . ~J ~ r 

] X 
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(4.6r) 

where parameters in (4.6r) are superscripted so that they can be differentiated from those 

without superscripts in (4.6). 

4.2. The Testable GESE Restriction 

As discussed in section 2, for the case of the existence of a 'children only' good, 

if GESE is imposed, the relationship between the cost ftmctions for households with 

children and households without children can be expressed by: 

c(p, U, z) = D(p, z)Cr(P_1 , u) + F(p, z) (4.7) 

Since the ftmctional forms of c(p, u, z) and d(P_b u) are given above, the expressions for 

D(p, z) and F(p, z) can be obtained by substituting them in (4.7). By simple manipulation, 

we obtain D(p, z) = {$:p, z)a(p)exp[urxp, z)]}/{<jf(P_1 )ci(p_l)exp[urJ(p_I)]} and F(p, z) = 

</X:p, z) - D(p, Z)q1(P_I)' GESE restrictions indicate that both D(p, z) and F(p, z) are 

independent of u. As a result, rxP, z) should equal rJ(P-1 ). This leads to D(p, z) = {$:p, 

equality restriction means that the fIrst partial derivative of rxp, z) with respect to z 

should equal zero for households with children and ~ = 0, and ~s (for i > 1) should be 
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same for those with children and those without children. Hence, the testable restriction 

from GESE is: 

~p, z)/& = 0, and ~l = 0 and ~ = ~f for all i > 1 (4.8) 

Like ESE, GESE implies the testable restriction with regard to the way 

demographic variables, in particular children variables entering the equations of the 

demand system. Had Blundell and Lewbel (1991) paid attention to a 'children only' good, 

the ESE restriction tested by them using the AIDS would be similar to the GESE 

restriction in (4.8). 

4.3. Identifying the Equivalence Scale 

In light of Theorem 2, we know that the equivalence scale can be uniquely 

identified from estimates of parameters of the fixed cost AIDS developed in this section 

when the GESE restrictions in (4.8) are imposed. For a given household, the equivalence 

scale is defmed as a ratio of its cost fimction to a cost fimction of a reference household. 

Therefore, from (4.7) we have the formula for the equivalence scale: 

d(p, z) = c(p, U, z)/cf(P_b u) = D(p, z) + F(p, z)/t 

where D(p, z) = {<!X:p, z)a(p)}/{<jf(P_l )a(p_l)}, and 

F(p, z) = q(p, z) - cp(p-a{ <!X:p, p)a(p)}/ {<jf(p-l)a(p-l)}' 

(4.9) 
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When p = 1, the equivalence scale is expressed by 

d(.) = exp(Oo - ~ ) + [(80 + 80 , z, + 802 q ) - ~exp(Oo - ~ )] Ii (4.10) 

where z, and q are children variables, whose defInitions can be found in the next section. 

To estimate the value of the equivalence scale and the parameters in our model, we use 

the F AMEX data. In next section, we describe the econometric method used for 

estimation. 

5. Empirical Results 

To investigate the restrictions of GESE using our demand system, we extract a 

sample on household expenditure from the Canada family expenditure survey for 1978, 

1982, 1984, 1986 and 1990 according to a set of criteria (see part a in Appendix 1). To 

model the impact of children on household expenditure behaviour, several children 

variables are included in the budget share equations of our system. They are defmed as 

the number of children in different age ranges: ych denotes the number of young children 

in a given household, och the number of old children, chh the total number of children. 

Due to changes in how children's age bands are classifIed in the surveys, for years 1982, 

1984, 1986 and 1990, ych (och) is defmed as the number of children aged from 0 to 3 

(from 4 to 15), and for year 1978, ych (ach) is defmed as the number of children aged 

from 0 to 4 (from 5 to 15). Clearly, chh = ych + och. 
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We stratif}' the selected sample according to the employment statLL"> of \yik and 

presence of children in a household. V'le do so because the labour force status of\yife and 

presence of children in a household aftect household demands (see BrO\\ning and MeghiL 

1991). l11ere are three possibilities for wife's employment status (full time, part time and 

not in labour force) and t\yO possibilities of children situations in a given hom;ehold 

(having children or not). Hence, six strata can be generated. Three of them consist of 

households without children with wite heing in 11111 time, part time employment and not 

in labour force (denoted as NC _E NC _P and NC~NW respectively). lne other three 

contain households with children \\lith \\lite heing in ltdl time, part time employment and 

not in labour force (denoted as C_F. C_P and C_ NW respectively). 'Ine basic descripti\ e 

statistics of each data set are given in the part c of Appendix 1. We choose to work with 

eight non-durahle commodities lor households with children: children's clothing. adult 

clothing. food at home, f()od at restaurant services, recreation, transportation and vices 

(i.e., alcohol beverages and tobacco products), and seven goods 10r childless couples since 

they do not consume children's clothing. By doing so. \ye implicitly assume that these 

goods and services are weakly separahle tl'om any other non-durables and durables. 

In the analysis of the demand system, it is import,mt to allow enough nrriation in 

parameters to capture the preference diften.:'nces caused by difterences in household 

characteristics. Hence, in addition to children variables. \YC also include dummies fC)f 

regions, home O\\ncrship. car O\\nership. area \\ith population not less than 100,000, and 
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other demographic variables in the system l2
. 

To estimate H.6) or (4.6r), a random component e, is added to each equation in 

the system. This captmes any random difterences in individual decision-making. We drop 

the vice equation so that adding up restrictions can be satisfIed. Om fIxed cost AIDS (4.6) 

becomes: 

w· 
~ 

where 1'111 corresponding to u'm can be different from ~ corresponding to ~k for all i. The 

structure of the budget share equations for households with children and that fix those 

without children are similar except t(x the number of equations in the system. 

Note that the budget share equations of our fixed cost AIDS model are nonlinear 

111 parameters. Two linear homogenous price indiccs appear in all the budget share 

equations of our system, \"hieh depend on the estimated parameters and is common across 

all equations, and hence ineyitably give rise to cross-equation restrictions. GiYen all these. 

estimation of our demand system by the nonlinear full intom1ation ma'\imum likelihood . . 

method can be computationally expensiYC. Such estimation methods can be further 

!:' For the complete list of the demographic \ ariablec, IIlcluded in the system for each ~tratum. "ee 
estimation results ill Tables 2.1-2.6 in Appendi:\. 2. 
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complicated by the need to instrumem household expenditure which is oilen treated a..<; 

an endogenous variable in the analysis of micro expenditure data. For these reasons \\e 

consider an iterative linear procedure tor the estimation of our system. 

'111e parameters in our demand sy'stem can be divided into t\'\O groups: one group 

contains linear parameters, the other nonlinear parameters. Conditional on the nonlinear 

parameters and some explanatory variables. our demand system is a linear equation 

system. Estimation of the linear parameters in the system is carried out through an 

iterative linear procedure in which five steps are followed: (1) set nonlinear parameters 

at certain values: (2) set price index <p at a column vector and use the Stone price inde:\ 

to approximate (~ + a); (3) estimate the linear parameters in the system; (-+) update the 

value of <p and (<P + a) using the estimated parameters; (5) repeat (3) and (4-) unti I there 

is no significant change in the estimated parameters. The values of the nonlinear 

parameters are grid-searched by repeating (1) to (5), the linal values of nonlinear 

parameters are the ones that con'espond to the minimised value of the objective function. 

The iterative linear procedure is started \\ith estimates from the linear approximation or 

the AIDS. At each iteration the system is estimated by the 3SLS method with hOLLsehold 

total expenditure on non-durable goods and all other tenns \vhich involve this variahle 

treated a" endogenous variables. and heteroscedasticity corrected (see Appendix -+ tc)r the 

brief description of the 3SLS method \"jth endogenous variahle treated and 

heteroscedasticity cOlTected). Vle report in Tables 2.1 - 2.6 of Appendix 2 estimation 
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results of our fixed cost AIDS model for all strata: estimates and standard errors of the 

linear parllmeters, and the values of nonlinear parameters (through grid-search). Sargan 

statistic!'. and a list of instrumental variables used. For all strata. vanables ~l;S in each 

budget share equation are chosen to be dummies f()r regions, some non-children 

demographic variables (see tables 2.1 - 2.6 for details); and variables :qs are chosen to 

be dummies lor home O\\1lership, car m\-nership, area \\lith population no less than 

100,000. FurthemlOre, for all the data sets \-vith children. ~llS also include t\VO children 

variables: the number of young children (ych). and the number of old children (och), and 

:qs include the number of children (chh). 

Given the unrestricted estimates. \\e can test the GESE restrictions (and estimllte 

the restricted parameters) using the minimum chi-square (MCS) method (sec Blundell 

(1988»). As we pointed out before, \ve estimate the demand systems fix hOlLseholds \\ith 

children and fix those without children separately. g denotes the estimates of the 

parameters from the demand system fix households yvith children. and g' the estimates 

of the parameters from the demand system for those \\ ithout children. In order to test the 

restrictions implied by GESE using the MCS method. \\'e assume the independence 

bet\veen g and g'. Let gg" = g 114g". I be the covariance matrix f()r gg". Based on the 

" Sargan statistic e".amines the co\arianccs bet\\cen thc estimated re~iduals tl"OIl1 the instrulllent 
variables method and a set of instruments that need 110t have heen used in the estimation of the mtxiel 
under the null hypothesis (see Godfre~. 1988). 

1+ I is the sign for \ ertical concatenation. 
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independence assumption, I= [4 ~'5 0] I rO'~ ~ol vvhere ~ = var(g). 40 = \'ar(g"). 0 

is a matrix with zeros as its elements. qq" denotes the restricted parameters. and R is a 

matrix \yhich enahles gg" = Rqq" under the null hypothesis suggested by (4.8). 11K~ rank 

of R is equal to the number of restrictions. ]11c estimates of the restricted parameters can 

be obtained hy minimising X2 = (gEt' - Rqq")' L' (gEt) - RqqU). From the first order 

condition. \ye haH~ qq" = (R' L' Rr' R' L' gg". An estimate or the covariance matrix nf 

qqU is (R'LiRr'. The minimum value OfX2 t()llmYs a chi-squared distribution \yith degrees 

of freedom equal to the rank of R. The test results are reported in Table IB. i statistics 

in Table 1 B indicate that the testable restrictions implied by GESE are r~iected hy the 

data with the wiie's employment status being either not in the labor force or part-time. 

The GESE restrictions are not rejected fllr the data where wile \vorks full-time. Since the 

testable restrictions of GESE are only necessary conditions tor the satistaction of GESL 

their acceptance does not necessarily guarantee that GESE actually holds. their rejection 

is enough to conclude that GESE does not hold. 

By imposing the GESE restrictions on the fixed cost AIDS. we can compute the 

equivalence scale according to the tonnula (4.10) at unit prices. The scales tor one young 

child. one old child. one young child plus one old child. and two old children are graphed 

in Figures 2 - 4 for households with spouse's employment status heing not in the labor 

force. part-time. and full-time. respecti\'Cly. We report the values of equivalence scales 

: .5 ~ is the sign for horizontal concatenation 
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at selective income levels in Tahles :2 - 4. Figures :2 - 4 suggest that \\'hen income le\'d 

approaches to positive infinity. the equivalence scale reaches the limit of 1. The 

equivalence scale is inversely related to the income. That is, the higher the income. the 

lower the equivalence scale. the rich households' equivalence scales for hoth a ~ oung and 

old child is Imver than that f()r poor households, ceteris paribus. l11is suggests that a child 

costs more tor poor households than for rich ones. Blundell and Lewbel (1991) have 

estimated the equivalence scales using the AIDS with UK family expenditure survey data. 

Due to the imposition of ESE. their equivalence scales estimated do not change \vith 

income levels of the household. 

We tind that costs of a child increase with the age of a child. Setting the scale at 

1 fIX a childless couple. for example. the cost of a young child (aged 0 to 3 or 0 to 4 if 

1978 survey) is .130 of that of a couple. that of a old child (aged 4 to 15 or 5 to 15 if 

1978 survey) is .132 of that nf a couple at ll1come equal to $60,000 tor households \\ here 

both adults work full-time (see Table 4). Like ours. the results obtamed by Blundell and 

Lewbel (1991) also suggest that costs of children increa"le \vith their ages. For instance. 

the cost of a child aged 0 tn :2 is 0.091 of that of a couple. the cost of a child aged 3 to 

5 is 0.144 of that of a couple. the cost of a child aged 6 to lOis 0.164 of that of a 

couple. the cost of a child aged 10 above is 0.180 of that of a couple. 

In our results, holding income constant, the cost of a child increa<.;es \vith the labor 
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force involvement of female adults. For example, with income level held at $40.000. the 

cost of a young child is .008 of that of a couple \\hen the female adult is not in lahor 

force: 0.115 of that of couple when the female adult worb patt time. 0.143 of that of a 

couple \\hen the female adult worb full time. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper generalises Blackorby and Donaldson's Equivalence-Scale Exactness 

(ESE) condition to GESE. We show that both GESE and ESE can lead to the unique 

detennination of equivalence scales lrom analysis of demand data alone. GESE a11O\\s 

equivalence scales to depend on household income. whereas ESE is more restrictive and 

does nol pennit equivalence scales to vary with household income. ~1l1l:: paper also 

presents the implications of ESE atld GESE concerning the budget share 1()l' the 'children 

only' good. and tests them using non-parametric method'). Evidence is lound that the 

restriction of ESE regarding the 'children only' good is rejected. \\hereas that of GESE 

is not. 

To tllrther imestigate the testable restrictions of GESE. a demand system is 

needed on which the restrictions of GESE can be imposed. for this purpose. a ne\\ rank 

three dematld system is developed. which is called fixed cost AIDS. Ibis ne\\ system 
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generalises the almost ideal demand system to allmy for modelling of fixed cost and 

flexible curvature in budget shares. It is used to examine empitically the testable 

implications of GESE "vhich are tcmnd to he rejected. Since the testable restrictions of 

GESE are only necessary conditions tor the satistaction of GESE. their relection is 

enough to conclude that GESE does not hold. "lhe data used in this paper is extracted 

from the Canadian family expenditure surveys for 1978, 1982. 1984, 1986 ~md 1 Y90. 

Finally. equivalence scales are estimated under the assumption of GESE. It is t(mnd that 

the cost of a child for a hOlLc;ehold \vith children increases with the age of a child: a child 

costs more for poor households than for rich ones: the cost of a child increases with the 

labor force involvement of female adults. Based on this result our fixed cost AIDS can 

be useful in the analysis of policy changes affecting households with children. 
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Table lA. Tests of GESE for Otildren's Oothing 

Variable Coefficient Coefficient 
(GESE tested) (GESE imposed) 

1;' RX 0.'+6 (0.16) -0.96 (-6.10) 

in(RX) 0.08 (OA1) 
, 

lin(RX))2 -0.0067 (-0.38) 

F(2, 3780) statistic 0.30 
probahility 7'+A2~/o 

I 

,\lote: t ratIos are 111 )arentileses. 
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Table 1 B. Parnmetric Test Results for GESE 

Spouse's employment status test statistic 

not in labor force ' -34'"' X-=)· ,) 
DF = 35 

P = 2.38~o 

part time i = 46.08 
DF = 28 

I P = 1.71 OiO 

full time i = 47.63 
DF = 35 

I P = 7.54% 
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Table 2. Equivalence Scales 

(for households 'with spouses not being in the labor force) 
(income in $1(00) 

1 YCH lOCH 1 YCH+I OC'H 

i 1.06 I.OR 1.10 

1.03 1.0.+ l.OS 

1.015 1.02 1.025 

1.008 1.01 1.013 

1.005 1.007 1.008 

I 1.003 1.004 1.005 
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Figure 3 

Equivalence Scales for a Household (Spouse Worklng 
Part-Time) at Unitary Prices 
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Table 3. Equivalence Scales 

(tor households with spouses \\orking part time) 
(income in $1000) 

1 YCH lOCH 1 YCH+10CH 

1.182 1.222 1.242 

1.144 1.164 1.174 

1.124 1.134 l.139 

1.115 1.12U i 1.122 

1.112 1.115 1.117 

1.109 1.111 1.112 

]5~ 

2 (~'H 

1.282 

1.194 

1.149 

L127 I 

1.120 

l.114 
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Figure 4 

EquIvalence Scales for a Household (Spouse WorkIng 
Full-Time) at Unitary Prices 
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Table 4. Equivalence Scales 

(tor hom;cholds with spouses \\orking tull time) 
(income in $1000) 

1 YCH lOCH 1 YCH+l OCH 

1.404 1.424 1.484 

l.255 1.265 1.295 

1.180 1.18:' 1.200 

1.143 1.145 1.153 

1.130 1.132 1.137 

1.120 1.12 ] 1.124 
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2 ex] I 

1.504 

1.305 

1.20) 

1.155 

1.138 
! 

1.125 I 
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Appendix 1. Data 

Clbe data used in this paper is from the Canadian tillnily expenditure survey fl)r 

1978, 1982, 198 .. +. 1986 and 1990. which \\ere conducted by the Family Expenditure 

Survey Section, Household Division of Statistics Canada. For details, see its publication 

on the Smvey of Family Expenditure -- Public Use Micro Data. 

a. Sample Selection Oiteria 

A sample is chosen, which contains t\vo-adult hou.seholds without or with children 

aged from 0 to IS, spending no negative amow1t on any goods and services. bac;ed on the 

iollowing criteria: 

Tenure of Household (tenure): 1 = owner without mortgage, 2 = o\\11er with 11l0l1gage, 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

3 = renter 

Net Household Income (nety) > 0 

Age of Head of a 1I00Lc;ehold (hage) < = 59 

Labour Force Status of Head of a Household (hUp): hlfp = 2, tull time employment 

Spouse's Labour Force Statu." (slfp): 0 = not in labour tt)rce. 1 = part time emplo)ment 

2 = Jill! time employment 

Gross Income of Spouse (sgy) > = 0: 



Education of Head (Spouse) of a Household (h( s )educ): 1 = less than 9 years. 

2 = secondary. 3 = some post -secondary. 4 = post -secondary certificate. 

5 = univerSIty degree 

Number of Childrcn Aged from 0 to 3 (0 to 4 for 1978) (ych) < = 2 

Number of Children Aged fi'om 4 to 15 (5 to 15 for 1978) (och) < = 3. 
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Occupation on-lead (Spouse) of a Household (h(s)ocup): for 1978. 1 = management and 

adlTllni strati on. 2 = professional and technician. 3 = clerical. 4 = sales. 5 = services. 

6 = farming. fishing. torestry. 7 = other. g = not \vorking including retired: 

tor 1982. 84. 86 and 90. I = management ,md administration. 2 = protessional and 

technician. 3= teaching. 4 = clericaL 5 = sales. 6 = services. 7 = tanning. fishing. 

forestry. 8 = minmg processing. 9 = product tabncating. 10 = construction. 11 = other. 

12 = not working including retired. 

Mother Tongue of Head in a Household (h(s)lang): 1 = English. 2 = French. 3 = other. 

The chosen data set contains eight nondurables and serVIces: children's clothing. 

adult's clothing. food at home. iood at restaurant. services. transport. recreation and vices 

(alcohol and tobacco). 

b. Definition of Variables 

Year = 1978. 1982. 1984. 1986. 1990 

Province (pro): 1 = Atlantic. 2 = ()uebec. 3 ,= Ontario. 4 = Prairie. 5 = British Columbia 



dpv 1 = 1 if pro = 1: 0 otherwise 

dpv2 = 1 if pro = 2; 0 otherwise 

dpv3 = 1 if pro = 3; 0 otherwise 

dpv4 = 1 if pro = 4; 0 otherwise 

dpv5 = 1 if pro = 5: 0 othen vise 

dw = 1 if tenure < = 2; 0 othemise 

det = 1 if area = 1: 0 othenvise 

dea = 1 if gas > 0; 0 othenvise 

dh( s)1' = 1 if h( s )Iang = 2: 0 othenvise 

dh(s)o = 1 if h(s)lang = 3: 0 othem ise 

dh(s)e = 1 if h(s)educ = 5: Oothenvise 

dh(s)p = 1 if h(s)oeup < 4 ( 3 for 1979) 

dsltp 1 = 1 if slip = 1: 0 othelVvise 

dslfp2 = 1 if sl1p = 2: 0 othenvise 

Age of Head (Spouse) of a household (h(s)age): 

ha = (hage - 40) / 100. sa = (sage -40) / 100 

Square of h(s)a: ha2 = ha2. sa2 = sa2 

ehh = yeh + oeh 

pee: price of children's clothing 

pea: price of adult's clothing 

pili: price of tood at home 

15~ 



ptf: price of food at restaurant 

ps: price of services 

pt: price of transpOlt 

pr: price of recreation 

pv: price of vices 

xcc: expenditure on children's clothing 

xca: expenditure on adult's clothing 

xth: expenditure on Il)od at home 

xii-: expenditure on food at restaurant 

xs: expenditure on services 

xi: expenditure on tnmsport 

xr: expenditure on recreation 

xv: expenditure on vices 

Iv = In(nety) 

Iysq = Iy~ 

ry = I/nety 
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Note: \\hen estimating, all prices are divided by 100; and all expenditure and net income 

arc divided bv 1000. 
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c. Descriptive Statistics for the Stratified Data Sets from Famex 

Table c1 
Data set: CNW 
N = 2128 

Variable ! Mean Std. Dev, Min Max 
---------+------------------------------------------

year 81. 942 3.717 78.000 90.000 
prov 2.757 1.276 1.000 5.000 
:3lfp 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
yeh 0.633 0.697 0.000 2.00C 
oeh 1. 395 0.949 0.000 3.00G 

dw 0.788 0.409 0.000 1.000 
det 0.677 0.468 0.000 1. 000 
dea 0.944 0.230 0.000 1.000 
dhf 0.268 0.443 0.000 1.000 
dho 0.133 0.340 0.000 1. OOG 
dhe 0.175 0.380 0.000 1.000 
dhp 0.367 0.482 C.OOO 1.000 
dsf 0.273 0.446 C.OOO :. ClOO 
dse 0.128 0.334 :J.OOO :.ooe 
dse 0.064 0.245 0.000 1.000 
dsp 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ha -0.040 0.071 -0.200 0.190 

ha2 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.040 
sa -0.068 0.065 -0.220 0.210 

sa2 0.009 0.009 0.000 0.048 
dpvl 0.201 O.:±Ol o.ooe :::".000 
dDr2 0.264 0.,-141 0.000 1.000 
dar3 0.212 0.409 0.000 1. 000 
dpr4 0.225 0.417 0.000 1.000 
dpr5 0.099 0.298 0.000 1.000 
nety 25.362 12.437 5.548 121.110 

hgy 30.974 1:.397 6.J12. :83 .'laO 
sgy 0.810 2.984 G.ooe 96.501 
xee 0.535 0.435 0.000 3.984 
xea 1.152 1. 037 0.000 11.550 
xfh 4.001 1. 514 0.798 15.360 
xfr 0.805 0.808 0.000 8.340 

xs 1. 636 1. 005 0.219 15.39C 
xt 3.016 1. 906 0.000 12.954 
xr 1. 366 1.352 0.000 14.639 
xv 0.770 0.851 0.000 18.670 

xtot 13.281 5.739 3.319 63.480 
pee 1.346 0.274 1.013 1.971 
pea 1. 272 0.268 0.883 1.881 
pfh 1.426 0.349 0.980 2.096 
pfr 1.409 0.367 0.949 2.234 
ps 1. 449 0.371 0.962 2.214 
pt 1.678 0.581 0.849 3.119 
pr 1. 375 0.350 0.938 2.203 
pv 1.673 0.721 0.912 5.066 

dych 0.506 0.500 0.000 1.000 
ehh 2.027 0.761 1.000 5.000 
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Table e2 
Data set: NC NW 
N = 581 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
--------- ------------------------------------------

year 82.936 3.688 78.000 90.000 
prov 2.905 1.312 1.000 5.000 
slfp 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
yeh O.COO 0.000 0.000 0.000 
och 0.000 C:.OOO 0.000 o.ooe 

dsv 0.726 0.446 0.000 1.000 
det 0.716 0.451 0.000 1.000 
dea 0.910 0.286 0.000 1.000 
d."i-J.f 0.260 0.439 0.000 1.000 
ci'lo 0.146 0.354 0.000 1.000 
:me 0.120 0.326 0.000 1. OOC 
:mp 0.305 0.461 0.000 1.000 
dsf 0.256 0.437 0.000 1.000 
dso 0.148 0.355 0.000 1.000 
dse 0.040 0.195 0.000 1.000 
dsp 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

ha 0.086 0.109 -0.210 0.19C 
ha2 0.019 O.Oll 0.000 0.044 
sa 0.070 0.121 -0.220 C.240 

sa2 0.020 0.013 o.ooe 0.058 
dDV1 0.174 0.379 0.000 1. 000 
dpr2 0.253 0.435 0.000 1.000 
dpr3 0.203 0.403 0.000 1.000 
dpr4 0.234 0.424 0.000 1.000 
dpr5 0.136 O~343 G.OOO 1.00l' 
nety 25.810 14.035 5.841 120.000 
agy 31.633 19.413 3.185 200.000 
sgy 1~232 3.367 0.000 3C.280 
xea 1. 351 1.294 0.000 9.065 
xfh 3.172 1. 332 0.720 8.800 
xfr 0.933 1.144 0.000 16.000 
xs 1.550 0.857 0.284 6.588 
xt 3.059 l.936 0.000 10.000 
xr 0.976 1.210 0.000 10.164 
xv 1. 019 1. 057 0.000 7.520 

xcot 12.061 5.515 3.161 43.031 
Dca 1.344 0.257 0.892 1.877 
I)fh 1.524 0.333 0.980 2.096 
pfr 1.516 0.360 0.949 2.234 

ps 1.555 0.354 0.960 2.239 
pt 1.829 0.548 0.840 3.026 
pr 1.468 0.344 0.938 2.203 
pv 1.873 0.810 0.915 5.173 
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Table e3 
Data set: C P 
N = 1973 
Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
---------+-------------------------------------------

yea::::- 82.958 3.889 78.000 90.000 
orov 2.900 1.272 :.00(' 5.000 
sUp I 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 

veh 0.542 0.648 0.000 2.000 
()eh 1.332 0.979 0.000 3.000 

dw 0.811 0.391 0.000 1. 000 
det 0.710 0.454 0.000 1.000 
dea 0.966 0.182 0.000 1.000 
dhf 0.205 0.404 0.000 I.OOG 
000 0.110 0.313 0.000 1.000 
OOe 0.239 0.427 0.000 1.000 
OOp 0.416 0.493 0.000 1.000 
dsf 0.209 0.407 0.000 1. 000 
dso 0.097 0.296 0,000 1.000 
dse 'J .138 CJ.34S 0.000 1. ooe 
dsp I) • 343 C .475 C. 'JOG 1. :JOe 
ha -0.050 0.063 -0.200 0.170 

ha2 0.006 0.007 0.000 0.040 
sa -0.072 0.058 -0.220 0.150 

sa2 0.009 0.009 0.000 0.048 
dpvl 0.192 0.394 0.000 1.000 
dp::::-2 0.192 0.394 0.000 1.00e 
dpr3 0.237 lJ.425 C.OOO .~. 000 
dpr4 0.284 0.451 0.000 1.000 
dpr5 0.096 0.294 0.000 1. 000 
nety 32.034 14.078 5.915 158.202 

hgy 31. 265 16.23: 1.440 175.000 
sgy 8.799 7.381 U.030 55.166 
xee 0.607 0.495 0.000 4.460 
xea 1. 548 1.215 0.000 11.816 
xfh 4.171 1.551 0.910 13 . 000 
xfr 1.138 0.992 0.000 7.275 
xs 2.000 1. 096 0.344 13.392 
xt 3.647 2.138 0.000 18.:;2'7 
xr ~.668 1.514 0.030 2'7.169 
xv 0.936 0.871 0.000 5.950 

xtot 15.715 6.265 3.318 59.65":" 
pee 1.420 0.280 1.013 1.971 
pea 1. 34.4 0.271 0.879 1.882 
pfh 1.519 0.346 0.980 2.096 
pfr 1. 509 0.375 0.949 2.234 

ps 1. 536 0.364 0.962 2.239 
pt 1.791 0.573 0.840 3.085 
pr 1.463 0.364 0.938 2.203 
pv 1.840 0.773 0.91:2 5.173 

dyeh 0.457 0.498 0.000 1. 000 
ehh 1. 874 0.729 1. 000 4.000 
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Table e4 
Data set: NC P 
N =- 685 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
-------- -------------------------------------------

year 83.177 3.916 78.000 90.000 
prov 3.036 1.284 1.000 5.000 
slfp 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
yeh 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
oeh 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

dw 0.549 0.498 0.000 1.000 
det 0.736 0.441 0.000 1.000 
dea 0.936 0.245 0.000 l. 000 
cihf 0.220 0.415 0.000 1.000 
dho 0.098 0.297 0.000 1.000 
dhe 0.166 G .373 0.000 1.000 
dhp 0.328 0.470 0.000 1.00G 
dsf 0.219 0.414 0.000 1.000 
dso 0.085 0.279 0.000 1.000 
dse 0.118 0.323 0.000 1.000 
dsp 0.242 0.429 0.000 1.000 
ha -0.020 0.125 -0.200 0.190 

ha2 0.016 0.010 0.000 0.040 
sa -0.041 0.128 -0.220 0.230 

sa2 0.018 0.012 0.000 0.053 
dpv1 0.158 0.365 0.000 1.000 
dcr:2 0.200 0.400 0.000 1.000 
'ipr:: 0.223 0.417 C.DOC :.000 
,:lpr4 J.286 0.452 C.OOG I.OOO 
dpr5 ~.133 I~. 340 0.000 1.000 
neLV 30.477 14.395 6.001 123.550 

hg)f 28.047 15.683 2.259 162.00e, 
89Y' 9.930 7.572 0.048 60.000 
xea 1.870 l. 557 0.000 12.158 
xth 2.915 l.256 0.200 9.570 
xfr 1.424 l.40'7 C.OOO 12.750 
xs 1.808 1.024 0.269 8.000 
xt 3.553 :::: .270 0.000 2l. 489 
xr l. 548 l.448 0.000 11.440 
xv 1.212 1.167 0.000 9.140 

xtot 14.330 6.375 3.702 50.539 
pea l. 359 0.271 0.887 1.880 
pfh l. 539 0.348 0.980 2.096 
pfr l. 538 0.375 0.949 2.234 
ps 1. 561 0.364 0.965 2.211 
pt 1. 823 0.570 0.854 3.119 
pr l. 483 0.364 0.938 2.203 
pv l. 885 0.799 0.912 5.173 
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Table e5 
Data set: C F 
N = 1290 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
~-------- --------------------------------------------

year 83.709 3.837 78.000 90.000 
prov 2.787 1.221 1.000 5.000 
sUp 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 
yeh 0.360 0.535 0.000 2.000 
oeh 1.361 0.903 0.000 3.000 

dw 0.823 0.382 0.000 1. 000 
det 0.757 0.429 0.000 1.000 
dea 0.951 0.216 0.000 1.000 
dhf 0.196 0.397 0.000 1.000 
dho 0.167 0.373 0.000 1.000 
dhe 0.176 0.381 0.000 1.000 
dhp 0.349 0.477 0.000 1.000 
dsf 0.203 1).402 0.000 1.000 
d...so 0.144 0.351 0.000 1.000 
dse 0.131 0.338 0.000 1.000 
asp 0.358 0.480 IJ.OOO l.OOO 
ha -0.035 0.063 -0.190 0.190 

ha2 0.005 0.006 0.000 0.036 
sa -0.059 0.059 -0.200 0.170 

sa2 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.040 
dpv1 0.198 0.399 0.000 1.000 
dpr2 0.196 0.397 0.000 1.000 
dpr3 0.309 0.462 0.000 1. 000 
dpr4 0.214 0.410 0.000 1.000 
dpr5 0.083 0.276 0.000 1. 000 
netv 40.024 16.682 9.564 128.008 

hgy 30.053 15.904 2.552 150.217 
sgy 20.774 11.454 1.169 100.360 
xce 0.708 0.601 O.OOG 4 . ..f65 
xea 2.162 1.690 0.000 2l.635 
xfh 4.472 1.724 0.900 12.660 
xfr 1.603 1.315 0.000 9.485 
xs 2.388 1. 399 0.410 16.259 
xt 4.322 2.483 0.000 19.216 
Xl' 2.105 1.748 0.015 16.805 
xv 1.181 1.096 0.000 :.880 

xtot 18.942 7.573 4.349 67.0ll 
pee 1.475 0.273 1.013 1.971 
pea 1. 384 0.255 0.879 1.883 
pfh 1. 587 0.333 0.980 2.096 
pfr 1. 575 0.369 0.949 2.234 

ps 1. 616 0.3..f8 0.96..f 2.235 
pt 1. 920 0.552 0.840 3.090 
pr 1.543 0.361 0.938 2.203 
pv 1. 995 0.815 0.912 5.133 

dyeh 0.332 0.471 0.000 1.000 
ehc~ 1.721 0.699 1.000 4.000 
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Table e6 
Data set: NC F 
N == 1389 

Variable I Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
-- -------- ------------------------------------------

year 83.425 3.863 78.000 90.000 
prov 3.014 1.227 1.000 5.000 
slfp 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000 
yeh 0.000 0.000 0.000 Cl.OOC 
oeh 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

dw 0.630 0.483 0.000 1.000 
det 0.808 0.394 0.000 1.000 
dea 0.945 0.228 0.000 1.000 
dhf 0.220 0.415 0.000 1.000 
dho 0.104 0.306 0.000 1.000 
dhe 0.181 0.386 0.000 l.OOO 
dhp 0.377 0.485 0.000 1.000 
dsf 0.212 0.409 0.000 1.000 
dso 0.096 0.294 0.000 1. 000 
dse 0.164 0.371 0.000 1.000 
dsp 0.340 0.474 0.000 1.000 
ha -0.040 0.109 -0.200 0.190 

ha2 0.013 0.010 0.000 0.040 
sa -0.061 0.108 -0.220 0.210 

sa2 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.048 
dpv1 0.145 0.352 0.000 1. 000 
dpr2 0.202 0.401 0.000 1.000 
dpr3 0.258 0.438 0.000 1.000 
dpr4 0.287 0.452 0.000 1. 000 
dprS 0.:1.09 0.312 0.000 1.000 
nety 38.573 16.722 8.148 184.000 

hgy 28.765 16.285 0.600 172.000 
sgy 20.610 10.695 1.064 87.215 
xea 2.461 1.903 0.000 20.110 
xfh 2.981 1. 218 0.000 ::'.300 
xfr 1. 902 1.580 0.000 13 .100 
xs 2.078 1.240 0.220 10.698 
xt 4. 013 2.393 0.000 17.185 
xr 1. 889 1.845 0.000 23.387 
xv 1.294 1.233 0.000 14.534 

xtot 16.619 7.113 3.355 61.718 
pea 1.377 0.267 0.881 :.881 
pfh 1.560 0.342 0.980 2.096 
pfr 1.558 0.3 74 0.949 2.234 
ps 1.583 0.355 0.960 2.226 
pt 1. 870 0.556 0.846 3.140 
pr 1.511 0.360 0.938 2.203 
pv 1.914 0.782 0.912 5.173 
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Appendix 2. ~timation Results 

Table 2.1 
Data set: ::: NW N = 2128 

********* AI with fixed cost Demand System Estimation ********** 

Homogenei ty Imposed 

Instrumental Variable Estimatlon 

Included Goods CC CA FH FR S R 
T 

(~od Dropped for Estimation V 

Instruments intercept, non-homogeneous prices and 
DPVl DPV3 DPV4 DPVS DW DC'T DCA YCH OCH DYCH 

DEF 
DEC DHE DHP HA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE SA 

SA2 
SGY ly lysq 10 

coeff estimate se t-value 

alINTCC -0.lS9 0.113 -1. 412 
alDPV1CC 0.002 0.004 0.422 
alDPV3CC -O.OOS 0.003 -1. 481 
alDPV4CC 0.001 0.006 0.21S 
alDPVSCC -0.001 0.006 -0.226 
a JJJCACC 0.043 0.086 0.493 
alDHFCC -('.003 0.003 -~.114 

alDHCCC -0.001 0.002 -0.520 
alDHECC 0.000 0.002 0.147 
alDHPCC 0.004 0.002 2.555 
alHACC -0.046 0.013 -3.696 
alDSECC -0.005 0.003 -1.824 
alSA2CC -0.080 0.104 -0.767 
alYCHCC 0.052 0.028 1.846 
alOC'HCC 0.063 0.029 2.219 
gaCCCC 0.078 0.044 1.778 
gaCCCA -0.066 0.039 -1. 666 
gaCCrn 0.068 0.028 2.432 
gaCCFR -0.059 0.033 -1.80S 
gaCCS -0.046 0.028 -1. 640 
gaCCR 0.009 0.022 0.383 
gaCcr 0.017 0.018 0.966 
beINTCC 0.101 0.067 1.496 
beDWCC 0.000 0.001 0.184 
beDCTC: -0.001 0.001 -1.428 
be])('...ACC:: -0.037 0.059 -0.626 
beGlRCC -0.026 0.016 -1.635 
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siINTCC 0.069 0.033 2.127 
alINTQ'>,~ -'].196 0.238 -0.826 
alDPV1CA -0.003 0.008 -0.415 
alDPV3CA -0.015 0.007 -2.081 
alDPV4CA 0.003 0.012 0.225 
alDPV5CA -0.016 0.014 -1.184 
alDCACA 0.209 0.183 1.142 
alDHFCA 0.001 0.006 0.232 
alDHOCr, -0.005 0.004 -1.120 
a 1 DIE CA 0.005 0.005 0.946 
alDHPCA 0.010 0.003 2.895 
alHAD-; -0.002 0.029 -0.071 
alDSECA -0.002 0.006 -0.361 
alSA2CA 0.130 0.233 0.559 
a:;"YCHa~ -0.04C 0.059 -0.678 
alOCHCA -0.042 0.060 -0.705 
gaCAO: 0.092 0.093 0.990 
gaCACA -0.161 0.085 -1.889 
gaCAFH 0.162 0.059 2.733 
gaCAFR -0.038 0.069 -0.546 
gaCAS -0.150 0.060 -2.489 
gaCAR 0.074 0.045 :i..639 
gaCAT 0.048 0.038 :.262 
beINTCA 0.234 0.141 1.660 
beQ1;,,-CA 0.001 0.002 0.505 
beDCTCA -0.002 0.002 -0.864 
beuc-ACA -0.194 0.124 -1.566 
beCtIHCA 0.013 0.033 0.40: 
slIN'TCA 0.128 0.072 :.784 
alINTF1-l 0.593 0.399 1.487 
alDPVlFH -0.038 0.012 -3.159 
alDPV3FH -0.035 O.Oll -3.066 
alDPV4FH -0.063 0.020 -3.237 
alDPV5FH -0.040 0.024 -1.662 
a 1 DCAFlI -0.023 0.321 -0.073 
alDHFFH 0.017 0.009 1. 900 
alDHOFH 0.034 0.008 4.079 
alDHEFII -0.004 0.008 -0.505 
alDHPFH -0.006 0.006 -1. 126 
alHAFH 0.160 0.045 3.S6el 
alDSEFH -0.019 0.010 -:i..S1S' 
alSA2FH -1.237 0.405 -3.054 
alYCtIFl-I -0.022 0.103 -0.213 
alOCHFt! -0.020 0.103 -0.197 
gaF1-ICC 0.235 0.160 1.467 
gaF1-ICA -0.075 0.145 -0.518 
gaFHFH 0.035 0.094 0.375 
gaFHFR 0.076 0.126 0.602 
gaF113 0.034 0.102 0.332 
gaF1-IR -0.087 0.078 -1.ll6 
gaFBT -0.154 0.06el -2.419 
beINTFH -0.147 0.238 -0.618 
beDWJ:<'H -0.001 0.004 -0.163 
beDCTFH -0.000 0.003 -0.046 
beD=:AFlI -0.017 0.217 -0.077 
beCHI-{FH 0.027 0.057 0.477 
siINTFH 0.500 0.122 4.097 
alINTFR -0.427 0.175 -2.441 
alDPV1FR -0.000 0.008 -0.055 
alDPV3FR 0.000 0.007 0.038 
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alDPIJ4FR 0.020 0.011 1.756 
alDPV5FR 0.010 0.014 0.745 
alDCi\FR 0.232 0.174 1. 328 
alDHFFR -0.007 0.005 -1.303 
alDHOFR -0.007 0.004 -1.600 
alDHEFR 0.010 0.005 2.094 
alDHPFR 0.009 0.003 2.871 
alHAFR -0.040 0.025 -1. 642 
alDS:2:FR -0.009 0.006 -1. 644 
alSA2FR -0.427 0.214 -1.997 
alYC:-rFR 0.064 0.059 1.100 
alOCrlFR 0.062 0.059 1.043 
gaFRCC -0.007 0.088 -0.074 
gaFRCA -0.079 0.077 -1. 017 
gaFRFl{ 0.036 0.060 0.604 
gaFRF:< -0.077 0.071 -1. 085 
gaFRS 0.035 0.057 0.617 
gaFRR 0.020 0.044 0.459 
gaFRT 0.041 0.031 1. 345 
beINTFR 0.327 0.110 2.978 
beDWFR -0.003 0.002 -1.615 
beDCTFR 0.008 0.002 4.860 
beDCAFR -0.196 0.116 -1.691 
beCHHFR -0.043 0.033 -1. 309 
siINTFR 0.102 0.047 2.166 
alI:N'TS -0.153 0.194 -0.789 
alDPV1S 0.018 0.007 2.503 
alDPV3S 0.007 0.007 1.137 
alDPV4S 0.038 0.012 3.102 
alDPV5S 0.029 0.015 1.966 
alDCAS 0.147 0.187 0.784 
alDHFS -0.021 0.005 -4.123 
alDHOS -0.016 0.004 -3.645 
alDHES 0.006 0.005 1.232 
alDHPS -0.000 0.003 -0.046 
a 1 HAS -0.019 0.025 -0.757 
alDSES 0.002 0.006 0.392 
alSA2S 0.411 0.238 1.726 
alYGIS 0.027 0.059 0.458 
alOCHS J.018 0.06C 0.302 
gaSCC 0.057 0.089 0.645 
gaSC'A -0.142 0.082 -1.724 
gaSFH 0.047 0.064 0.738 
gaSFR -0.114 0.076 -1. 495 
gaSS -0.036 0.058 -0.617 
gaSR 0.062 0.049 1.286 
gaST 0.075 0.030 2.476 
be nITS 0.185 0.123 1.503 
beDWS -0.002 0.002 -0.979 
beDCTS -0.001 0.002 -0.691 
beJX'..AS -0.139 0.126 -1.103 
beCHHS -0.014 0.033 -0.435 
siII'ITS 0.174 0.049 3.522 
alII'ITR -0.066 0.299 -0.222 
alDPV1R 0.018 0.011 1.670 
alDPV3R 0.031 0.010 3.223 
alDPV4R 0.021 0.017 1. 254 
alDPV5R 0.025 0.020 1.243 
alD:=AR 0.121 0.266 o ... 1S-l: 
alDHFR 0.005 0.008 0.627 



alDHOR 
alDHER 
alDHPR 
alHAR 
alDSER 
alSA2R 
alYCHR 
alOCHR 
gaRCC 
gaRCA. 
gaRF1-{ 
gaRFR 
gaRS 
gaRR 
gaRT 
beINTR 
beDWR 
beDCTR 
beDC..:z'lli 
beCHHR 
siINTR 
alINIT 
alDPVlT 
alDPV3T 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
alDCAT 
alDHFT 
alDHOT 
alDHET 
alDHPT 
alHAT 
alDSET 
alSIQT 
alYC1-rr 
alOCHT 
gaTC'C 
gaTCA 
gaTFH 
gaTFR 
gaTS 
gaTR 
galT 
beINIT 
beD'VIfr 
beDCTI 
oeDCAT 
beCHhl 
siUITT 

-0.014 
-0.003 
0.001 

-0.072 
0.030 

-0.157 
-0.106 
-0.103 
0.034 
0.044 

-0.163 
0.132 

-0.104 
-0.078 
0.085 
0.100 
0.005 

-0.000 
-0.117 
0.055 
0.209 
0.816 
0.035 
0.012 
0.017 
0.026 

-0.291 
G.005 
0.028 
0.004 

-0.004 
0.036 
0.005 
1.147 
0.024 
0.017 

-0.291 
0.139 

-0.065 
0.135 
0.015 
0.177 
0.029 

-0.527 
0.009 

-0.003 
0.422 

-0.009 
-0.110 

0.007 
0.007 
0.005 
0.040 
0.009 
0.301 
0.086 
0.086 
0.135 
0.121 
0.087 
0.104 
0.085 
o. on 
0.050 
0.182 
0.003 
0.003 
0.179 
0.047 
0.088 
0.497 
0.017 
0.015 
0.027 
0.033 
0.417 
0.012 
0.011 
0.011 
0.008 
0.059 
0.013 
0.520 
0.133 
0.134 
0.214 
0.195 
0.132 
0.170 
0.138 
0.101 
0.083 
0.302 
0.005 
0.004 
0.282 
0.074 
0.140 

-2.112 
-0.363 
0.123 

-1. 801 
3.247 

-0.520 
-1. 234 
-1.189 
0.256 
0.366 

-1.870 
1.273 

-1. 226 
-1. 085 
1.680 
0.547 
1. 569 

-0.077 
-0.651 
1.15~ 

2.369 
1.642 
2.034 
0.813 
0.612 
0.785 

-0.696 
0.397 
2.683 
0.328 

-0.480 
0.603 
0.404 
2.206 
0.182 
0.128 

-1.357 
0.712 

-0.490 
0.795 
0.111 
1. 755 
0.354 

-1. 745 
1.817 

-0.755 
:L.495 

-0.128 
-0.783 

0.2 

Over-Identifying Restrictions Tests 

Sargan chi-squared 
degrees of freedom 

probability (%) 

57.5678041 
49.0000000 
18.7779620 
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Table 2.2 
Data set: NC_NW, N = 581 

********* AI with fixed cost Demand System Estimation ********** 

Homogeneity Imposed 

Instlumental Variable Estimation 

Included C:;Oods CA PH FR S p,- 'T 
Good Dropped for Estimation V 

Instruments intercept, non-homogeneous prices and 
DPV1 DPV3 DPV4 DPV5 DW OCT DCA DHF DHO DHE 

DHP 
HA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE SA SA2 SGY ly 

lysq 
ry 

coeff estimate se t-value 

alINTCA 0.529 0.287 :.843 
alDPVlC."'A -0.029 0.021 -::'.425 
alDPV3CA -0.035 0.019 -1.876 
alDPV4CA -0.050 0.024 -2.084 
alDPV5CA -0.028 0.027 -1. 052 
alIJC.l1"CA -0.462 0.189 -2.442 
alDHFCA -0.008 0.016 -0.497 
alDHOO\ 0.007 0.011 D~66: 
alDHECA 0.013 0.016 0.832 
alDHPCA 0.003 0.009 0.307 
alHACA -0.026 0.039 -0.667 
alDSECA 0.008 0.019 0.431 
alS]\2C'A 0.179 0.248 0.725 
gaCACA iJ.054 0.124 CJ.435 
gaCAFH 0.351 0.137 2.551. 
gaCAFR -0.131 0.131 -0.994 
gaCAS --0.228 0.121 -1.879 
gaCAR -0.061 0.114 -0.533 
gaCAT 0.027 0.050 0.528 
beINTCA -0.179 0.139 -l. 289 
beDWC'A 0.007 0.005 l.275 
beOCTCA -0.004 0.005 -0.665 
beDC'ACA 0.243 0.112 2.172 
siTNTCA -0.033 0.146 -0.224 
alINTF:i-J: 0.348 0.370 0.941 
alDPV1FH 0.005 0.026 0.174 
alDPV3FH -0.018 0.024 -0.769 
alDPV4FH -0.024 0.029 -0.856 
alDPV5FH -0.060 0.033 -l. 827 
alDCAFH -0.091 0.247 -0.369 
alDHFFH 0.023 0.019 l.216 
alDHOFH 0.080 0.015 5.164 
alDHEFH -0.007 0.017 -0.448 
alDHPFH -0.010 0.011 -0.939 
alHl-;'F1{ 0.199 0.051 3.928 
alDSEFH -0.038 0.023 -l. 679 
alSA2F1--I -0.054 0.356 -0.152 
gaFHCA 0.037 0.179 0.208 
gaFfLffi -0.319 0.197 -1.624 
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gaFH?R 0.273 0.177 1. 546 
gaFHS 0.061 0.187 0.325 
gaFHR 0.176 0.146 1.211 
gaFHT -0.114 0.062 -1.825 
beINTFH -0.030 0.181 -0.168 
beDWFH 0.0::2 G.007 1. 767 
beDCrFH -0.002 0.007 -IJ.278 
beDC1WH -0.008 0.143 -0.057 
siINTFH 0.573 0.170 3.363 
alINTFR 0.428 0.233 1. 837 
alDFJ1FR -0.020 0.015 -1.300 
alDPV3FR -0.805 0.012 -0.422 
alDPV4FR -0.016 0.017 -0.931 
alDPV5FR -0.023 0.018 -1. 246 
alDCAFR -0.272 0.168 -1.622 
alDHFFR -0.029 0.010 -2.817 
alDHOFR -0.028 0.008 -3.543 
alDHEFR 0.017 0.011 1.546 
alDHPFR -0.003 0.008 -0.37l 
alHA..J:<'R -0.006 0.030 -0.199 
alDSEFR 0.003 0.017 0.167 
alSA2FR -0.167 0.251 -0.666 
gaFRCl'l. -0.062 0.115 -0.542 
gaFRFH 0.057 0.128 0.446 
gaFRffi 0.142 0.113 :.258 
gaFRS -0.119 0.099 -1.200 
gaFfu1:( -0.128 0.099 -1. 290 
gaFRT 0.097 0.038 2.561 
beINTFR -0.162 0.119 -1.363 
beDWFR -0.006 0.005 -1.l79 
beDCTFR 0.003 0.005 0.644 
beDCZ\,l?R 0.154 0.099 1.562 
slINTFR -IJ.125 0.099 -1. 252 
alINTS 0.088 0.210 0.420 
alDPV1S 0.010 0.017 0.608 
alDPV3S -0.002 0.015 -0.137 
alDPV4S 0.043 0.020 2.136 
alDPV5S 0.053 0.022 2.476 
alDCZ'...S 0.149 0.149 0.998 
alDHFS -0.010 0.013 -0.769 
alDHOS 0.001 0.009 0.124 
alDHES 0.007 0.011 0.593 
alDHPS 0.004 0.008 0.512 
a 1 HAS -0.050 0.031 -1.628 
alDSES 0.015 0.014 1. 057 
alSA2S 0.338 0.244 1. 385 
gaSCA -0.072 0.109 -0.662 
gaSFH 0.083 0.112 0.740 
gaSFR -0.239 0.116 -2.064 
gaSS 0.107 0.107 0.997 
gaSR 0.103 0.086 1.200 
gaST -0.037 0.038 -0.964 
beINI'S 0.081 0.107 0.756 
beDWS 0.005 0.004 1.176 
beDL""'TS -0.002 0.004 -0.380 
beDCAS -0.139 0.089 -1.572 
siINTS 0.006 0.095 0.063 
alINTR 0.732 0.325 2.255 
alDPV1R -0.045 0.021 -2.218 
alDPV3R -0.007 0.020 -0.361 



alDPV4R 
alDPV5R 
a 1 DClill. 
alDHFR 
alDHOR 
alDHER 
alDHPR 
alHAR 
alDSER 
alSA2? 
gaRCA. 
gaRFH 
gaRFR 
gaRS 
gaRR 
aaP~T 
beINTR 
beDWR 
beDCTR 
beDCAR 
siINTR 
alINTT 
alDPV1T 
alDPV3T 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
alDCAT 
alDHFT 
alDHOT 
alDHE'T 
alDHPT 
alHAT 
alDSET 
alSA2T 
gaTCA 
gaTFH 
gaTFR 
gaTS 
gaTR 
gaTT 
beINTT 
beDWT 
neIX:rT 
beDCAT 
siINTT 

-0.033 
-0.001 
-0.608 
-0.037 
-0.020 
-0.002 
0.008 

-0.062 
0.042 
0.252 
0.063 
0.107 
0.031 

-0.285 
0.097 

-0.026 
-0.327 
-0.004 

O. OIl 
0.349 

-0.071 
-0.654 
0.082 
0.040 
0.086 
0.019 
0.939 
0.038 
0.001 

-0.006 
CJ.007 

-0.013 
0.010 
0.113 

-0.249 
-0.439 
0.195 
0.398 
0.113 
0.083 
0.295 

-C.005 
-C.002 
-0.367 
0.366 

IX~ -= 0.0, 8~ = 1.7 

0.025 
0.030 
0.249 
0.014 
0.014 
0.014 
0.01(: 
0.045 
O. 02~, 
0.294 
0.153 
0.141 
0.136 
0.142 
0.136 
0.055 
0.165 
0.006 
0.006 
0.148 
0.144 
0.393 
0.034 
0.030 
0.036 
0.039 
0.293 
0.028 
0.016 
C.021 
0.015 
0.056 
0.032 
0.430 
0.212 
0.230 
0.208 
0.201 
0.180 
0.070 
0.195 
0.008 
0.009 
0.176 
0.201 

-1. 324 
-0.040 
-2.442 
-2.626 
-1. 470 
-0.147 

() . 728 
-1.369 

::".656 
0.856 
0.409 
0.764 
0.227 

-1.999 
C;.7~3 

-0.472 
-1. 983 
-0.793 
1. 729 
2.353 

-0.489 
-1. 666 
2.410 
1.306 
2.365 
0.494 
3.200 
1. 356 
0.054 

-0.291 
0.488 

-0.224 
0.313 
0.263 

-1.175 
-1.907 
0.939 
1. 978 
0.632 
::".184 
1. 512 

-0.64::" 
-0.227 
-2.083 
1. 823 

Over-Identifying Restr~ctions Tests 

Sargan chi-squared 
degrees of freedom 

probability (%) 

51. 2422780 
42.0000000 
15.5226581 

1'1') 
1-
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Table 2.3 
Data set: C P, N = 1973 

********* AI wltn flxed cost Demand Systerr, ES"Clma"Clon ********** 

T 
Good Dropped 

DPV1 DPV3 
DHF 

DHO DEE 
S~A 

SA2 SGY 

Homogenelty Imposed 

Instrumental Variable Estimation 

Included Goods CC CA 

for Estimation V 

FH FR 

Instruments intercept, non-homogeneous prices 
DPV4 DPV5 DW DCT ~ YCH OCH 

DHP HA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE 

ly lysq ry 

coef£ estimate se t-value 

alINTCC -0.305 0.238 -1. :278 
alDPV1CC 0.002 0.004 0.460 
alCPV3CC -0.002 0.004 -0.520 
",lDPV4CC -C).003 0.007 -0.424 
3.1DPV'5CC ll.O02 0.008 0.304 
alDWCC 0.219 0.098 2.243 
alDCTCC -0.010 ·0.106 -0.098 
alDCACC -0.011 0.005 -2.033 
alDHECC -0.000 0.002 -0.096 
alDHPCC 0.001 0.002 0.354 
alHACC -0.037 0.014 -2.686 
",IDS FCC -0.000 0.003 -0.086 
alDSOCC -0.001 0.003 -0.543 
alDSECC 0.001 0.002 0.268 
alYCHCC 0.031 0.049 C.63 7 

alOCHCC 0.039 0.048 0.806 
~aCCCC -C.013 0.052 -0.259 
'jaCCCl\ -0.086 0.047 -1. 815 
gaCCFI-J: 0.082 0.033 2.517 
gaCCFR -0.051 0.063 -0.809 
gaCCS -0.060 0.026 -2.340 
gaCCR 0.066 0.038 1. 705 
gaCCT 0.042 0.045 0.918 
beINTCC 0.157 0.109 1. 438 
beD'WCC -0.120 0.054 -2.246 
beDCTCC 0.004 0.056 0.063 
beCHHCC -0.015 0.026 -0.601 
siINTCC 0.217 0.156 1.396 
alINTCA -1.095 0.474 -2.309 
alDPV1CA 0.003 0.009 0.302 
alD[lV3CA 0.005 0.009 0.559 
alD[lV4C'A -0.000 0.015 -0.000 
alDPV5Cl\ 0.003 0.016 0.193 
alDWCA 0.186 0.197 0.944 
alR.1C'-A 0.427 0.233 1. 832 
alDCACl-i -0.031 0.012 -2.644 
alDHECl\. 0.001 0.005 0.202 
alDHPC::';; 0.009 0.004 2.048 

S R 

and 
DYCH 

DSP 
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alHACA 0.009 U.03C 0.304 
alDSFCA 0.014 0.007 1.861 
alDSOCA. -0.006 0.006 -0.931 
alDSECA -0.003 0.005 -0.664 
alYCHCA 0.074 0.114 0.648 
alOCHCA 0.054 0.111 0.481 
gaCACC -0.232 0.125 -1. 854 
gaCACA -0.114 0.100 -1.138 
gaCAFB 0.154 0.069 2.239 
gaCAFR -0.232 0.128 -1. 822 
gaCAS -0.065 0.054 -1.194 
gaCAE 0.186 0.085 2.183 
gaCAT C.225 0.092 2.430 
be Il\1'J'CA o > :;9~. 0.218 2.713 
beDWCJO. -0.105 0.10 7 -0.983 
beDCTCA -0.231 0.123 -1.871 
beCHHCA -0.060 0.059 -1.017 
siINTCA 0.822 0.289 2.843 
alINTFH 0.431 0.714 0.603 
alDPV1FH -0.048 0.012 -4.101 
alDPV3FH -0.039 0.013 -3.026 
alDPV4F::c-J: -0.053 0.020 -2.567 
alDPV5FB -0.030 0.024 -1.215 
alDWF1-I -0.242 0.307 -0.787 
alDCTFH -0.035 0.339 -0.103 
alDCAFH -0.054 0.017 -3.166 
alDHEF1I 0.001 0.007 0.171 
alDHPFH -'J.009 0.006 -1.463 
al [{Z'u'-""'H 0.207 0.047 4.455 
alDSFFH 0.008 0.011 0.758 
alDSOFH 0.035 0.009 3.837 
alDSEFH -0.005 0.006 -0.755 
alYCHFH 0.233 0.166 1.404 
alOCHFH 0.236 0.163 1.449 
gaFHCC 0.177 0.171 :i.035 
gaFBCA 0.036 0.149 0.242 
gaFHF1{ -0.056 0.099 -0.564 
gaF1I:5'R 0.047 0.192 0.242 
gaF1IS -0.039 0.080 -0.488 
gaFHR -0.008 0.123 -0.066 
gaF1-IT -0.074 0.138 -0.539 
beINTF1I -0.070 0.326 -0.213 
beDWFH 0.131 0.168 0.778 
beDCrFH 0.019 0.179 0.104 
bellic-J:FH -0.097 0.085 -1. 134 
siINTFH 0.391 0.472 0.828 
alINT?R -0.178 0.50C -0.355 
alDPVlFR 0.006 0.008 0.802 
alDPV3FR 0.007 0.008 0.832 
alDPV4FR 0.020 0.014 1.473 
alDPV5FR 0.011 0.016 0.692 
alDWFR 0.184 0.213 0.863 
alDCTFR 0.015 0.228 0.068 
alDCAFR -0.028 0.013 -2.187 
alDHEFE 0.001 0.004 0.156 
alDHPFR 0.009 0.004 2.262 
alHAFR -0.076 0.027 -2.770 
alDSFFR -0.003 0.007 -0.455 
alDSOFE - 0.011 0.006 -1.705 
alDSEFE 0.009 0.004 2.197 
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alYCHFR -0.094 0.101 -0.933 
alOCE-i""FR -0.097 0.099 -0.981 
gaFRCC -0.053 0.111 -0.474 
ga}'RCA -0.164 0.094 -l. 740 
gaFRF'H 0.033 0.061 0.534 
gaFRFR -0.038 0.132 -0.288 
gaFES 0.010 0.051 0.195 
gaFRR 0.082 0.080 1.022 
gaFRT 0.104 0.098 1.059 
beINTFR 0.115 0.226 0.50'7 
beDWFR -0.102 0.116 -0.874 
beDCTFR -0.002 0.120 -0.016 
beCHHFP. 0.035 0.053 0.662 
siINTFR 0.320 0.342 0.937 
alINTS -0.037 0.435 -0.086 
alDPV1S 0.018 0.006 2.788 
alDPV3S 0.005 0.006 C.765 
alDPV4S 0.035 0.012 2.923 
alDPV5S 0.007 0.016 0.472 
alDWS 0.079 0.170 0.463 
alDCTS -0.017 0.194 -0.090 
alDCAS -0.047 0.009 -4.992 
alDHES 0.001 0.004 1. 678 
alDHPS -0.002 0.003 -0.548 
aUlAS 0.037 0.024 1.549 
alDSFS -0.014 0.005 -2.760 
alDSOS -0.011 0.005 -2.389 
alDSES -0.001 0.004 -0.229 
alYCHS 0.005 0.099 0.053 
alOCHS -0.019 0.097 -0.193 
gaSCC -0.089 0.094 -0.953 
gaSCA -0.248 0.088 -2.804 
gaSFH -0.031 0.057 -0.533 
gaSFR 0.046 0.116 0.393 
gaSS 0.147 0.048 3.032 
gaSR (] .113 0.070 1.611 
caST 0.034 0.080 (J.420 
beINTS 0.078 0.199 0.395 
beDWS -0.048 0.093 -0.520 
beDCTS 0.006 0.103 0.058 
beCHHS -0.000 0.051 -0.003 
siINTS 0.366 0.271 l. 349 
alINTR -0.108 0.661 -0.163 
alDPV1R 0.017 0.011 1. 548 
a::"DPV3R -0.006 0.011 -0.538 
alDPV4R 0.040 0.018 2.196 
alDPV5R 0.029 0.022 1. 359 
alDWR -0.350 0.291 -1. 203 
alDCTR -0.232 0.305 -0.760 
alDCAR -0.072 0.017 -4.157 
alDHER -0.001 0.007 -0.177 
alDHPR 0.011 0.006 1.819 
alHAR -0.077 0.042 -1.832 
alDSFR 0.001 0.009 0.090 
alDSOR -0.021 0.008 -2.694 
alDSER -0.006 0.007 -0.859 
alYCHR 0.449 0.150 2.996 
alOCHR 0.463 0.146 3.161 
gaRCC 0.178 0.158 1.124 
gaRCA -0.262 0.128 -2.051 



gaRF1-1 
gaRFR 
gal:;;S 
gaRR 
gaR!:" 
neINTR" 
beDWR 
beDCTP. 
beCHHR 
siINTR 
alINTI' 
alDPV1':' 
alDPV3'=' 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
alDWT 
alDCTT 
alDCAT 
alDHET 
alDHPT 
alliAT 
alDSf"'I' 
alDSOT 
alDSET 
alYCHT 
alOCHI' 
gaTCC 
gaTCA 
gaTFH 
gaTFR 
gaTS 
gaTR 
gaTT 
be I NIT 
beDWT 
beDCTT 
beCHHT 
siINTT 

-0.046 
0.240 
0.046 

-G.018 
-0.056 
0.162 
0.188 
0.118 

-0.225 
-0.352 
1.482 
0.035 
0.019 
0.003 
0.017 
0.423 

-\;.092 
0.258 
0.013 

-0.004 
0.070 

-0.007 
0.028 
O.Ole 

-0.658 
-0.643 
0.299 
0.304 

-0.127 
0.039 

-0.163 
-0.192 
-0.112 
-0.712 
-0.210 
0.055 
0.341 

-0.446 

u.-. = O. 0 I 8 _ = 1. 5 I 8 

0.091 
0.175 
0.075 
0.112 
0.126 
0.305 
0.159 
0.161 
0.078 
0.416 
0.954 
0.015 
0.015 
0.029 
0.034 
0.378 
2.457 
0.018 
0.010 
0.008 
0.062 
0.013 
0.011 
0.009 
0.233 
0.227 
0.230 
0.204 
0.141 
0.274 
0.109 
0.172 
0.186 
0.437 
0.206 
0.242 
0.121 
0.594 

-0.503 
1. 367 
0.604 

-0.166 
-0.444 
0.531 
1.182 
0.729 

-2.893 
-0.848 

1.553 
2.284 
1.233 
0.106 
0.505 
1.117 

-C.202 
14.702 

1. 30:: 
-0.455 
1.120 

-0.556 
2.496 
1.'077 

-2.830 
-2.830 
1.298 
1.492 

-0.899 
0.143 

-1. 495 
-1.116 
-0.602 
-1.630 
-1. 018 
0.228 
2.828 

-0.752 

0.3 

Over-Identifying Restrictions Tests 

Sargan chi-squared 
degrees of freedom 

probability 1%) 

70.3433892 
56.0000000 
9.40668545 

176 
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Table 2.4 
Data set: NC_P, N = 685 

********* AI with fixed cost Demand System Estimation ********** 

Homogeneity Imposed 

Instlumental Variable Estimation 

Included Goods CA FH FR S R T 
Good Dropped for Estimation V 

Instruments in~ercept, non-homogeneous prices and 
DPV1 DPV3 DPV4 DPV5 DW DCT DCA DHF DHO DHE 

DEF 
HA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE DSP SA SA2 SGY 

ly 
lysq ry 

coeff estimate se t-value 

alINTCA -0.569 0.423 -1.343 
alDPV1CA 0.049 0.020 2.379 
alDPV3CA 0.030 0.020 l. 527 
alDPV4CA 0.019 0.019 1.003 
alDPV5CA 0.005 0.021 0.242 
alDWCA 0.080 0.115 0.693 
alDCTCA 0.675 0.324 2.081 
alDCACA -0.072 0.014 -5.090 
alDHECA 0.005 0.010 0.555 
alDHPCA 0.006 0.008 0.753 
alHACA -0.073 0.034 -2.133 
alDSFCA 0.036 0.016 2.288 
alDSOCA 0.003 0.009 0.363 
alDSECA 0.003 0.01l 0.281 
gaCACl>" -0.084 0.132 -0.637 
gaCAFH -0.002 0.163 -0.013 
gaCAFR 0.111 0.178 0.627 
gaCAS 0.044 0.147 0.298 
gaCAR -0.085 0.156 -0.549 
gaCAT 0.002 0.061 0.026 
beINTCA 0.383 0.182 2.107 
beDWCl>. -0.035 0.054 -0.649 
beDCTCA -0.355 0.167 - 2.118 
siINTO\ -0.031 0.394 -0.078 
alINTFH 0.915 0.479 l. 909 
alDPV1FH -0.022 0.024 -0.925 
alDPV3FH 0.005 0.023 0.213 
alDPV4FH -0.033 0.023 -l. 473 
alDPV5FH 0.003 0.024 0.108 
alDWFH -0.204 0.121 -1.684 
a 1 DCTFH -0.171 0.357 -0.477 
alDCAF1-1 -0.011 0.016 -0.713 
a IDHE FH -0.010 0.009 -1.212 
alDHPFH -0.004 0.008 -0.589 
alHAFH 0.201 0.038 5.349 
alDSFFH 0.016 0.018 0.887 
alDSOFH 0.041 0.014 2.860 
alDSEFH -0.011 0.010 -1.155 
gal<""'HCA 0.178 0.151 1.181 
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gaFRFR -0.034 0.201 -0.169 
gaFRFR -0.033 0.189 -C.175 
gaFRS -0.109 0.168 -0.651 
gaFHR 0.110 0.169 0.652 
gaFBT -0.166 0.070 -2.365 
beINTFR -0.295 0.206 -1.428 
beDWFH 0.100 0.057 1. 744 
beDCTFR 0.088 0.186 0.474 
siINTFR 0.051 0.447 0.114 
alINTFR 0.710 0.372 1. 909 
alDPV1FR -0.038 0.018 -2.140 
alDPV3FR -0.034 0.018 -1.888 
alDPV~N 0.003 0.016 0.212 
alDPV5FR 0.013 0.019 0.697 
alDWFR 0.073 0.093 0.780 
alDCI'F1( -0.296 0 . .275 -1.079 
alDCAt<"'"K -0.058 8.814 -4.261 
alDHEFR -0.002 !J.009 -0.20J 
alDHPFR 0.013 0.007 2.027 
alHAFR -0.042 0.030 -1.384 
alDSFFR -0.022 0.013 --1.785 
alDSOFR -0.037 0.008 -4.567 
alDSEFR -0.007 0.010 -0.684 
gaFRCA -0.196 0.110 -1.787 
gaFRf1-I 0.116 0.:39 0.830 
gaFRFR -0.301 0.159 -1.896 
gaF10 -0.099 0.121 -0.819 
gaFRR 0.367 0.132 2.786 
gaFRT -0.065 0.051 -1. 264 
beINTFR -0.225 0.160 -1.405 
beDWFR -0.036 0.044 -0.825 
beDCTFR 0.173 0.142 1.216 
siINTFR -0.782 0.331 -2.361 
alINTS 0.232 0.341 0.679 
alDPV1S 0.029 0.015 1.853 
alDPV3S -0.014 0.015 -0.908 
alDPV4S 0.036 0.015 2.379 
alDPV5S 0.004 0.016 0.253 
alDWS 0.060 0.084 0.709 
alDeTS -0.400 0.273 -1.466 
alDCAS -0.042 0.010 -4.071 
alDHES 0.009 0.008 '1 1 ...... " 

_ • ...L.L'..L. 

alDHPS 0.003 0.006 0.428 
a 1 HAS 0.009 0.025 0.370 
alDSFS -0.011 0.012 -0.987 
alDSOS -0.003 0.010 -0.296 
alDSES -0.015 0.009 -1.691 
gaSCA -0.157 0.105 -1.497 
gaSFH 0.010 0.122 0.081 
gaS FE 0.126 0.135 0.931 
gaSS -0.038 0.116 -0.327 
gaSR 0.131 0.126 1. 040 
gaST 0.079 0.047 1. 684 
beINTS -0.081 0.148 -0.545 
beDWS -0.028 0.040 -0.709 
beDC.'TS 0.199 0.142 1.403 
siINI'S 0.538 0.321 1.676 
alINTR -0.634 0.462 -1. 371 
alDPV1R 0.022 0.020 1. 098 
alDPV3R 0.011 0.020 0.527 



alDPV4R 
alDPV5R 
alDWR 
alDCIR 
alDCAR 
alDHER 
alDHPR 
alHAR 
alDSFR 
alDSOR 
alDSER 
gaRCA 
gaR.RH 
gaRFR 
gaRS 
gaRR 
gaRT 
beINTR 
beDWR 
beDCTI<. 
siINTR 
alINTT 
alDPVlT 
alDPV3T 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
aIDWI' 
alDCTT 
alDCAT 
alDHET 
alDHPT 
alHAT 
alDSFI 
alDSOT 
alDSET 
gaTCA. 
qaTFH 
gaTFR 
qaTS 
gaTR 
gaIT 
beINIT 
beDWT 
beDCIT 
siINIT 

0.023 
-0.009 
-0.040 
0.500 

-0.027 
0.015 

-0.006 
-0.068 
0.002 

-0.006 
0.016 

-0.244 
O. eno 
0.296 
0.257 

-0.212 
-0.077 

0.352 
0.017 

-0.268 
0.402 
0.069 
0.000 

-0.011 
-0.008 
-C.038 
-0.104 
0.412 
0.222 

-0.001 
-0.010 
-0.088 
-0.023 
0.044 
0.022 

-0.067 
-0.254 
0.038 
0.261 

-0.066 
D.071 
0.003 
0.057 

-0.201 
0.022 

a~: =-0.1, 8~ = 1.1 

0.018 
0.021 
0.113 
0.345 
0.015 
0.011 
0.009 
0.039 
0.015 
0.013 
0.012 
0.139 
0.185 
0.195 
0.161 
0.163 
0.065 
0.199 
0.053 
0.178 
0.442 
0.634 
0.031 
0.031 
0.028 
0,035 
0.172 
0.527 
0.017 
0.014 
0.01l 
0.051 
0.024 
0.017 
0.018 
0.201 
0.250 
0.279 
0.246 
0.261 
0.090 
0.279 
0.082 
0.272 
0.536 

1.332 
-0.435 
-0.355 
1.449 

-1.814 
1. 331 

-0.688 
-1.756 
0.160 

-0.428 
1.338 

-1. 757 
0.377 
1.522 
1.594 

-1. 299 
-1.186 
~.:75 
0.315 

-1.501 
0.910 
0.109 
0.004 

-0.369 
-0.272 
-1.100 
-0.603 
0.782 

13.247 
-0.073 
-0.912 
-1. 742 
-0.961 
2.522 
1.262 

-0.336 
-1.015 
0.137 
1.063 

-0.251 
0.794 
0.010 
0.699 

-0.739 
0.041 

Over-Identifying Restrictions Tests 

Sargan chi-squared 
degrees of freedom 

probabili ty (%) 

59.1374741 
48.0000000 
13 . 0094233 
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Table 2.5 
Data set: C p, N =129G 

********* AI with fixed cost Demand System Estimation ********** 

with children data set, full time work 

Homog-eneity Imposed 

Instrumental Variable Estimation 

Included Goods CC CA FR S R 

Good Dropped for Estimatlon V 

Instruments intercept, non-homog-eneous prices and 
DPVl DPV3 DPV4 DPV5 DW DCT DCA YCH OCH DYCH 

DHF 
DHO DEE DHP HA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE DSP 

SA 
SA2 SGY ly lyse; :::y 

coeff estimate se t-value 

alINTCC -0.096 0.205 -0.469 
alDPV1CC 0.006 0.005 1.194 
alDPV3CC 0.001 0.005 0.152 
alDPV4CC -0.008 0.007 -1.061 
alDPV5CC -0.006 0.007 -0.778 
alDWCC 0.200 0.192 1. 039 
alDC:J>..CC -0.171 0.141 -l. 212 
alDHCCC 0.007 0.005 l. 587 
alDEECC -0.002 0.002 -0.617 
alDSFCC 0.001 0.003 0.285 
alDSOCC -0.003 0.004 -0.706 
alDSPCC 0.007 0.00:2 3.158 
alSACC -C.083 0.020 -4.056 
aiYCHCC: C.100 C.Q69 : .437 
alOCHCC C.108 0.070 1.543 
gaCCCC -C.033 0.059 -0.554 
gaCCCA 0.035 0.055 0.629 
gaCCFH 0.025 0.042 0.581 
gaCCFR 0.016 0.044 0.373 
gaCCS -0.080 0.045 -l. 773 
gaCCR 0.036 0.031 1.156 
'gaCcr 0.013 0.021 0.600 
beINTCC 0.045 0.069 0.651 
beDWCC '0.073 0.072 -l.025 
beDCTCC -0.001 0.001 -1.781 
beD\',.ACC 0.059 0.052 l.145 
beCHHCC -0.030 0.024 -l.237 
siINTCC -0.014 0.060 -0.228 
alINTCA -0.786 0.598 -l.313 
alDPV1CA 0.002 0.012 0.133 
alDPV3CA -0.003 0.012 -0.251 
alDPV4CA -0.021 0.019 -l.094 
alDPVSCA -0.018 0.020 -0.908 
alDWCA 0.004 0.497 0.009 
alDCACA 0.426 0.413 1.032 
alDHOCA 0.011 0.012 0.924 



IXI 

alDHECA 0.006 0.007 0.892 
alDSFCA 0.009 0.008 1.143 
alDSOCA 0.010 0.010 0.945 
alDSPCA 0.007 0.006 ~.224 
alSACA 0.012 0.055 0.226 
alYCHCA 0.031 0.197 0.160 
alOCHCll,. 0.029 0.199 0.147 
gaCACC -0.152 0.167 -0.911 
gaCACA iJ.002 0.155 0.014 
qaCAFH 0.400 0.114 3.515 
qaCAFK -1).135 0.118 -i.138 
gaCAS -0.337 0.116 -2.896 
gaCAE 0.159 0.080 1. 975 
gaCAT 0.088 0.057 1.552 
beINTCA 0.332 0.200 1.661 
beDWCA 0.001 0.185 0.007 
beDCTCA -0.002 0.002 -0.9'c!0 
beDCACA -0.163 0.150 -1.085 
beCHHCA -0.024 0.067 -0.365 
siINTCA 0.242 0.184 1.313 
alINTFH 1.366 0.766 1.784 
alDPV1FH -0.038 0.017 -2.213 
alDPV3F1i -0.014 O.OlE -C.784 
alDPV4FH -0.085 0.026 -3.306 
alDPV5FI-J: -0.061 0.027 -2.314 
alDWFH -i.053 0.692 -1.522 
alDCAFH -1.012 0.522 -1.937 
alDHOFH 0.014 0.016 0.911 
alDHEFH -0.007 0.009 -0.750 
alDSFFH -0.001 0.013 -0.043 
alDSOFE 0.019 0.015 1.305 
alDSPFE -0.011 0.008 -1.339 
alSAFH 0.211 0.072 2.940 
alYCHFH 0.519 0.240 2.165 
alOCHFH 0.530 0.242 2.186 
gaFHCC -0.116 0.203 -D.S7l 
gaFHCA 0.405 0.192 2.111 
gaFHFH -0.217 0.144 -1.510 
gaFHFR 0.245 0.154 1.586 
gaFHS -0.001 0.156 -0.005 
gaFHR -0.189 0.111 -1.701 
gaFHT -0.033 0.073 -0.447 
beINTFH -0.392 0.259 -1. 515 
beDWFFI 0.384 0.25' 1.493 
beocrrn -0.002 0.003 -0.879 
beDCAF1-I 0.342 0.191 1.786 
beCHHFH -0.174 0.083 -2.099 
siINTFH 0.436 0.203 2.143 
alINTFR -0.127 0.473 -0.268 
alDPVlFR 0.001 0.011 0.117 
alDPV3FR 0.009 0.011 0.826 
alDPV4FR 0.054 0.018 3.086 
alDPV5FR 0.038 0.017 2.215 
alDWFR 0.752 0.439 1. 714 
alDCAFR -0.380 0.348 -1.092 
alDHOFR -0.020 0.010 -1.880 
a 1 DHE FR 0.011 0.006 1.913 
alDSFFR 0.007 0.009 0.821 
alDSOFR 0.012 0.010 1.286 
alDSPFR 0.007 0.005 1. 370 
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alSAFR -0.097 0.047 -2.045 
alYCHFR -0.054 0.158 -0.340 
alOC::cJ:FR -0.058 0.160 -0.360 
gaFRCC 0.079 0.144 0.550 
gaFRCA -0.124 0.138 -0.903 
gaFRH'H 0.01' 0.095 0.176 
gaFRFR -0.206 0.095 -2.176 
qaFRS -0.019 0.101 -0.182 
gaFRR. 0.140 0.070 1.999 
gaFRT 0.069 0.048 1.432 
beINTFR 0.075 0.159 0.476 
beDWFR -0.282 0.163 -1.727 
beDCTFR 0.007 0.002 3.455 
beDCAFR 0.140 0.128 l.095 
beOlliFR 0.016 0.055 0.297 
siINTFR -0.003 0.132 -0.026 
alINTS -0.296 0.508 -0.582 
alDPV1S O. 013 0.010 1.313 
alDPV3S 0.016 0.009 1.78l 
alDPV4S 0.033 0.015 2.2A8 
alDPV5S U.007 0.016 0.459 
alDWS 0.778 0.471 1.652 
alDCAS -0.406 0.341 -l.191 
alDHOS -0.009 0.010 -0.930 
alDHES 0.006 0.006 1.029 
alDSFS -0.008 0.006 -1.242 
alDSOS -0.010 0.009 -1.130 
alDSPS 0.000 O.OOS 0.048 
alSAS 0.086 0.043 1.985 
alYCHS -0.122 0.166 -0.737 
alOCB.S -0.146 0.168 -0.872 
gaSCC' -0.068 0.125 -0.540 
gaSCA -':".102 0.112 -0,911 
gaSFH -0.131 0.08C -:.642 
gaSFR 0.090 0.089 1.004 
gaSS 0.003 0.095 0.027 
gaSR 0.077 0.061 1.255 
gaST 0.049 0.045 1.086 
beINTS 0.132 0.172 0,:67 
beDWS -0,294 n 1 'Ie:: u . ...L/~ -1.683 
beDc::::'S -0.004 0,002 -2.444 
beDCAS 0.145 0.124 1.173 
beCHHS 0.042 0.057 0.724 
siINTS 0.392 0.132 2.978 
alINTR 0.471 0.846 0.557 
alDPV1R 0.002 0.013 0.172 
alDPV3R -0. OIl 0.013 -0.852 
alDPV4R 0.002 0.021 0.083 
alDPV5R -0.014 0.022 -0.641 
alDWR -0.637 0.698 -0.911 
alDCAR 0.001 0.549 0.002 
alDHOR 0.001 0.015 0.044 
alDHER 0.006 0.008 0.801 
alDSFR -0.011 0.009 -1.139 
alDSOR -0.028 0.014 -1.975 
alDSPR 0.007 0.007 0.962 
alSAR 0.003 0.067 0.041 
alYCHR 0.164 0.233 0.705 
alOCHR 0.175 0.236 0.742 
gaRCC -0.063 0.184 -0.342 



gaRCA 
qaRFH 
gaRFR 
gaRS 
gaRR 
gaRT 
beINTR 
beDWR 
beDCTR 
beDCAR 
beCHHR 
siINTR 
alINTT 
alDPV1T 
alDPV3T 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
alDWT 
alDCAT 
alDHOT 
alDHET 
alDSFT 
alDSOT 
alDSPT 
alSAT 
alYCHT 
alOCHT 
gaTCC 
gaTCA 
gaTF1-l 
gaTFR 
gaTS 
gaTR 
gaIT 
beINTT 
beDWT 
beDCTT 
beDCAT 
beCHHT 
siINTT 

-0.229 
0.087 
0.255 
0.170 
0.006 

-0.127 
-0.089 
0.240 

-0.002 
-0.031 
-0.055 
-0.107 
0.161 
0.042 

-0.002 
0.058 
0.065 
0.771 
:L.051 
iJ.001 

-0.001 
0.005 
0.019 
0.001 
0.043 

-0.670 
-0.683 

U .496 
-0.351 
-0.004 
-0.107 
-0.043 
-0.004 
0.025 

-0.061 
-0.276 
0.005 

-0.288 
0.241 
0.088 

8- = 2.3, 

0.160 
0.118 
0.133 
0.151 
0.088 
0.062 
0.288 
0.259 
0.003 
0.199 
0.080 
0.197 
1.105 
0.023 
0.022 
0.035 
0.034 
0.947 
0.775 
0.021 
:J.012 
0.016 
0.019 
0.011 
0.099 
0.334 
0.338 
0.285 
0.260 
0.188 
0.210 
0.213 
0.142 
0.099 
0.374 
0.352 
0.004 
0.284 
0.115 
0.291 

8. = 0.3, 8· 

-1. 431 
0.743 
1.908 
1.122 
0.071 

-2.068 
-0.312-
0.927 

-0.588 
-0.157 
-0.691 
-0.540 
0.146 
1.792 

-0.073 
1. 681 
1. 905 
0.814 
1. 356 
0.031 

-0.,)86 
0.316 
0.989 
0.100 
0.430 

-2.007 
-2.020 

-1.348 
-0.022 
-0.509 
-0.200 
-0.030 
0.249 

-0.162 
-0.784 
1.421 

-1.016 
2.092 
0.303 

C.4 

Over-Identifying Restrictions Tests 

Sarga~ chi-squared 
degrees of freedom 

probability (%) 

67.3983658 
56.0000000 
14.1495146 
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Table 2.6 

Data set: NC_F, N ~ 1389 

********* AI with fixed cost Demand System Estimation ********** 

Homogeneity Imposed 

Instrumental Variable Estimation 

Included Goods CA FH FR S R T 
Good Dropped for Estimation V 

Instruments irltercept f non-homogeneous prices and 
DPV1 DPV3 DPV4 DPV5 DW OCT DCA DHF DHO DHE 

DHF 
}IA HA2 HGY DSF DSO DSE DSF SA '3A2 3G~7 

ly 
lysq ry 

coeff estimate se t-value 

alINTCA 0.792 0.568 1. 395 
alDPV1CA 'J.017 0.012 1.409 
alDPV3CA 0.005 O. 011 0.498 
alDPV4CZI. IJ.009 O. 013 0.701 
a 1 DPV5CA 0.015 0.015 1. 010 
alDWCA -0.187 0.200 -0.936 
alDCACA -0.442 0.452 -0.979 
alDHOCA 0.015 0.008 1. 737 
alDHECA 0.012 0.006 2.073 
alDSFCA 0.021 0.009 2.285 
alDSOCA 0.004 0.009 0.426 
alDSPCA -0.003 0.005 -0.510 
alSACA -0.044 0.022 -2.052 
gaCACA -0.109 0.076 -1. 440 
gaCAFH 0.415 0.124 3.333 
gaCAFR -0.179 0.094 -1.893 
gaCAS -0.206 0.085 -2.417 
gaCAR -0.075 0.109 -0.692 
gaCAT 0.051 0.040 1. 273 
beINTCA -0.155 0.157 -0.986 
beDWCA 0.056 0.063 0.878 
beDCI'CA -0.004 0.002 -1. 994 
beIJC:l'>"CA 0.107 0.130 0.825 
siINT(1\" -0.509 0.317 -1.604 
alINTFH -0.137 0.606 -0.227 
alDPV1F11 -0.028 0.011 -2.500 
alDPV3FH -0.013 0.009 -1.386 
alDPV4FH -0.043 0.012 -3.689 
alDPV5F11 -0.027 0.016 -1. 693 
alDWFH -c .132 0.162 -0.813 
alDCAFH 0.294 0.486 0.606 
alDHOFH -0.005 0.008 -0.621 
alDHEFH -0.009 0.005 -1.865 
alDSFFH -0.000 0.008 -0.039 
alDSOFH 0.018 0.009 2.062 
alDSPFH -0.004 0.005 -0.839 
alSAFH 0.193 0.022 8.620 
gaFHC;; 0.214 0.078 2.754 
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gaFHFH -0.230 0.138 -1.671 
gaFHFR 0.204 0.113 1.809 
gaFHS -0.044 0.087 -0.506 
gaFHR 0.181 0.115 ~.S71 
gaF1IT -0.082 0.043 -:.921 
beINTfll 0.085 0.169 0.505 
beDWFH 0.045 0.051 0.887 
beDCTfll -0.001 0.002 -0.765 
beDCATII -0.087 0.141 -0.619 
slINTFH 1.250 0.375 3.338 
alINrFR 0.673 0.580 l.160 
alDPV1FR G.008 0.012 0.625 
alDPV3FR -0.002 O.Oll -0.208 
alDPV4FR 0.010 0.012 0.803 
alDPV5FR 0.014 0.015 0.897 
alDWFR 0.363 0.203 1.789 
alDCAFR -0.900 0.427 -2.110 
alDHOFR 0.006 0.008 0.787 
alDHEFR 0.015 0.006 2.763 
alDSPFR 0.009 0.009 1. 065 
alDSOFR -0.012 0.008 -1. 459 
alDSPFR -0.001 0.005 -0.189 
alSAFR -0.088 0.022 -3.994 
gaFRCA -0.106 0.075 -1. 418 
gaFRFH -0.043 0.132 -0.328 
gaER-PI< -0.022 0.098 -0.224 
gaFRS -0.022 0.08~ -0.272 
gaFRR 0.081 0.104 0.779 
gaFRT 0.075 0.036 2.113 
beINTFR -0.160 0.159 -1. 005 
beDWFR -0.114 0.064 -1.761 
beDCTFR 0.009 o . 00:2 4.736 
beDCAFR 0.258 0.121 2.134 
siINTFR -0.150 0.318 -0.472 
a lINTS 0.076 0.409 0.185 
alDPV1S 0.000 0.008 0.052 
alDPV3S 0.000 0.007 0.004 
alDPV4S eJ.013 0.008 =-.594 
alDPV5S -0.010 0.010 -1.025 
alDWS -0.264 0.141 -1.870 
alDCl'1S 0.125 0.332 0.377 
alDHOS -0.002 0.006 -0.368 
alDHES 0.002 0.004 0.586 
alDSFS -0.017 0.006 -2.916 
alDSOS -0.007 0.006 -1.323 
alDSPS 0.003 0.003 0.977 
alSAS 0.056 0.015 3.718 
gaSCA -0.042 0.058 -0.730 
gaSPE -0.191 0.090 -2.123 
gaSFR 0.104 0.072 1.453 
gaSS 0.190 0.052 3.625 
gaSR -0.038 0.073 -0.512 
gaST -0.012 0.029 -0.H4 
beINTS 0.017 0.115 0.146 
beDWS 0.085 0.045 1.913 
beDCTS -0.003 0.001 -2.375 
beDCAS -0.048 0.097 -0.495 
siINTS 0.292 0.243 1.203 
alINIR 1. 874 0.645 2.906 
alDPV1R 0.003 0.013 0.218 



alDPV3R 
alDPV4R 
alDPV5R 
alDWR 
alDCAR 
alDHOR 
alDHER 
alDSFR 
alDSOR 
alDSPR 
alSAR 
gaRCA 
gaRFH 
gaRFR 
gaRS 
gaRR 
gaRT 
beINTR 
beDWR 
beDCTR 
beDCAR 
siINTR 
alINIT 
alDPV1T 
alDPV3T 
alDPV4T 
alDPV5T 
alDWT 
alDCAT 
alDHOT 
alDHET 
alDSFr 
alDSOT 
alDSPT 
alSAT 
gaTCA 
gaTFH 
gaTFR 
gaTS 
gaTR 
gaTT 
beINIT 
beDWT 
beDCIT 
beDCAT 
siINIT 

0.009 
0.013 
0.028 

-0.181 
-1. 391 
0.000 
0.006 

-0.006 
0.015 
0.004 

-0.130 
-0.108 
0.257 

-0.055 
-0.120 
-0.142 
-0.044 
-0.485 
0.057 

-0.001 
0.389 

-0.783 
-0.574 
0.013 

-0.009 
0.012 

-0.010 
0.493 
0.851 
0.012 

-0.013 
-0.014 
-0.001 
0.005 

-0.021 
-0.122 
0.007 

-0.004 
0.015 
0.091 
0.055 
0.189 

-0.158 
0.001 

-0.195 
0.085 

a; = -0.9, 8; = 1.0 

0.011 
0.014 
0.017 
0.250 
0 . 494 
0.009 
0.006 
0.009 
0.010 
0.006 
0.024 
0.087 
0.131 
0.113 
0.091 
0.124 
0.041 
0.178 
0.080 
0.002 
0.141 
0.360 
0.904 
0.019 
0.016 
0.020 
0.024 
0.269 
0.748 
0.014 
0.008 
0.013 
0.014 
0.007 
0.032 
0.125 
0.195 
0.155 
0.126 
0.172 
0.062 
0.254 
0.085 
0.003 
0.219 
0 . 528 

0 . 797 
0.934 
1.690 

-0.726 
-2.813 
0.030 
0.886 

-0.620 
1.517 
0.606 

-5.438 
-1. 243 
1.963 

-0.484 
-1. 308 
-1.147 
-1. 072 
-2.723 
0.717 

-0.677 
2.756 

-2.178 
-0.635 
0.703 

-0.556 
0.577 

-0.431 
1. 836 
1.137 
0 . 862 

-1. 633 
-1. 071 
-0.063 
0.624 

-0.650 
-0.975 
0.038 

-0.028 
0.120 
0.531 
0.888 
0.743 

-1. 859 
0.525 

-0.891 
0.160 

Over-Identifying Restrictions Tests 

Sargan chi-squared = 
degrees of freedom 

probability (%) = 

48.922253243 
48.000000000 
43.583744640 
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Appendix 3. Proof 

Proof of Lemma 1: 

Applying the Roy's identity to (2.5), we have the following (a): 

av I aG aG av I * aV I * 
I api api aV I * api api I* Xi = = Xi 

aV I aG aG aV I * aV I * -- -- --
ay I ay I aV I * ay I ay I 

If ESE holds, then we have 

V(p, y, Z) VI (p, y ) 
d(p, Z ) 

(1) 

V(p,y, Z) V I(p, y ) 
d *(p,z) 

(2) 
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Applying the Roy's identity to (1), we have 

av av I av I 
L ad ] av I 

[-
api api a (y/ d) d 2 api - d api + y a d x - -i - av av I 1 av I d ap

1 

ay a (y/ d) d a (y / d) 

Xr = [Xj - ycm(d)/(1J)]/d 

Similarly, from (2), 

Based on (a) and if d ~ dO, then 

Xj = [y/(d* - d)] [d*cm(d)/(1Ji - dcm(d*)/(1JJ 

Therefore, Xi is a linear fimction of y without intercept. We conclude that yep, y, z) is 

homothetic, namely, c(p, u, z) = u~p, z) or yep, y, z) = y/(p, z). In other words, if d = dO, 

v(p, y, z) has to be non-homothetic. 



Proof of Lemma 2 

Applying the Roy's identity to (2.9), we also have (a) 

If GESE holds, we have 

V(P, Y, z) =v r (P, y-F* (P, z) ) 
d* (P, z ) 

From (3): 

x. = Dx! + y-F aD 
~ ~ --rJ api 

and from (4): 
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(3) 

(4) 



Using (a) and if D * D'. 

(D--D') x/ y-F' oD' 
----

D' op, 

(D--D<) x T 

( y-F oD + of) 
D op" op~ 

1 aD 
---)y 
D op; 

F,oln(D') +oF' + Fo1n(D)_ 
op, oP: ap 
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Clearly. x~ is a linear 11mction of y with intercept. Since XI is a linear function of x~. \(.) 

has to be qlla5i-homothetic. In other \yords. if D = D '. y(.) ha<; to be non-qllasi-

hOl11othetlc. 
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Appendix ... 

Brief Description of 3SLS 
with endogenous variables treated and heteroscedasticity cOlrected 

Suppose we have a system expressed as 

\"here wk (ek ) is the colunm vector of dependent vatiables (en'or terms) for the kth 

observation. That is. \V~ = (\Vl~' W2~' .... "Illk)" i.\ = (elk' e2k •.... emd' \\here m is the 

number of the equations in the system. 8 is a set of parameters to be estimated in the 

system. Some variables on the right hand side of the equation are endogenous. hcnce \ye 

adopted instmment variable approach to estimate the system. We assume there exists a 

set of instrument variables W. such that plim(We;N) = O. and pliml( IIN)WX] = M. 

"here N is the number of observations. e = (e l • e2 •.•.• e'J)'. Assume 11.) is a linar functIOn. 

X is the matrix of indepcndent variahles for all obseryations. M is the matrix \yjth rank 

equal to the dimension of 8. Given all these intormation. the estimates or 8 can he 

estimated in the tollowing stages (see Gallant. 1987): 

Stage 1: 

Estimate 8 fiTlll1 minimizing ( e'(I1l1 ® P)e: \yjth respect to 8. assuming the en'or tem1S are 

ofhomoscedasticity. where P = W(WWrIW. Since the tT.) is linear. \\c havc an cxplicit 



solution lor the estimates ofthe parameters is such that [X'PXj-1X'pw. \"here \\ = (\\1' \\2' 

Stage 2: 

Compute V = L[ek ® Wdle" ® W"T and then Vi, the summation runs from k = 1 to N. 

Stage 3: 

Use Vi and estimate heterosceda'lticity-corrected is by minimizing [Lek®WIJVI[Lek®W~]', 

For linear structure. \\e have explicit solution i()r the estimates of 8 such as 


